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WELCOME TO FLORIDA

And, welcome to our biggest Cat Auction Services event ever.

We are excited to have you join us to bid on the best selection of equipment in Florida. Period.

We want to thank our many sellers, who are selling with us onsite and virtually.

We are committed to bringing you the services that you need to buy with confidence. At this week’s auction:

• Look for IronPlanet’s IronClad Assurance® equipment condition certification.
• Equipment Protection Plans may be available on qualified Cat® equipment. Terms & conditions may apply.

We want to make your bidding and buying experience as easy and efficient as possible. Please visit our Vendor Fair for financing, transportation, insurance, parts and other support and information.

Enjoy the auction. We are glad that you are here.
THE LEADERBOARD® EXPLAINED

You’ve previewed the equipment on our yard or at IronPlanet.com, and this week, you’ll view the equipment on our Leaderboard, which shows:

• Video or pictures of the equipment in action
• Equipment location
• Featured seller
• Lot numbers and choice lots
• Bid and ask prices
• Location of high bidders, onsite or online
• Equipment Protection Plan and IronClad Assurance information

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLANS

Equipment Protection Plans may be available on qualified Cat® equipment in this week’s auction. Prices are based on machine hours and age of the machine. Plans are available for purchase during checkout.

You’ll know if a machine is covered by seeing these icons on the Leaderboard screen:

Gold Badges – Included Equipment Protection Plan

- **PWT 3**: Powertrain, 3 months or 250 hours
- **P+H 3**: Powertrain and Hydraulics, 3 months or 250 hours

Silver Badges – Available Equipment Protection Plan

- **PWT 3**: Powertrain, 3 months or 250 hours
- **P+W 3**: Powertrain and Hydraulics, 3 months or 250 hours
- **PWT 6**: Powertrain, 6 months or 500 hours
- **P+H 6**: Powertrain and Hydraulics, 6 months or 500 hours
ITEMS BACKED BY IRONCLAD ASSURANCE

Equipment with the IronClad Assurance equipment condition certification means the item has been given a thorough inspection and the report is guaranteed to be an accurate representation of the machine’s condition. Inspection reports are available at www.IronPlanet.com.

EQUIPMENT REMOVAL

LOAD OUT TO BE COMPLETED BY MARCH 11, 2016

YARD HOURS: Monday - Saturday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Upon full payment, buyer will receive an Item Release Form which needs to be provided at the time of pickup.

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE AUCTION SITE BY FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 2016

A storage and handling fee of $40/day per lot, plus transport charges will apply to all equipment that does not get removed.

TERMS & CONDITIONS*

A $2,000 refundable deposit is required for all new international bidders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final selling price</th>
<th>Transaction fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1 to $10,000</td>
<td>10% of the final selling price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,001 to $33,500</td>
<td>3.85% of the final selling price (minimum of $1,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above $33,500</td>
<td>$1,290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptable Forms of Payment:

- Wire Transfer
- Company Check
- Credit Card
  Not to exceed $5,000 per item

The auction is subject to IronPlanet’s Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) located at www.IronPlanet.com (the “Site”). In order to bid on or purchase equipment at the auction, you hereby agree to the Terms located on the Site and incorporated herein by reference. If you choose not to accept the Terms, you may not bid on or purchase equipment at the auction.

*For complete terms and conditions please see www.ironplanet.com/terms
REGIONAL IRONPLANET REPRESENTATIVES

Florida
Scott Linder (863) 287-6357

Tennessee/Alabama/Mississippi
George Massey (615) 554-4338

Texas/Louisiana/Arkansas
Chris Deason (318) 519-5511

Mid Atlantic
Steve Gorman (810) 241-5339

North & South Carolina/Georgia
Randy Wynn (704) 914-7563

Northeast
Dave Kreis (315) 350-4702

Midwest
David Kedney (312) 636-4234

For other regions, visit IronPlanet.com to find your local representative.

Safely home.
Everyone. Every day.

SAFETY.CAT.COM™

Auction Business License
• IronPlanet, Inc. – AB3127
• Cat Auction Services – AB3072
• Florida Dealer License – VI/1045077/1

This catalog is only a guide: This is a guide, and it cannot be guaranteed due to late additions and deletions. Announcements made the day of the auction will take precedence over any printed material.
HUNGRY?
CATERING SCHEDULE
& OFFERINGS

COFFEE 7:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Daily complimentary coffee provided by:
Espresso Events

BREAKFAST 7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

LUNCH 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

SNACKS 2:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

Enjoy an assortment of food for purchase throughout the week from:

APPI’s Wings and Burgers
ChiPhi
Dixieland Diner
El Cactus Azul
El Cubanito Subs
Fat Daddy’s BBQ
It’s All Greek To Me
Old Fashion Ice Cream
Ole Aioli
Simply Divine
Soup to Nuts
Tastebuds
Treehouse Truck
Up in Smoke BBQ
You can count on Cat Financial to provide the best finance and extended protection solutions for your business. For more than 30 years, we have helped Caterpillar and our customers succeed through financial service excellence. We offer finance, lease and extended protection services for nearly every market Caterpillar and its dealers serve—including heavy and general construction, forestry, mining, marine, industrial, quarry and aggregates and power generation.

Whether you are looking to finance a piece of equipment, acquire working capital, improve cash flow or protect your investment, we understand your business and have the solutions you need.

Your Cat Financial rep will be onsite the week of the auction. Stop by their booth or visit www.catfinancial.com

Tom Austin  
(407) 739-0391  
Tom.Austin@cat.com

Eric Cable  
(904) 254-7226  
Eric.Cable@cat.com

Heidi Jensen  
(904) 625-1569  
Heidi.Jensen@cat.com

Bill Taylor  
(813) 597-9623  
William.Taylor2@cat.com

Cat Financial Commercial Account is a convenient way to pay for purchases. In addition to having a best-in-class interest rate, no annual fees, online access 24/7, detailed monthly statements and real-time credit approvals, customers will enjoy flexible financing options on the purchase of equipment parts, attachments/work tools, generator sets, Extended Service Coverage and other small-dollar equipment.

Customers can also use Cat Financial Commercial Account to pay for anything offered at any Cat® dealer or Cat Rental Store in the U.S. or participating dealers in Canada (with the exception of purchases of new Cat construction equipment).
PHYSICAL DAMAGE INSURANCE

You never know when something might happen to your equipment. With Physical Damage Insurance through Cat Financial, you’ll be ready. If your machine experiences a covered loss, we’ll get it repaired or replaced so you can get back to work.

Physical Damage Insurance covers losses due to collision, flood, upset or overturn, fire, vandalism, theft and more. For partial losses, we pay the full replacement cost for genuine Cat parts and repairs by Cat dealers. Stop by our booth at the auction for more information.

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION PLANS

You count on your Cat machines and power systems to get the job done, day in and day out. Now, choose a level of protection that’s just as dependable and long-lasting.

No matter what industry you’re in, your Cat dealer offers an exclusive zero deductible Equipment Protection Plan for protection against unforeseen repairs due to defects in material and workmanship. Machines up to 10 years old may be eligible and both parts and labor are covered. Repairs are made using genuine Cat parts and service is completed by professionals at any authorized Cat dealership.

Powertrain Warranty (example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>90 days / 250 hours*</th>
<th>6 mos. / 500 hours*</th>
<th>12 mos. / 1000 hours*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>966G</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4,103</td>
<td>$230</td>
<td>$472</td>
<td>$1,058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Whichever occurs first

CAT® FINANCIAL INSURANCE SERVICES

Cat Financial Insurance Services helps our Caterpillar customers and business partners succeed by providing risk management solutions. Stop by our booth to talk about our extended protection products. We can turn a potentially negative situation like equipment failure or flood damage into an opportunity to delight the customer by getting them back up and running quickly.
CATERPILLAR USED SOLUTIONS

Caterpillar Inc. is committed to helping our customers win by providing access and ownership alternatives for highly productive, technology enabled, Cat products and exceptional dealer support. Whether it is late-model rental fleet rollouts, trade-ins or auctions with IronPlanet / Cat Auction Services, the Cat family has solutions for all your used equipment needs. Check out www.CatUsed.com for our dealer and Cat® Financial Services inventory and ask your participating dealer about Cat® Certified Used equipment, Equipment Protection Programs (EPP) and flexible financing from Cat Financial Services.

PARTS.CAT.COM

For over 15 years, our online parts store has been the go-to source for over 1.4 million genuine Cat® parts. And now, Caterpillar is introducing the newly redesigned, mobile-friendly, Parts.Cat.Com. Getting the parts you need to get the job done has never been faster, easier or more reliable. Visit our booth to take a test drive on the new site, and ask us about how to get a free Cat hat.

CAT® SURPLUS AND USED PARTS

Looking for an alternative for your older machine, to get it running affordably? Take a look at Cat Surplus & Used Parts. We offer a large line of surplus, used and rebuilt parts. Contact your local Dealer and ask about Cat’s Surplus & Used.

CAT® CLASSIC™ PARTS

Cat Classic Parts provide owners of older Caterpillar products with competitively-priced repair alternatives that minimize risk associated with non-genuine parts. These parts are backed by the same warranty as original Cat parts. See the latest model/part number coverage here: www.cat.com/parts/classic-parts or contact us: Classic_Parts_Support@cat.com

CAT® WORK TOOL ATTACHMENTS

Want to get the most out of your machine purchases? Visit our booth to experience the advantages of our full line of Cat Work Tools. Purchase what you need to get to work—many Work Tools and parts available same day – or just stop by to chat with our experts. We’re here to help you get the job done!
RING POWER CORPORATION

Ring Power, your North and Central Florida Cat dealer, has been selling quality used equipment worldwide for more than 53 years. Many of the units we offer are from our rental fleets, which means they are well maintained by our certified, Caterpillar trained technicians, and all of our equipment is backed by our vast inventory of new and used parts. Our superior offering of equipment services includes: regular maintenance, undercarriage replacement, partial or complete engine rebuilds, machining capability, hydraulic cylinder repair, and complete sandblast and painting.

Visit us at www.ringpower.com

VERITREAD

VeriTread is the only online transportation marketplace designed for the heavy construction equipment industry. They are IronPlanet’s exclusive transportation partner. VeriTread can help you with an estimate before you bid, and upon completion of a purchase provide competitive quotes from their extensive network.

Visit us at VeriTread.com

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT GUIDE

Construction Equipment Guide (CEG) is a national publication and website that provides industry news, articles on construction equipment, projects and legislation, auction coverage, business profiles and events and more. CEG’s biweekly newspapers consist of four regional editions — Northeast, Southeast, Midwest and Western. CEG’s website, www.constructionequipmentguide.com, is a one-stop source for news, used equipment searches, equipment dealer locators, upcoming auctions, construction videos, online editions of its print editions and more. Founded in 1957, CEG is based in Fort Washington, PA, and is a proud member of the Associated Press.

ROCK & DIRT

Rock & Dirt and RockAndDirt.com focus on bringing buyers and sellers together in the construction marketplace of heavy equipment sales. Our print editions are published three times a month (Eastern, Central, & Western focuses) covering the USA and Canada. RockAndDirt.com is one of the largest web resources for construction equipment, trucks, trailers, cranes, auctions, parts and attachments with thousands of listings in each section.
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THE BEST WAY TO 
BUY AND SELL USED 
equipment. PERIOD.

Our weekly featured auctions are an opportunity for buyers and sellers alike to manage their equipment needs on their schedules – whether you own one machine or a fleet of equipment.

For sellers, we target qualified buyers all over the world from our more than 1.4 million registered users. We offer four ways to buy and sell: online weekly at our featured auctions, in our buy-now format, allEquip®, every day in our Daily Marketplace, and onsite with our Cat Auction Services and Kruse Energy & Equipment marketplaces.

From construction equipment to trucks to mining to oil & gas and military surplus, you can sell it – or find it – at IronPlanet.com.

Find out more about our marketplaces at:

www.IronPlanet.com
(866) 946-3918
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

101  **BOBCAT 453 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - 5015013197  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

102  **2003 CAT 216 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - 4NZ04951, Meter Reads - 2,959 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Manheim, PA*

103  **2014 BOBCAT S510 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - ALNW11053, Meter Reads - 2,325 Hours  
Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Manual Coupler, 80” Wide, General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI*

104  **2007 VOLVO MC70B SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - VCEMC70B006118800, Meter Reads - 2,290 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 73” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

105  **2004 JCB 170 ROBOT SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - SLP170HA4E0682864, Meter Reads - 2,008 Hours  
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Coupler, Cold Planer Attachment  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ft. Meyers, FL*

106  **2006 BOBCAT S175 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - 530111588, Meter Reads - 2,395 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 72” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Naples, FL*
107 2000 BOBCAT 753 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 515833884, Meter Reads - 3,394 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler,
60’ Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

108 2000 NEW HOLLAND LS170 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 169617, Meter Reads - 2,647 Hours
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Manheim, PA

109 CASE 1840 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - No serial number found
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 62’ Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket. The engine could not be started. The main components could not be operationally checked. Seller Comment: The drive motors are out. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

110 2014 CAT 226B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0226BTMWD06150, Meter Reads - 2,809 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mason, MI

111 2013 CAT 226B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0226BCMWD06082, Meter Reads - 704 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 66’ Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $450
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $750

112 2012 CASE SR220 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - NCM457287, Meter Reads - 2,065 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 73’ Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
CHOICE OF 2 - 113, 114

113  2011 CAT 226B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
     S/N - CAT0226BAMWD02138, Meter Reads - 2,039 Hours
     Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 65" Wide
     General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
     Powertrain Protection Begins At:
     3 Month / 250 Hours - $489
     6 Month / 500 Hours - $839

114  2011 CAT 226B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
     S/N - CAT0226BTMWD02342, Meter Reads - 2,396 Hours
     Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 72" General Purpose
     Smooth Edge Bucket Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing
     Powertrain Protection Begins At:
     3 Month / 250 Hours - $529
     6 Month / 500 Hours - $899

CHOICE OF 2 - 116, 117

116  2005 GEHL 5640 SKID-STEER LOADER
     S/N - GHL05640H00505573, Meter Reads - 1,812 Hours
     Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary
     Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Coupler

117  2005 GEHL 5640 SKID-STEER LOADER
     S/N - GHL05649C00505678, Meter Reads - 1,471 Hours
     Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 65.5" Wide,
     General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

118  2004 BOBCAT S250 SKID-STEER LOADER
     S/N - 526014945, Meter Reads - 3,753 Hours
     To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grand Rapids, MI
BOBCAT SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 2,951 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 6’ Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI  

CHOICE OF 2 - 120, 121  

120 2014 CAT 236D SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0236DDBGZ00402, Meter Reads - 229 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 73” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA  
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $159  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $275  

121 2014 CAT 236D SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0236DABGZ00516, Meter Reads - 2,987 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 82” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $338  

CHOICE OF 2 - 122, 123  

122 2013 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0236BHA9H03482, Meter Reads - 524 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 74” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  

123 2013 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0236BIA9H03555, Meter Reads - 4,263 Hours  
Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 66” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
CHOICE OF 4 - 124, 125, 126, 127

124  2012 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0236BVA9H02585, Meter Reads - 341 Hours
Open Operator Station, Hydraulic Coupler, 67' Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $156
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $269

125  2012 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0236BTA9H03082, Meter Reads - 1,063 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 72' Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $169
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $289

126  2012 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0236BCA9H02240, Meter Reads - 2,546 Hours
Open Operator Station, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 72' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $338

127  2012 CAT 236B3 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0236BKA9H02288, Meter Reads - 4,329 Hours
General Purpose Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI

128  2007 CAT 236B SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0236BKHEN06074, Meter Reads - 2,858 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 72' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $329
**CHOICE OF 2 - 129, 130**

**129  2012 CAT 242B3 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0242BHSRS02327, Meter Reads - 1,773 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 68.5' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL*  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $599

**130  2011 CAT 242B3 SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0242BESRS01034, Meter Reads - 1,324 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Cushion Tires, Hydraulic Coupler, 66' General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, 2 Speed, Vertical Lift

**CHOICE OF 5 - 132, 133, 134, 135, 136**

**132  2012 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0246CVJAY07069, Meter Reads - 81 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 74' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $159  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $275

**133  2012 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0246CAJAY08174, Meter Reads - 990 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 78.5' General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
134 2012 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0246CKJAY06418, Meter Reads - 1,596 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $179  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $299

135 2012 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0246CKJAY07388, Meter Reads - 3,345 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 79" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

136 2012 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - OJAY06822, Meter Reads - 3,607 Hours  
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Manual Coupler  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grand Rapids, MI

137 2010 CAT 246C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0246CAJAY04724, Meter Reads - 830 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $175  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $275

CHOICE OF 3 - 138, 139, 140

138 2012 CAT 252B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0252BJTNK02075, Meter Reads - 1,281 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $175  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $279
139  2012 CAT 252B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0252BLTNK01451, Meter Reads - 2,205 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler, 72" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

140  2012 CAT 252B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0252BETNK01453, Meter Reads - 2,569 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 79" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

141  2011 CAT 252B3 SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - 01271, Meter Reads - 4,100 Hours

142  2012 CAT 256C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0256CVDWS02028, Meter Reads - 1,273 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 68.5" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/22/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 2 - 143, 144

143  2010 CAT 256C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0256CLDWS01500, Meter Reads - 1,342 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 74" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $339

144  2010 CAT 256C SKID-STEER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0236CVDWS01493, Meter Reads - 2,842 Hours  
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Coupler, 76.5" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $229  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $399
145 2014 CAT 262D SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0262DVDTB00561, Meter Reads - 1,343 Hours
Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, 78" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $225
  5 Month / 500 Hours - $375

146 2010 CAT 262C SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0262CCMST03404, Meter Reads - 4,027 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

147 2009 JOHN DEERE 328 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - T00328B177950, Meter Reads - 2,461 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 83" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
  To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX

148 2005 JCB ROBOT SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - FLP111WH5U1134313, Meter Reads - 528 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 68" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
  To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

149 2005 CASE 445 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - N5M401792
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 72" Wide Grapple Bucket

150 2004 GEHL 6640 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 604457, Meter Reads - 982 Hours
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Cushion Tires, Manual Coupler
2002 CASE 70XT SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - JAF0351814
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 72" Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA

CHOICE OF 3 - 152, 153, 154

2000 NEW HOLLAND LS190 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 195183, Meter Reads - 3,095 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler,

2000 NEW HOLLAND LS190 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 195407, Meter Reads - 3,185 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 72" Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

2000 NEW HOLLAND LS190 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 195296, Meter Reads - 13 Hours

2007 CAT 268B SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - CAT0268BLLBA01865, Meter Reads - 1,631 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary
Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Coupler, 80" Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377

CHOICE OF 2 - 157, 158

2007 JOHN DEERE 332 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - T00332F146772, Meter Reads - 987 Hours
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary
Hydraulic Plumbing, Hydraulic Coupler, 84" Broom
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC
158 2007 JOHN DEERE 332 SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - T00332F146648, Meter Reads - 276 Hours
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary
Hydraulic Plumbing, Cushion Tires, Hydraulic
Coupler, 84’ Broom
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

159 2009 GEHL CTL55 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 222000391, Meter Reads - 1,350 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Manual
Coupler, 66’ Wide Grapple Bucket

CHOICE OF 4 - 160, 161, 162, 163

160 2013 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BVTSLO1955, Meter Reads - 1,500 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling,
Hydraulic Coupler. Includes a transferable
Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through
7/31/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

161 2013 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BATSLO1469, Meter Reads - 1,840 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Hydraulic Coupler, 73” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

162 2013 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BJTLS01497, Meter Reads - 1,509 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 73” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $845
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,417

163 2013 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 1339
CHOICE OF 4 - 164, 165, 166, 167

164 2011 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BVTSLO0532, Meter Reads - 1,356 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $775
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,299

165 2011 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BHTSLO00468, Meter Reads - 1,739 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 15" Tracks, 70.5" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $839
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,399

166 2011 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BTTSL00586, Meter Reads - 1,978 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 15" Tracks, 74" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $845
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,417

167 2011 CAT 247B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BHTSL00776, Meter Reads - 1,252 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 2 - 168, 169

168 2010 CAT 247B2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BJMTL06713, Meter Reads - 1,210 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 15" Tracks, Hydraulic Coupler
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $793
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,339
169 2010 CAT 247B2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BPMTL06739, Meter Reads - 2,210 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler,
68.5" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $897
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,508

170 2008 CAT 247B2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BVMTL06083, Meter Reads - 2,362 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler,
67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $879
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,499

171 2007 CAT 247B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BCMTL04204, Meter Reads - 2,372 Hours
Open Operator Station, 66" Wide General Purpose Bucket, Self Leveling, Manual Coupler
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

CHOICE OF 2 - 172, 173

172 2006 CAT 247B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BVMTL02874, Meter Reads - See Report
Open Operator Station, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

173 2006 CAT 247B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BJMTL03908, Meter Reads - 5,146 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Hydraulic Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
174 2005 CAT 247B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0247BVMTL01241
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 80" Wide
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 2 - 175, 176

175 2003 CAT 247 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT00247CCML00981, Meter Reads - 2,286 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler

176 2003 CAT 247 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT00247PCML00734, Meter Reads - 1,647 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Manual Coupler, 68.5" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 3 - 177, 178, 179

177 2008 BOBCAT T190 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - A3LN12070, Meter Reads - 3,904 Hours
Open Operator Station, Hydraulic Coupler, General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

178 2007 BOBCAT T190 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 531620230, Meter Reads - 4,114 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

179 2007 BOBCAT T190 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 531618624, Meter Reads - 3,473 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Manual Coupler, 67" Wide, General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI
180 2014 GEHL RT175 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - GHLRT175K00811159, Meter Reads - 435 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 70" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

---

CHOICE OF 2 - 181, 182

181 2014 CAT 257D COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257DEEZW00255, Meter Reads - 1,219 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 68" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Myers, FL

---

182 2014 CAT 257D COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257DEEZW00212, Meter Reads - 1,337 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 68" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $649  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

---

CHOICE OF 4 - 183, 184, 185, 186

183 2013 CAT 257B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257BKB7H02251, Meter Reads - 1,286 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 03/25/2017 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

---

184 2013 CAT 257B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257BHB7H01822, Meter Reads - 1,173 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 68" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/17/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
2013 CAT 257B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257B7H01792, Meter Reads - 1,878 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 68" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/01/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2013 CAT 257B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0257BCB7H01970, Meter Reads - 1,857 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 66" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 2 - 187, 188

2012 GEHL RT210 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - GHLRT210G00020606, Meter Reads - 699 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 18" Tracks, 74" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Self Leveling

2012 GEHL RT210 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - GHLRT210G00020676, Meter Reads - 827 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 65" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

2011 CAT 259B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0259BLYY00476, Meter Reads - 862 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 72" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999
190 2012 CAT 257B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0257BVB7H01542, Meter Reads - 2,374 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler

191 2005 CAT 257B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0257BKSLK03387, Meter Reads - 3,006 Hours
Open Operator Station, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Electrical Connection at Auxiliary Hydraulic Ports, 15.5' Track Belts, Hydraulic Coupler, 76' General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

192 2015 CAT 259D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0259DJFTL03561, Meter Reads - 263 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 72' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $585
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

CHOICE OF 2 - 193, 194

193 2014 CAT 259D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0259DHFTL00344, Meter Reads - 1,173 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 73' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $609
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,039

194 2014 CAT 259D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0259DAFTL02169, Meter Reads - 1,284 Hours
Open Operator Station, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 74' Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
CHOICE OF 3 - 195, 196, 197

195 2013 CAT 259B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0259BCYYZ05124, Meter Reads - 1,290 Hours  
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, 68" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL

196 2013 CAT 259B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0259BVYYZ05108, Meter Reads - 1,359 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Myers, FL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

197 2013 CAT 259B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0259BCYYZ04399, Meter Reads - 1,977 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Electrical Connection at Auxiliary Hydraulic Ports, 15.5" Track Belts, Hydraulic Coupler. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/12/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

198 2011 CAT 259B3 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0259BAYYZ01299, Meter Reads - 795 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 75" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,014

199 2006 CAT 267B COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0267BJCYC01332, Meter Reads - 2,375 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
CHOICE OF 2 - 200, 201

200 2013 CAT 277C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0277CKMET00326, Meter Reads - 1,651 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, Self Leveling. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 8/08/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

201 2013 CAT 277C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0277CHMET00304, Meter Reads - 2,152 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide, General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/13/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

202 2012 CAT 277C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0277CLJWF02762, Meter Reads - 1,740 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $715
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,196

203 2011 CAT 277C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0277CTJWF02394, Meter Reads - 3,367 Hours
Open Operator Station, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Electrical Connection at Auxiliary Hydraulic Ports, 18" Track Belts, Manual Coupler, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $845
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,430

204 2009 CAT 277C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - OJWF02060, Meter Reads - 2,649 Hours
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Saginaw, MI
205 2005 CAT 277B COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0277BAMDH02109, Meter Reads - 153 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 78" Wide  
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

206 2004 CAT 277 COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT00277ECNC02890, Meter Reads - 1,675 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 80" Wide  
General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 3 - 207, 208, 209

207 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0279DAGTL00239, Meter Reads - 474 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary  
Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Electric Coupler,  
78" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $449  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $767

208 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0279DVGTL00241, Meter Reads - 558 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose  
Smooth Edge Bucket  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $468  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $779

209 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER  
S/N - CAT0279DTGTL00247, Meter Reads - 788 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Electric  
Coupler, 85" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge  
Bucket  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $468  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $779
## CHOICE OF 3 - 210, 211, 212

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Meter Read</th>
<th>Cab Type</th>
<th>Air Conditioning</th>
<th>Coupler Type</th>
<th>Bucket Type</th>
<th>Powertrain Protection Begins At</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CAT0279DPGTL00234</td>
<td>1,109 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>78&quot; Smooth Edge</td>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 Month / 500 Hours - $779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CAT0279DTGTL00233</td>
<td>1,047 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hydraulic</td>
<td>79&quot; Smooth Edge</td>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 Month / 500 Hours - $779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CAT0279DCGTL00240</td>
<td>1,083 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>Forks</td>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 Month / 500 Hours - $789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CHOICE OF 5 - 213, 214, 215, 216, 217

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Meter Read</th>
<th>Cab Type</th>
<th>Air Conditioning</th>
<th>Coupler Type</th>
<th>Bucket Type</th>
<th>Powertrain Protection Begins At</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>OGTL00238</td>
<td>1,300 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>Bucket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CAT0279DCGTL00237</td>
<td>1,335 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>74&quot; Smooth Edge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
215 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279DKGTL00235, Meter Reads - 1,335 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Two Speed, Electric Coupler
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $469
6 Month / 500 Hours - $789

216 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279DHGTL00230, Meter Reads - 1,447 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 72" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $469
6 Month / 500 Hours - $789

217 2013 CAT 279D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279DJGTL00236, Meter Reads - 1,561 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 67" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $499
6 Month / 500 Hours - $845

CHOICE OF 4 - 218, 219, 220, 221

218 2013 CAT 279C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CTKWB01006, Meter Reads - 2,198 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 86" Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $525
6 Month / 500 Hours - $899

219 2013 CAT 279C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CEKWB00998, Meter Reads - 1,102 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 79" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
2013 CAT 279C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CTKWB00874, Meter Reads - 1,360 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Electrical Connection at Auxiliary Hydraulic Ports, 15" Track Belts, Hydraulic Coupler, 79" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/22/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2013 CAT 279C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CCKWB01402, Meter Reads - 2,450 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide, General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Counterweight Package. ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 7/19/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

CHOOSE OF 2 - 222, 223

2012 CAT 279C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CLMBT03135, Meter Reads - 1,642 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 18" Tracks, 78" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $499
6 Month / 500 Hours - $839

2012 CAT 279C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0279CEKWB00323, Meter Reads - 1,303 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $469
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>S/N or Number</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>2011 CAT 279C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</td>
<td>CAT0279CCMBT02000, 1,430</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 18&quot; Tracks, 78.5&quot; General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td>Powertrain Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $468, 6 Month / 500 Hours - $789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>2011 CAT 279C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</td>
<td>CAT0279CKMBT01703, 5,024</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 79&quot; Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Counter Weight Package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>2009 CAT 279C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</td>
<td>0MBT00796, 3,200</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Two Speed, High Flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>2008 CAT 279C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</td>
<td>CAT0279CEMBT00352, 2,491</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 78&quot; Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td>Powertrain Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $499, 6 Month / 500 Hours - $899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>2010 CAT 287C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</td>
<td>CAT0287CPMAS01887, 1,029</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 78&quot; Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td>Powertrain Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $499, 6 Month / 500 Hours - $875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOICE OF 2 - 229, 230

229 2008 CAT 287C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0287CTMAS00706, Meter Reads - 6,807 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 80” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

230 2008 CAT 287C COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0287CKMAS01521, Meter Reads - 2,903 Hours
Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 73” Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL

CHOICE OF 3 - 231, 232, 233

231 2006 CAT 287B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0287BEZSA03706, Meter Reads - 52 Hours
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

232 2005 CAT 287B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0287BTZSA02106, Meter Reads - 3 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 79” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

233 2005 CAT 287B COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0287BCZSA02144, Meter Reads - 1,775 Hours
Enclosed Cab, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Hydraulic Coupler, There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. The engine did not have any oil in it and would not turn over. The main components could not be operationally checked. Buckets are not included.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
CHOICE OF 6 - 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239

234  2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DKTAW00904, Meter Reads - 64 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, Forks
    Powertrain Protection Begins At:
        3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
        6 Month / 500 Hours - $869

235  2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DVTAW00986, Meter Reads - 173 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, Forks, 80"
    General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
    Powertrain Protection Begins At:
        3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
        6 Month / 500 Hours - $869

236  2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DETAW00461, Meter Reads - 951 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 80.5" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
    Powertrain Protection Begins At:
        3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
        6 Month / 500 Hours - $879

237  2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DJTAW00838, Meter Reads - 271 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, Forks
    Powertrain Protection Begins At:
        3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
        6 Month / 500 Hours - $869
238 2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DATAW00987, Meter Reads - 419 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Vertical Lift, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Forks
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
6 Month / 500 Hours - $869

239 2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DTTAW01483, Meter Reads - 499 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Electric Coupler, 79" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
6 Month / 500 Hours - $869

240 2014 CAT 289D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289DCTAW01496, Meter Reads - 692 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 78.5" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $520
6 Month / 500 Hours - $875

CHOICE OF 4 - 241, 242, 243, 244

241 2013 CAT 289C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0289CCRTDO0962, Meter Reads - 2,179 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Electrical Connection at Auxiliary Hydraulic Ports, 16" Track Belts, Hydraulic Coupler, 79" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>242</th>
<th>2013 CAT 289C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - CAT0289CERTD01057, Meter Reads - 947 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 84&quot; Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powertrain Protection Begins At:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>243</th>
<th>2013 CAT 289C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - CAT0289CCRTD00928, Meter Reads - 1,062 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Self Leveling, Hydraulic Coupler, 80&quot; Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powertrain Protection Begins At:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Month / 500 Hours - $899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>244</th>
<th>2013 CAT 289C2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - CAT0289CTRTD00963, Meter Reads - 1,590 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 76°. General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, High Flow, 2 speed, Vertical Lift. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/01/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>245</th>
<th>2011 CAT 289C COMPACT TRACK LOADER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - CAT0289CCJMP02475, Meter Reads - 4,195 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 18&quot; Track Belts, Hydraulic Coupler, 80&quot; General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>246</th>
<th>2009 TEREX PT100 COMPACT TRACK LOADER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - DTJ04202, Meter Reads - 4,915 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 80&quot; Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
247 2008 CASE 450CT COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - N8M484486, Meter Reads - 2,227 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 82" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Auto Ride Control, Pattern Control Changer

248 2007 ASV RC100 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - RSD003108, Meter Reads - 4,212 Hours
Enclosed Cab, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Hydraulic Coupler

249 2007 TAKEUCHI TL150 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 21504368, Meter Reads - 4,665 Hours
Enclosed Cab (Door missing), Air Conditioner, Manual Coupler, 81" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

250 2006 TAKEUCHI TL140 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 21404506, Meter Reads - 2,472 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, 74" Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth

251 2007 BOBCAT T300 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 532017100, Meter Reads - 4,708 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Vertical Lift, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 78" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

252 2005 BOBCAT T300 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 525415512, Meter Reads - 3,542 Hours
Open Operator Station, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Coupler, 79" Wide General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth
253 2013 KUBOTA SVL90-2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 11556
Open Operator Station, Vertical Lift, Manual Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

254 2011 KUBOTA SVL90-2 COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - 10701, Meter Reads - 2,618 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

CHOICE OF 4 - 255, 256, 257, 258

255 2014 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0299DTGTC00583, Meter Reads - 1,670 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $585
6 Month / 500 Hours - $989

256 2014 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0299DAGTC00656, Meter Reads - 1,072 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Two Speed, Electric Coupler
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $546
6 Month / 500 Hours - $919

257 2014 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0299DVGTC00817, Meter Reads - 1,797 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 80" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket, Ride Control, Counter Weight Package
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $575
6 Month / 500 Hours - $975
258  **2014 CAT 299D XHP COMPACT TRACK LOADER**
S/N - CAT0299DJST00312, Meter Reads - 2,081 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Two Speed, Manual Coupler
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $625
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

---

**CHOICE OF 4 - 259, 260, 261, 262**

259  **2013 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER**
S/N - CAT0299DVHCL00625, Meter Reads - 2,972 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Vertical Lift, Self Leveling, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 86" General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $649
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,099

---

260  **2013 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER**
S/N - CAT0299DJHCL00735, Meter Reads - 340 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 80" General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $875

---

261  **2013 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER**
S/N - CAT0299DTHCL00598, Meter Reads - 767 Hours
Open Operator Station, Two Speed, Manual Coupler, 73" Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $529
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $899
262 2013 CAT 299D COMPACT TRACK LOADER
S/N - CAT0299DCHCL00700, Meter Reads - 1,953 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, High Flow Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Two Speed, Electric Coupler, 74.5” Wide General Purpose Smooth Edge Bucket

263 CAT HM315B MULCHER ATTACHMENT
S/N - No serial number found

264 CAT M315B MULCHER ATTACHMENT
S/N - HMC00313
62” To Fit Skid Steer

265 CAT HM312 MULCHER ATTACHMENT
S/N - DJP00283
54” to fit skid steer

266 CAT HF72 MULCHER ATTACHMENT
S/N - 9719

267 2012 CAT TH255 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBS00877, Meter Reads - 1,490 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 5,500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 18’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Shift, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 14-17.5 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Davie, FL

CHOICE OF 3 - 268, 269, 270

268 2005 MANITOU MLT523TMU TELEHANDLER
S/N - 211089, Meter Reads - 2,415 Hours
4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 5,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 16’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 12.5/80-18 Tires
269 2005 MANITOU MLT 523TMU TELEHANDLER
S/N - 213188, Meter Reads - 3,757 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 47” Forks, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 12.5/80-18 Tires

270 2005 MANITOU MLT523TMU TELEHANDLER
S/N - 210638, Meter Reads - 2,792 Hours
4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 5,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 16’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 12.5/80-18 Tires

271 2011 CAT TH406 4X4 TELEHANDLER
S/N - YC5000000TBX00287, Meter Reads - 958 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 6600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 20’ Max Lift Height, 59” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 15.5-25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $429
6 Month / 500 Hours - $725

272 JCB 506C TELEHANDLER
S/N - SLP506C0WE0579966

273 2001 CAT TH83 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 3RN04277, Meter Reads - 4,169 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 7610 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 41’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Bucket, Side Tilt Carriage, Hydraulic Coupler, Frame Leveling, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing

274 1995 CAT TH83 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 3RN00344
275 1997 CAT TH103 TELEHANDLER  
S/N - 3PN00441, Meter Reads - 6,796 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD w/3 Way Steering, 10000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 44’ Max Lift Height,  
48” Forks, Frame Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 14.00-24 Tires.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Rockford, IL

277 2006 JCB 506C TELEHANDLER  
S/N - 1184655  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/3 Way Steering,  
6000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 35 Max Lift Height,  
48” Forks, Fork Positioner, Frame Leveling, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 1300.24 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

278 2013 CAT TL642C TELEHANDLER  
S/N - THG00471, Meter Reads - 2,652 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/3 Way Steering,  
6,600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42” Max Lift Height,  
60” Forks, Side Shift, Frame Leveling, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Davie, FL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $549  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $925

279 2005 JLG G6-42A TELEHANDLER  
S/N - 0160010586, Meter Reads - 4,084 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD w/3 Way Steering, 6600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 48” Forks, Frame Leveling,  
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24TG Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

280 2005 TEREX TH844C TELEHANDLER  
S/N - TH05/02-6134, Meter Reads - 4,083 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/3 Way Steering,  
8000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 44’ Max Lift Height,  
14-24 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI
**CHOICE OF 2 - 281, 282**

**281**  
*2014 CAT TL943C TELEHANDLER*  
S/N - THH00842, Meter Reads - 1,277 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,  
9,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 48" Forks,  
Hydraulic Coupler, Frame Leveling, Outriggers,  
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 370/75-28 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $468  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $789

**282**  
*2013 CAT TL943C TELEHANDLER*  
S/N - THH00781, Meter Reads - 1,238 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,  
9,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 43' Max Lift Height,  
58" Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Frame Leveling,  
Outriggers, 370/75-28 foam filled Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $468  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $789

**283**  
*2008 CAT TL943 TELEHANDLER*  
S/N - TBL01219, Meter Reads - 1,393 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,  
9,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 43' Max Lift Height,  
48" Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,  
13.00-24 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $468  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $789

**CHOICE OF 2 - 284, 285**

**284**  
*2013 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER*  
S/N - 0160050707, Meter Reads - 997 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,  
6,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42' Max Lift Height,  
Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires

**285**  
*2013 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER*  
S/N - 0160050150, Meter Reads - 1,833 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,  
6000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42' Max Lift Height,  
48" Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,  
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires
CHOICE OF 5 - 286, 287, 288, 289, 290

286 2012 LULL 644-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160042748, Meter Reads - 1,510 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
6,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height,
48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires

287 2012 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160043012, Meter Reads - 1,602 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
6,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height,
48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires

288 2012 LULL 644-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160042751, Meter Reads - 1,750 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
6,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height,
48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires

289 2012 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160042740, Meter Reads - 2,832 Hours
Open Operator Station, 6,000 lb. Max Weight
Capacity, 43’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Tilt
Carriage, Frame Leveling, 13.00-24 Tires.

290 2011 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160042991, Meter Reads - 1,992 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
6,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height,
48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 13.00-24 Tires

291 2004 LULL 644E-42 TELEHANDLER
S/N - 0160004992, Meter Reads - 3,855 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 6000 lb. Max Weight
Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Tilt
Carriage, Frame Leveling, 13.00-24 Tires, Foam
Filled Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>292</th>
<th>1999 LULL 844C-42 TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - 99W21P22-2351</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 8000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42 Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling, 1300-24 Tires, Foam Filled Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>293</th>
<th>2008 GENIE GTH-844 TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - GTH0808A-13398, Meter Reads - 2,586 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 8000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 48” Forks, Frame Leveling, 13.00-24Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>294</th>
<th>SKYTRAK 8042 TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - 016001460, Meter Reads - 7,560 Hours</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 8,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 42’ Max Lift Height, 47” Forks, Bucket, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling, 13.00-24 Tires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>295</th>
<th>SKYTRAK 80423 TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - 14906, Meter Reads - 3,410 Hours</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 8,000 lb. Max Weight, 40’ Max Lift Height, 13.00 x 24 Tires <em><strong>Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.</strong></em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>296</th>
<th>XTREME XRM1245 TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - Serial number not legible, Meter Reads - 9,886 Hours</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, Bucket, Outriggers, 15.5-25 Tires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>297</th>
<th>2011 LULL 1044C-54 SERIES II TELEHANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/N - 0160042460, Meter Reads - 2,632 Hours</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 10,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 54’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling, Outriggers, 14.00-24 Tires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOICE OF 2 - 298, 299

298 2013 CAT TL1055C TELEHANDLER
S/N - KDE00401, Meter Reads - 3,353 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
10,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 55' Max Lift
Height, 60" Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Frame
Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,
400/75-28 Tires

299 2013 CAT TL1055C TELEHANDLER
S/N - KDE00440, Meter Reads - 4,274 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
10,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 55' Max Lift
Height, 60" Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Frame
Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,
400/75-28 Tires
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,049
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,794

CHOICE OF 3 - 300, 301, 302

300 2012 CAT TH514 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBW00432, Meter Reads - 1,891 Hours
Open Operator Station, 11,000 lb. Max Weight
Capacity, 45 Max Lift Height, 47" Forks, Fork
Positioner, Frame Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary
Hydraulic Plumbing, 14.00-24 Tires
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $559
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $929

301 2012 CAT TH514 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBW00480, Meter Reads - 1,196 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD w/ 3 Way
Steering, 11000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 45ft Max
Lift Height, 60" Forks, Frame Leveling, Outriggers,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 14:00-24 Tires
   ***Warranty 5 YR Structural exp 12-30-16***
302  2012 CAT TH514 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBW00586, Meter Reads - 1,409 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 5000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 44' Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing.
***Warranty 5 YR Structural exp 3-28-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

303  2013 CAT TL1255C TELEHANDLER
S/N - DHW00431, Meter Reads - 1,730 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 12,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 72" Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Frame Leveling, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 400/75-28 Tires, Powertrain Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $663
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,118

304  2013 CAT TL1255C 4X4 TELEHANDLER
S/N - DHW00420, Meter Reads - 3,065 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, 12,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 56' Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Outriggers, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing

305  2011 CAT TH514 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBW00167, Meter Reads - 3,941 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ashland, KY

306  2012 CAT TL1255 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBN00941, Meter Reads - 2,898 Hours
***Warranty 5 YR Structural exp 12-1-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Troy, OH
307 2011 CAT TL1255 TELEHANDLER
S/N - TBN00857, Meter Reads - 2,152 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering,
12,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 55° Max Lift
Height, 47.5" Forks, Side Tilt Carriage, Frame
Leveling, Outriggers, 17.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $754
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,274

308 2013 GENIE GTH-1544 TELEHANDLER
S/N - GTH1513B-30, Meter Reads - 344 Hours
Enclosed Cab, AWD, Air Conditioner, 15,000 lb.
Max Weight Capacity, 60" Forks, Hydraulic Coupler,
Frame Leveling, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing

311 2012 CASE 580N 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JJGN580NPCC560226, Meter Reads - 3,274 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 12" Rear
Bucket, Extendable Stick
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX

312 2011 CASE 580N 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JJGN580NABC540631, Meter Reads - 1,606 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose
Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary
Hydraulics
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pasadena, TX

313 2011 CASE 580N BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JJGN580NTBC540622, Meter Reads - 2,045 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose
Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary
Hydraulics, 4WD
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Irving, TX
314 2011 CASE 580N 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJGN580NCBC540626, Meter Reads - 2,248 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 4WD  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Worth, TX

CHOICE OF 2 - 315, 316

315 2010 CASE 580M BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJGN580MVAC530699, Meter Reads - 2,546 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Houston, TX

316 2010 CASE 580M 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJGN580MEAC530661, Meter Reads - 2,665 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Houston, TX

CHOICE OF 3 - 317, 318, 319

317 2009 CASE 580 SUPER M SERIES 3 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N9C525624, Meter Reads - 3,518 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX

318 2008 CASE 590 SUPER M SERIES 3 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N8C509308, Meter Reads - 2,668 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24.5" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX
| 319 | 2008 CASE 580 SUPER M SERIES 3 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N8C504799, Meter Reads - 3,824 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 12" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX |

| 320 | 2007 CASE 580 SUPER M SERIES 2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N7C428676, Meter Reads - 2,427 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Spokane, WA |

| 321 | 2006 CASE 580 SUPER M SERIES 2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N6C413122, Meter Reads - 112 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Spokane, WA |

| 322 | 2006 CASE 580 SUPER M SERIES 2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N6C411452, Meter Reads - 791 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX |

| 323 | 2004 CASE 580M SERIES 2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - N4C303945, Meter Reads - 3,499 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 12" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Paris, KY |
324 2003 CASE 580M 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJG0311957, Meter Reads - 4,264 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose  
Loader Bucket, 23" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary  
Hydraulics  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Paris, KY

325 2002 CASE 580M 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJG0308711, Meter Reads - 4,968 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General  
Purpose Loader Bucket, 24.5" Rear Bucket,  
Extendable Stick, Ride Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX

326 1980 CASE 580C BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 9005225, Meter Reads - 2,232 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 82" Wide General Purpose Loader  
Bucket, 18" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler,  
Standard Stick. There was no response from the  
engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered  
as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

CHOICE OF 2 - 327, 328

327 2013 JOHN DEERE 310K 4X4 BACKHOE  
LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310KXLDE247537, Meter Reads - 1,462  
Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, 4WD,  
General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket,  
Extendable Stick, Powershift Transmission  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in San Juan, TX

328 2013 JOHN DEERE 310K 4X4 BACKHOE  
LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310KXPDE250140, Meter Reads - 2,014  
Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, 4WD,  
General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket,  
Extendable Stick, Powershift Transmission  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in San Juan, TX
329  2011 JOHN DEERE 310J 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310JXCB0201620, Meter Reads - 1,252 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Atlanta, GA*

330  2011 JOHN DEERE 310SJ 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310JXEB0201611, Meter Reads - 1,453 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 17" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Upper Marlboro, MD*

331  2011 JOHN DEERE 310J 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310JXVBD211459, Meter Reads - 1,926 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Covington, GA*

332  2011 JOHN DEERE 310J 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 1T0310JXCB0197545, Meter Reads - 1,885 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Nashville, TN*

333  2011 JCB 3CX14-4-T 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JCB3CX4TC02004709, Meter Reads - 311 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Myrtle Beach, SC*
334 2011 JCB 3CX-14 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JCB3CX4TP02013647, Meter Reads - 1,545 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket., Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Front
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murfreesboro, TN

335 2011 JCB 3CX14-4-T 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JCB3CX4TT02005319, Meter Reads - 1,816 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 22" Rear Bucket.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gaithersburg, MD

336 2011 JCB 3CX14-4-T 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JCB3CX4TT02005496, Meter Reads - 1,852 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 23" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, 4WD
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Raleigh, NC

337 2010 JOHN DEERE 310J 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - 1T0310JXCA0184333, Meter Reads - 2,688 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Houston, TX

338 2010 CASE 580 SUPER N 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JJGN58SNLAC536074, Meter Reads - 3,027 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24.5" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX
339 2006 JOHN DEERE 310G 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - T0310GX954513, Meter Reads - 4,476 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket

340 1999 CASE 580 SUPER L SERIES 2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - J1G0268745, Meter Reads - 6,354 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

341 CASE 580L 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - J1G0304696, Meter Reads - 1,912 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

342 2008 JOHN DEERE 310SJ 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - T0310TJ154600, Meter Reads - 3,781 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Reading, MA

343 JOHN DEERE 310D BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - Serial number not legible, Meter Reads - 7,033 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 91" Wide Bucket, 18" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, The engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

344 1996 JOHN DEERE 310D 4WD BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - T0310DG824084, Meter Reads - 4,266 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX
CHOICE OF 3 - 345, 346, 347

345 2014 CAT 416F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416FTKSF01189, Meter Reads - 247 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $229  
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $399

346 2013 CAT 416F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416FEKSF01027, Meter Reads - 683 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 24" Rear Bucket  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $247  
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $416

347 2013 CAT 416F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416FEKSF00766, Meter Reads - 1,249 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 48" Forks, 24" Rear Bucket.  
Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 6/14/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

348 2012 CAT 416E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416EALMS02255, Meter Reads - 1,813 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

349 2012 CAT 416F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416FJKSF00306, Meter Reads - 1,622 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 88" General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $299  
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $520
350 2012 CAT 416EST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416EHLMS01819, Meter Reads - 1,935 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

351 2011 CAT 416EST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416ECLMS00334, Meter Reads - 1,016 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

**CHOICE OF 2 - 352, 353**

352 2011 CAT 416E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416ELMS00803, Meter Reads - 2,158 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket

353 2011 CAT 416EST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416ETLMS01503, Meter Reads - 1,926 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $519

354 2006 CAT 416E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416ECSHA01293, Meter Reads - 3,839 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 88" General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $481  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799

355 2005 CAT 416D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0416DHBFP14966, Meter Reads - 4,349 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 12" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick
356  **2005 KOMATSU WB140-2 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - A21640, Meter Reads - 2,549 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 29” Additional Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

357  **2004 KOMATSU WB140-2N 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - A20218, Meter Reads - 5,994 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 36” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

358  **2004 CAT 416D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - CAT0416DTBFP09643, Meter Reads - 4,822 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

359  **2003 CAT 416D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - CAT0416DJBFP08500, Meter Reads - 4,730 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 30” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

360  **1997 CAT 416C 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - 4ZN04216
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

361  **1992 CAT 416 SERIES II 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - 5PC15574, Meter Reads - 9,343 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, 24” Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Watsontown, PA*
362 2014 CAT 420F BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FLSKR02683, Meter Reads - 612 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259
6 Month / 500 Hours - $442

363 2014 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FVSKR03488, Meter Reads - 737 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $260
6 Month / 500 Hours - $450

364 2014 CAT 420F BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - 0SKR02721, Meter Reads - 900 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Control Pattern Changer

365 2014 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FHSKR02944, Meter Reads - 577 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $275
6 Month / 500 Hours - $425
CHOICE OF 2 - 366, 367

366 2013 CAT 420FIT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FAJWJ00964, Meter Reads - 1,396 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose
Loader Bucket, 54" Forks, Hydraulic Front Coupler,
24" Rear Bucket, Ride Control

367 2013 CAT 420F IT BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - JWJ01050, Meter Reads - 2,917 Hours
***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 5-10-16
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbus, OH

CHOICE OF 5 - 369, 370, 371, 372, 373

369 2013 CAT 420F BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FPSKR02514, Meter Reads - 500 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose
Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $247
6 Month / 500 Hours - $416

370 2013 CAT 420FST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FVSKR01823, Meter Reads - 920 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General
Purpose Loader Bucket, 28" Rear Bucket, Hydraulic
Rear Coupler, Extendable Stick ***Warranty
36/5000 PT/HYD exp 5-14-16***
2013 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FESKR01441, Meter Reads - 539 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $247
6 Month / 500 Hours - $416

2013 CAT 420F BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FVSKR02194, Meter Reads - 1,032 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $286
6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

2013 CAT 420F 4WD BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FTSKR01815, Meter Reads - 1,040 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 23" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Thumb Bracket, Control Pattern Changer ***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 5-14-16 ***

CHOICE OF 4 - 374, 375, 376, 377

2013 CAT 420F BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FASKR01886, Meter Reads - 1,416 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299
6 Month / 500 Hours - $479
375 2013 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420FLSKR02134, Meter Reads - 1,559 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $545

376 2013 CAT 420FST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420FASKR02200, Meter Reads - 2,564 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $409  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $699

377 2013 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420FKSKR02093, Meter Reads - 404 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $247  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $416

CHOICE OF 2 - 378, 379

378 2012 CAT 420F IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420FCJWJ00243, Meter Reads - 2,376 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $359  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $619
379 2012 CAT 420F IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FJJWJ00510, Meter Reads - 1,824 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer

380 2012 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420EKDAN01918, Meter Reads - 1,711 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Control Pattern Changer
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
6 Month / 500 Hours - $545

CHOICE OF 2 - 381, 382

381 2012 CAT 420E BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - 0DJL04090, Meter Reads - 685 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lavergne, TN

382 2012 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FCSKR00332, Meter Reads - 1,790 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 18" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
6 Month / 500 Hours - $545
CHOICE OF 4 - 383, 384, 385, 386

383 2012 CAT 420FST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FKSKR00571, Meter Reads - 394 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 25" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $250
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $420

384 2012 CAT 420F ST BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - SKR00611, Meter Reads - 613 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Canton, OH

385 2012 CAT 420F ST BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - SKR00489, Meter Reads - 798 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Richwood, KY

386 2012 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FESKR00824, Meter Reads - 1,433 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $285
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

CHOICE OF 3 - 387, 388, 389

387 2012 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420FCSKR00906, Meter Reads - 1,177 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $285
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

388 2012 CAT 420F ST BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - SKR00540
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, Extendable Stick, 24" Rear Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Milford, MA
389 2012 CAT 420F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420FLSKR00545, Meter Reads - 323 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24” Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Milford, MA  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $250  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $425

390 2011 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420ETDAN00605, Meter Reads - 1,808 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $545

391 2011 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420ECDJL01172, Meter Reads - 2,299 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $375  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $625

CHOICE OF 2 - 392, 393

392 2011 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420ETDJL00985, Meter Reads - 2,101 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

393 2011 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420EKDJL01217, Meter Reads - 2,429 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 24” Rear Bucket, Control Pattern Changer
**CHOICE OF 2 - 394, 395**

**394**

**2010 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**

S/N - CAT0420EKDAN00347, Meter Reads - 2,397 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer

**395**

**2010 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**

S/N - CAT0420EHDAN00339, Meter Reads - 3,376 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer

**Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:**
3 Month / 250 Hours - $470
6 Month / 500 Hours - $780

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 396, 397**

**396**

**2010 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**

S/N - CAT0420EEDJL00241, Meter Reads - 1,935 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer

**Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:**
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
6 Month / 500 Hours - $546

**397**

**2010 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**

S/N - CAT0420EJPRA01395, Meter Reads - 2,040 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 22" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Thumb Bracket, Control Pattern Changer

**Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:**
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
6 Month / 500 Hours - $599

---

**398**

**2009 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER**

S/N - CAT0420ECPHC00284
Open Operator Station, 4WD, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics
399 2008 CAT 420E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420ECKMW02410, Meter Reads - 5,529 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer

400 2008 CAT 420EST BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - HLS06568, Meter Reads - 3,233 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Ride Control

401 2007 CAT 420E 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420EJHLS04661, Meter Reads - 4,446 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24” Rear Bucket

CHOICE OF 2 - 402, 403

402 2005 CAT 420D IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420DCBLN11711, Meter Reads - 4,682 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 29” Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

403 2005 CAT 420D IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420DEBLN12131, Meter Reads - 9,110 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 22” Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

404 2004 CAT 420D IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0420DKBLN11101, Meter Reads - 1,290 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 48” Forks, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 24” Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DLFDP13024</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>2004 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24&quot; Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DCFDP20446</td>
<td>6,269</td>
<td>2004 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Open Operator Station, 4WD, 24&quot; Rear Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DCBLN05690</td>
<td>5,338</td>
<td>2003 CAT 420D IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24&quot; Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DKFDP10343</td>
<td>2,951</td>
<td>2003 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, 24&quot; Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 89&quot; General Purpose Loader Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DAFDP07657</td>
<td>2,713</td>
<td>2002 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Enclosed Cab, 4WD, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24&quot; Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Ride Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0420DAFDP07206</td>
<td>4,321</td>
<td>2002 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER, Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 16&quot; Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Control Pattern Changer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*
2003 KOMATSU WB150-2 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - F10273, Meter Reads - 6,501 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 48" Forks, Hydraulic Front Coupler, 28" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2001 CAT 420D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0420DKFDP02176, Meter Reads - 1,731 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 23" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

2012 CAT 430F 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0430FTRDF00241, Meter Reads - 471 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 36" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Hydraulic Thumb, Control Pattern Changer

2012 CAT 430FST 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0430FVRDF00151, Meter Reads - 2,584 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Hydraulic Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, Control Pattern Changer, ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 8/02/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

2003 CAT 430D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0430DCBNK03576, Meter Reads - 5,397 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 30" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

2002 CAT 430D 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - CAT0430DEBNK01390, Meter Reads - 3,551 Hours
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 32" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, 94.5" General Purpose Loader Bucket, Tilt Steering Wheel.
417 1999 CAT 436C 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 1PR01609, Meter Reads - 3,300 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD w/ 3 Way Steering, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 30" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick

418 2009 CAT 430E IT 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0430EKSCD00207, Meter Reads - 3,383 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket, Hydraulic Front Coupler, Accugrade Ready, Control Pattern Changer, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 30" Rear Bucket, Rear 3rd Valve

419 2005 NEW HOLLAND LB75B BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 031054301, Meter Reads - 4,557 Hours  
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 17" Rear Bucket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

420 2002 CAT 446B 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - CAT0446BL5BL03061, Meter Reads - 2,462 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 4WD, Front Auxiliary Hydraulics, 48" Rear Bucket, Extendable Stick, Ride Control, 96" Multi-Purpose Loader Bucket

421 1996 CAT 446B BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 5BL00962, Meter Reads - 10,760 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Manual Rear Coupler, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI

422 1994 CASE 590 4X4 BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - JJG0207614, Meter Reads - 7,437 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Extendable Stick  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Clearfield, PA
423  **FORD 555B BACKHOE LOADER**  
S/N - No serial number found  
Open Operator Station, Standard Stick, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket. After jumping starter engine cranks over but will not start. The main components could not be functionally checked. The item is missing batteries.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Kings Mountain, NC*

424  **2007 KOMATSU WB146-5 BACKHOE LOADER**  
S/N - A23299  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, General Purpose Loader Bucket, 24" Rear Bucket, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Control Pattern Changer,

425  **2015 TIMBERPRO TL725C TRACK FELLER BUNCHER**  
S/N - TL725C-0330-050715, Meter Reads - 335 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 13' Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 24" Track Shoes, Hydraulic Leveling Cab, Quadco OU2800 Processing Head

426  **2007 KUBOTA L5240HSTC FARM TRACTOR**  
S/N - 31116, Meter Reads - 3,408 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydrostatic Drive, 3-Point Hitch, 1000 rpm PTO (20 splines / 1-3/4" OD), 84" Broom

**CHOICE OF 3 - 427, 428, 429**

427  **2014 JOHN DEERE 6105M 4X4 FARM TRACTOR**  
S/N - 1L06105MEEH808062, Meter Reads - 1,569 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Partial Powershift, Manual Transmission, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), Drawbar, 420/85R24 Front Tires, 460/85R38 Rear Tires
428 2014 JOHN DEERE 6105M 4X4 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - 1L06105MEEH807946, Meter Reads - 1,430 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Partial Powershift, Manual Transmission, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), 420/85R24 Front Tires, 460/85R38 Rear Tires

429 2014 JOHN DEERE 6105M 4X4 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - 1L06105MJEH808280, Meter Reads - 1,263 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Partial Powershift, Manual Transmission, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), 420/85R24 Front Tires, 460/85R38 Rear Tires

430 2014 JOHN DEERE 6140M 4X4 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - 1L06140MAEH808315, Meter Reads - 1,336 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Partial Powershift, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), Drawbar, 420/85R24 Front Tires, 460/85R38 Rear Tires

431 2008 JOHN DEERE 4320 4X4 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - LV4320H520291, Meter Reads - 1,579 Hours
Open Operator Station, Manual Coupler, Hydrostatic Drive, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), 10-16.5 Front Tires, 17.5Lx24 Rear Tires

432 2011 CASE/IH STEIGER 450 4X4 ARTICULATED FARM TRACTOR
S/N - ZBF125320, Meter Reads - 1,875 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Powershift, 8 Speed, 18 Front Weights, IF710/70R42 Front Tires, IF710/70R42 Rear Tires, Dual Rear Wheels
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX
433 2005 JOHN DEERE 7220 4X4 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - RW7220M004079, Meter Reads - 5,721 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Powershift, 16F-16R Power Quad Plus. Speed, 3-Point Hitch, 1000 rpm PTO (21 splines / 1-3/8" OD), Drawbar, 3 Rear Remote Hydraulic Circuits, 4.5' side mount.' Mower, 3 Rear Weights, 14.9R28 Front Tires, 18.4R38 Rear Tires

434 1996 JOHN DEERE 5500 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - LV5500E551358, Meter Reads - 1,985 Hours
Open Operator Station, Canopy, Manual Transmission, 3 Speed, 3-Point Hitch, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), 2 Rear Remote Hydraulic Circuits, 6 Front Weights, 0 Rear Weights, 11L-15 Front Tires, 18.4-30 Rear Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL

435 2005 JOHN DEERE 5105 FARM TRACTOR
S/N - CV5105C611366, Meter Reads - 1,299 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL

436 2006 NEW HOLLAND TN75A FARM TRACTOR
S/N - HJE071398, Meter Reads - 1,696 Hours
Open Operator Station, Canopy, GP Loader Bucket, Manual Coupler, 4 Speed, 540 rpm PTO (6 splines), Drawbar, 7’1” Box Blade, 10/10.5-20 Front Tires, 16.9x24 Rear Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA

437 BARBER 600HD TURF RAKE
Hydr Hook Up, 3 Cu/Yd Hopper, 4,500lbs Cap. 9’ Dump Hight, 7’ Wide Clearance, Std Tires

438 DURATECH 2564 STRAW BLOWER
S/N - 10086764
Round Bale Blower w/ Spare Auger
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pembroke, GA

439 ROME DISK
440 2001 FINN T-120-T-II HYDRO SEEDER
S/N - SS-1513, Meter Reads - 568 Hours
18’ Overall Length x 87” Overall Width, 12-16.6
Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Traverse City, MI

441 STRATO-LIFT SB-35R ELECTRIC
ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - 002043
35’ Max Lift Height, Electric Operated, 69” Wide x,
103” Long Platform ***Item offered as-is, where-is
with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

442 2008 JLG TOUCAN E33MJ ELECTRIC
ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - A300034132, Meter Reads - 444 Hours
32.75’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight
Capacity, Electric Operated, Jib, 44” Long x 32”
Wide Basket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Laval, QC

443 2013 GENIE Z-34/22N ELECTRIC
ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z34N13-10576, Meter Reads - 183 Hours
34.5’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Jib, 56” Long x 30” Wide Basket

444 2011 GENIE Z34/22N ELECTRIC
ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z34N-9569
34.5’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, Jib, 46” Long x 30” Wide Basket

445 2007 GENIE Z-40/23N ELECTRIC
ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z40N07-270, Meter Reads - 630 Hours
40’ 5” Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight
Capacity, Electric Operated, 44” Long x, 27” Wide
Basket
**446** 2013 GENIE Z-45/25J ELECTRIC ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - Z452513A-47639, Meter Reads - 155 Hours  
45' 9" Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight  
Capacity, Electric Operated, Jib, 72" Long x 30" Wide Basket

**447** 2011 GENIE Z-45/25J 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - Z452511A-42503, Meter Reads - 1,720 Hours  
46'2" Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight  
Capacity, 4WD, Perkins-, 404D-22 Engine, Diesel  
Powered, Jib, 4' Long x, 2'6" Wide Basket

**448** 2011 GENIE Z-45/25J 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - Z452511A-41957, Meter Reads - 1,918 Hours  
45' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered,  
Jib, 28" Long x 70" Wide Basket,

**449** GENIE Z-45 4WD DUAL FUEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - Z45-007307  
45' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Dual Fuel, 69" Wide x, 27" Long Platform

**450** 1998 SNORKEL ATB50FO 4WD ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 982673, Meter Reads - 2,503 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

**451** 1998 SNORKELIFT ATB60ALCU 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 981169, Meter Reads - 3,363 Hours  
60' Max Lift Height, Cummins Diesel Engine, Jib,  
63" Long x 33' Wide Basket ***Item offered as-is,  
where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
452  1997 SNORKELIFT ATB-60ALCU 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 9704920397, Meter Reads - 147 Hours  
66' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Diesel Engine, Diesel Powered, 64" Long x, 32" Wide Basket

454  1993 JLG 60HA ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 0300016531, Meter Reads - 4,796 Hours  
60' Max Lift Height, 500 lb Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Deutz F3L1011 Engine, 30" Long x 58" Wide Basket  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC

455  2013 GENIE S-80X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S80X13-9869, Meter Reads - 1,376 Hours  
80' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Perkins- 804D-33 Engine, Diesel Powered, 96" Long x 36" Wide Basket

CHOICE OF 2 - 456, 457

456  2013 GENIE S-80X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S80X13-10089, Meter Reads - 646 Hours  
80' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, 96" Long x, 36" Wide Basket

457  2013 GENIE S-80X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S80X13-10209, Meter Reads - 725 Hours  
80' Max Lift Height, 1000 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity, Perkins-, 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, 96" Long x 36" Wide Basket

CHOICE OF 2 - 458, 459

458  2012 GENIE Z-80/60 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT  
S/N - Z8011-3252, Meter Reads - 2,068 Hours  
78' Max Lift Height, 500 lb Max Weight Capacity, 4WD w/ All-Wheel Steering, Perkins-, 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, Jib, 48" Long x 30" Wide Basket
2011 GENIE Z-80/60 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z8011-3239, Meter Reads - 1,662 Hours
78' Max Lift Height, 4WD w/ All-Wheel Steering,
Perkins 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, Jib, 72" Long x 30' Wide Basket

2007 GENIE Z-80/60 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z8007-1500, Meter Reads - 2,121 Hours
80' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Perkins / Mitsubishi 804C Engine, Diesel Powered,
Jib, 96" Long x 36" Wide Basket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Antagonish, NS

2011 GENIE Z-135/70 4WD DIESEL ARTICULATING BOOM LIFT
S/N - Z13511-1564, Meter Reads - 1,699 Hours
135' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 804D-T Engine,
Diesel Powered, Extendable Axles, Jib, 94" Long x 34" Wide Basket

CHOICE OF 5 - 462, 463, 464, 465, 466

2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-18084, Meter Reads - 526 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Deutz-, D2011L03i Engine, Diesel Powered, 96' Long x 33" Wide Basket

2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-18194, Meter Reads - 674 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Deutz Engine, Diesel Powered, 93.5' Long x 33.5" Wide Basket

2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-18122, Meter Reads - 739 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Deutz Engine, Diesel Powered, 96' Long x 36" Wide Basket.
465 2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-18081, Meter Reads - 771 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Deutz Engine, Diesel Powered, 96° Long x 33° Wide Basket.

466 2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-18076, Meter Reads - 776 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Duetz -, D 2011 L 03 Engine, Diesel Powered, 96' Long x, 36' Wide Basket

CHOICE OF 5 - 467, 468, 469, 470, 471

467 2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-17636, Meter Reads - 885 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Deutz Engine, Diesel Powered, 93.5' Long x 33.5' Wide Basket

468 2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-17597, Meter Reads - 1,019 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered, 93' Long x 33' Wide Basket

469 2013 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-17598, Meter Reads - 1,143 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Perkins-, 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered, 96 Long x, 36 Wide Basket

470 2013 GENIE S40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4013-17595, Meter Reads - 1,572 Hours
40' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered, 93 Long x 33.5' Wide Basket
471 2012 GENIE S-40 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4012-16476, Meter Reads - 1,479 Hours
40’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Perkins-, 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered, 48’
Long x, 30’ Wide Basket

CHOICE OF 2 - 472, 473

472 2004 JLG 400S 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 0300078151, Meter Reads - 4,253 Hours
40’ Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Deutz F3M2011 Diesel Engine, Onboard
Generator, 96’ Long x 36’ Wide Basket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

473 2004 JLG 400S 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 0300078157, Meter Reads - 4,367 Hours
40’ Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Deutz-, Diesel Powered, 8’ Long x, 3’ Wide
Basket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

474 2003 JLG 400S 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 0300073607, Meter Reads - 3,051 Hours
40’ Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Deutz Engine, Diesel Powered
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

475 1997 JLG 40H 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 042102-0300030391, Meter Reads - 3,133
Hours
Ford Engine, Dual Fuel, There was no response from
the engine when the key was turned.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL
CHOICE OF 2 - 476, 477

476 2012 GENIE S-45 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4512-16355, Meter Reads - 1,732 Hours
45' Max Lift Height, 500 lb lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Perkins-, 404D-22 Engine, Diesel  Powered,
Jib, 48' Long x, 30" Wide Basket

477 2012 GENIE S-45 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S4512-16333, Meter Reads - 2,256 Hours
45' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel  Powered,
Jib, 48' Long x 30' Wide Basket

478 2013 GENIE S-60X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S60X13-24976, Meter Reads - 1,490 Hours
60' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Perkins Engine, Diesel  Powered, 96" Long x
36" Wide Basket.

479 2011 GENIE S-60X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - S60X11-22622, Meter Reads - 1,602 Hours
60' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel  Powered, 4'
Long x 2' Wide Basket

480 1994 JLG 60H 4WD DUAL FUEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 0300018571, Meter Reads - 1,813 Hours
60' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
96' Long x 36' Wide Basket, Dual Fuel
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

481 2009 JLG 460SJ 4WD DUAL FUEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT
S/N - 0300137251, Meter Reads - 2,286 Hours
46' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
GM Vortec 3.0L Engine, Dual Fuel, Jib, 72" Long x
36' Wide Swivel Basket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlottetown, PE
482  2006 JLG 600S 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 0300096800, Meter Reads - 4,132 Hours  
60' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Deutz-, Diesel Powered, 8' Long x, 3' Wide Basket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH*

483  2006 GENIE S-60 TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S6007-14889  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC*

484  1991 JLG 60H 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 0300018109, Meter Reads - 5,072 Hours  
60' Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Deutz Diesel Powered, 96" Long x 36" Wide Basket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL*

485  2012 GENIE S-65 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S6012-22806, Meter Reads - 1,940 Hours  
65' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Perkins 404D-22 Engine, Diesel Powered,  
Jib, 48" Long x 30" Wide Basket

486  2012 JLG 660SJ 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - 0300163486, Meter Reads - 1,060 Hours  
66' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Cat C3.4 Engine, Diesel Powered, Onboard Generator,  
Jib, 96" Long x, 36" Wide Basket

487  2008 GENIE S-65 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S6008-18494, Meter Reads - 2,386 Hours  
56'2" Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins-, Diesel Powered,  
Jib, 8' Long x, 36" Wide Basket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH*
**CHOICE OF 2 - 488, 489**

**488** 2013 GENIE S-80X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S80X13-10365, Meter Reads - 712 Hours  
80’ Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, 93.5” Long x 33.5” Wide Basket

**489** 2013 GENIE S80X 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S80X13-9871, Meter Reads - 1,082 Hours  
80’ Max Lift Height, 4WD, Perkins 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, 93” Long x 33” Wide Basket

**490** 2012 GENIE S-85 4WD DIESEL TELESCOPIC BOOM LIFT  
S/N - S8512-9136, Meter Reads - 1,735 Hours  
85’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Perkins 804D Engine, Diesel Powered, Jib, 48” Long x 30” Wide Basket

**491** 2008 SKYJACK SJ8841 4WD DUAL FUEL SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 40000418, Meter Reads - 2,065 Hours  
41’ Max Lift Height, 1,500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Dual Fuel, Stabilizers, 67” Wide x 134” Long Platform  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Dartmouth, NS*

**492** 2006 GENIE GS-2668RT 4WD DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS6806-45958, Meter Reads - 1,562 Hours  
26’ Max Lift Height, 1,250 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Diesel Powered, 50” Wide x 96” Long Platform.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fenton, MO*

**493** 2003 SKYJACK SJ8841 4WD DUAL FUEL SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 42828R, Meter Reads - 1,451 Hours  
41’ Max Lift Height, 1,500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Dual Fuel, 67” Wide x 134” Long Platform.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Dartmouth, NS*
494 1998 JLG 500-RTS 4WD DUAL FUEL SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200046087, Meter Reads - 3,033 Hours
50’ Max Lift Height, 2,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Gasoline Powered, LP Powered, Dual Fuel,
Stabilizers, 68” Wide x 168” Long Platform

495 1999 SNORKEL SLH4084HD 4WD DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 9916510699
40’ Max Lift Height, 9,800 lb. Rated Work Load,
Platform Extension, Diesel Powered, Stabilizers,
Kubota DF750-E Engine, 72” Wide x 120” Long Platform.
There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

496 2006 SKYJACK SJ4632 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 717862, Meter Reads - 334 Hours
32’ Max Lift Height, Electric Operated, 42” Wide x
7’ Long Platform.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

497 2005 SKYJACK SJIII 4632 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 712624, Meter Reads - 356 Hours
32’ Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 42” Wide x 84” Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH

498 2001 JLG 3369E ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200091569, Meter Reads - 270 Hours
4WD, Electric Operated, 33” Wide x, 69” Long Platform

499 2012 JLG 3247 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200007641, Meter Reads - 330 Hours
31.75’ Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 44” Wide x, 99” Long Platform
CHOICE OF 4 - 500, 501, 502, 503

500 2013 GENIE GS-3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS4613A-115238, Meter Reads - 150 Hours
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Rated Work Load,
Platform Extension, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x,
89" Long Platform

501 2013 GENIE GS-3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS4613A-113920, Meter Reads - 180 Hours
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x, 89" Long Platform

502 2013 GENIE GS-3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS4613A-115243, Meter Reads - 500 Hours
32' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 46" Wide x, 88" Long Platform

503 2013 GENIE GS3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS46113A-114930
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x, 89" Long Platform

CHOICE OF 4 - 504, 505, 506, 507

504 2013 GENIE GS3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 3246114933, Meter Reads - 154 Hours
32' Max Lift Height, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x,
88" Long Platform

505 2013 GENIE GS3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS4613A-114935
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x, 89" Long Platform
506 2013 GENIE GS3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS4613A-114936  
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Electric Operated, 45" Wide x, 89" Long Platform

507 2013 GENIE GS-3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 3246114932  
32' Max Lift Height, 700 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
42" Wide x 89" Long Platform

508 2012 JLG 3246 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - B200007618, Meter Reads - 1,100 Hours

CHOICE OF 5 - 509, 510, 511, 512, 513

509 2014 GENIE GS-2632 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3214A-118848, Meter Reads - 350 Hours  
500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 32" Wide x, 88" Long Platform

510 2014 GENIE GS-2632 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3214A-118845, Meter Reads - 8 Hours  
26' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Electric Operated, 32" Wide x 89" Long Platform, 89" Long Platform

511 2014 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3214A-118847, Meter Reads - 100 Hours

512 2014 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3214A-118843, Meter Reads - 150 Hours  
26' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Electric Operated, 32" Wide x, 86" Long Platform, 55" Extension
2014 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3214A-118846, Meter Reads - 150 Hours
26' Max Lift Height, 4WD, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 89” Long Platform, 55 In. Extension

2010 SKYJACK SJIII 3220 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 60001985, Meter Reads - 162 Hours
20' Max Lift Height, 900 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 30” Wide x 75” Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncton, NB

2013 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3213A-116712, Meter Reads - 700 Hours
4WD, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 89” Long Platform, 55” Extensions

2013 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3213A-114672, Meter Reads - 200 Hours
26' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 89” Long Platform

2013 GENIE GS-32232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3213A-114679, Meter Reads - 150 Hours
26' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 83” Long Platform

CHOICE OF 2 - 518, 519

2007 GENIE GS3232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3207-89240
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC
519 2007 GENIE GS-3232 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3207-88192, Meter Reads - 310 Hours
32’ Max Lift Height, 500lbs lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 87” Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC

CHOICE OF 2 - 520, 521

520 2007 JLG 2646ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200169386, Meter Reads - 377 Hours
26’ Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Platform Extension, Electric Operated, 44” Wide x 100” Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC

521 2007 JLG 2646ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 200176266
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

522 2006 GENIE GS-2646 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 79100, Meter Reads - 389 Hours
26’ Max Lift Height, 1,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 42” Wide x 89” Long Platform.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ft. Myers, FL

523 2012 GENIE GS-2632 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3212A-98173, Meter Reads - 146 Hours
26’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 32” Wide x, 89” Long Platform

CHOICE OF 4 - 524, 525, 526, 527

524 2012 JLG 2630 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200006685, Meter Reads - 300 Hours
25.4’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 30” Wide x, 90” Long Platform
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Transmission</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B200006686</td>
<td>JLG 2630</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B200006710</td>
<td>JLG 2630</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B200006931</td>
<td>JLG 2630</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200171911</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>528</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200172731</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200172780</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHOICE OF 4 - 528, 529, 530, 531**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Transmission</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200171911</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>528</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200172731</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200172780</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200172781</td>
<td>2630ES</td>
<td>531</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC
CHOICE OF 3 - 532, 533, 534

532 2007 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 200171902  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

533 2007 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200173239, Meter Reads - 316 Hours  
25' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, 27' Wide x, 88" Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC

534 2007 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 200172683  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

CHOICE OF 3 - 535, 536, 537

535 2005 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 200137918  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

536 2005 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 200140292  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

537 2005 JLG 2630ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 200129643  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

538 TEREX TSM26 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 01340021, Meter Reads - 678 Hours  
1000lbs lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated,  
48" Wide x, 96" Long Platform ***Item offered as-is,  
where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL
539 2014 GENIE GS2032 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 2032120051  
20' Max Lift Height, 800 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
4WD, Electric Operated, 32' Wide x, 89' Long Platform  

540 2002 GENIE GS-2032 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 46806  
20' Max Lift Height, 800 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Platform Extension, Electric Operated. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL  

CHOICE OF 3 - 541, 542, 543  

541 2007 JLG 2030ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200173120, Meter Reads - 258 Hours  
20' Max Lift Height, 800lbs lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 29' Wide x, 90' Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC  

542 2007 JLG 2030ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200172786, Meter Reads - 313 Hours  
20' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 27' Wide x, 86' Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC  

543 2007 JLG 2030ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200173764, Meter Reads - 329 Hours  
20' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 27' Wide x, 86' Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC  

544 2002 JLG 1932E2 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200105793, Meter Reads - 202 Hours  
19' Max Lift Height, Platform Extension, Electric Operated, 26' Wide x 72' Long Platform. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
CHOICE OF 6 - 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550

545 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200008511, Meter Reads - 600 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 29" Wide x, 73" Long Platform

546 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200005461, Meter Reads - 250 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, 39" Wide x, 74" Long Platform

547 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200007939, Meter Reads - 250 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 30" Wide x, 74" Long Platform

548 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200008531, Meter Reads - 350 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 30" Wide x, 74" Long Platform

549 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200007911, Meter Reads - 550 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 30" Wide x, 74" Long Platform

550 2012 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - B200005895, Meter Reads - 1,000 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 39" Long Platform

551 2011 GENIE GS1930 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS3012A-116362
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
4WD, Electric Operated, 29" Wide x, 64" Long Platform
CHOICE OF 4 - 552, 553, 554, 555

552 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200174391, Meter Reads - 353 Hours
18.9' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29" Wide x, 73" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, NC

553 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200167856, Meter Reads - 354 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 25" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

554 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200169328, Meter Reads - 381 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 25" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

555 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200168247, Meter Reads - 387 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 25" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

CHOICE OF 4 - 556, 557, 558, 559

556 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200165652, Meter Reads - 334 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 25" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC

557 2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200167854, Meter Reads - 326 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29" Wide x, 73" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, NC
2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200170579, Meter Reads - 389 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, 25" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

2007 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 200168710
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

2006 GENIE GS-1930 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - GS30068-80550, Meter Reads - 467 Hours
19' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Stabilizers, 29" Wide x, 64" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC

CHOICE OF 5 - 561, 562, 563, 564, 565

2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200137881, Meter Reads - 335 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29" Wide x 74" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC

2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200128528, Meter Reads - 572 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29" Wide x, 73" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, NC

2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
S/N - 0200128526, Meter Reads - 513 Hours
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29" Wide x, 72" Long Platform
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC
564 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200128555, Meter Reads - 625 Hours  
18.8' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29” Wide x, 73” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, NC

565 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200139310, Meter Reads - 539 Hours  
19’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, 26” Wide x, 72” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Winston Salem, NC

CHOICE OF 4 - 566, 567, 568, 569

566 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200139366, Meter Reads - 456 Hours  
18.8’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29” Wide x, 74” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC

567 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200137012, Meter Reads - 430 Hours  
19’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, 25” Wide x, 72” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

568 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200128942, Meter Reads - 509 Hours  
18.8’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29” Wide x, 73” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC

569 2005 JLG 1930ES ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - 0200137943, Meter Reads - 391 Hours  
18.8’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, Stabilizers, 29” Wide x, 73” Long Platform  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, NC
CHOICE OF 4 - 570, 571, 572, 573

570 2011 GENIE GS-1530 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3011A111015  
15’ Max Lift Height, 600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 65” Long Platform

571 2011 GENIE GS1530  
S/N - GS3011A-111093  
15’ Max Lift Height, 600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 64” Long Platform

572 2011 GENIE GS1530  
S/N - 1530111224  
15’ Max Lift Height, 600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 65” Long Platform

573 2011 GENIE GS-1530 ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - GS3011A-111041  
15’ Max Lift Height, 600 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 4WD, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 65” Long Platform

CHOICE OF 4 - 574, 575, 576, 577

574 2009 SNORKEL TM12 VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - 53141  
12.5’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 430 lb. Rated Work Load, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 52” Long Platform

575 2008 SNORKEL TM12 VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - 80271  
12.5’ Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 430 lb. Rated Work Load, Electric Operated, 29” Wide x, 52” Long Platform
576 2008 SNORKEL TM12 VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - 80429  
12.5' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
430 lb. Rated Work Load, Electric Operated, 29"  
Wide x, 52" Long Platform

577 SNORKEL TM12 VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - 53103  
12.5' Max Lift Height, 500 lb. Max Weight Capacity,  
Electric Operated, 29" Wide x, 89" Long Platform

578 2007 GENIE GR20  
S/N - GR07-9655  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gastonia, NC*

579 2007 JLG 30AMDC VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - 0900027798  
30' Max Lift Height, 350lbs lb. Max Weight  
Capacity, Electric Operated, 25" Long x, 30" Wide  
Basket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC*

580 2006 GENIE AWP-25S VERTICAL MAST LIFT  
S/N - AWP06-54487  
25' Max Lift Height, 350lbs lb. Max Weight  
Capacity, Electric Operated, 27" Long x, 26" Wide  
Basket  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC*

581 JLG ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT  
S/N - No serial number found  
Electric Operated, 32" Wide x, 91" Long Platform  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad  
Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL*
**CHOICE OF 3 - 582, 583, 584**

**582** 2012 MASTER CRAFT C-08-10116 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - 7145, Meter Reads - 3,400 Hours  
8000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 21’ Max Lift Height, 42” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel

---

**583** 2012 MASTER CRAFT C-08-10116 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - 7146, Meter Reads - 2,856 Hours  
8000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 48” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel, Open Operator Station

---

**584** 2012 MASTER CRAFT C-08-10116 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - 7111, Meter Reads - 32 Hours  
8000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 48” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel, Enclosed Cab

---

**585** 2008 NOBLE R80 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - LT1742, Meter Reads - 5,462 Hours  
8000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 264” Max Lift Height, 60” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel, Enclosed Cab  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 586, 587**

**586** 2012 HARLO HP5000-4WD-12-50 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - 101515, Meter Reads - 2,412 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 5,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 12’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Shift  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Clewiston, FL*

---

**587** 2012 HARLO HP5000 4WD ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT  
S/N - 101355, Meter Reads - 3,486 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4WD, 5,000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 24’ Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Shift, 12-16.5, 16.9-24 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Clewiston, FL*
JI CASE M4KN ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT
S/N - JAK0016592, Meter Reads - 524 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 4WD, 4000 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 15-19.5 Tires

SCAT TRAK 3500 ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFT
S/N - ALN6H10149
2 Stage Mast, 258" Max Lift Height, 47.5' Forks, Open Operator Station ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

CHOICE OF 2 - 591, 592

2006 MANITOU TMT 55FL/T2 PIGGYBACK FORKLIFT
S/N - 753060, Meter Reads - 1,214 Hours
5500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 1 Stage Mast, 132" Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cleveland, OH

2005 MANITOU TMT55FL PIGGYBACK FORKLIFT
S/N - 752891, Meter Reads - 682 Hours
5500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 11' Max Lift Height, Side Shift, Diesel
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Easton, MD

2005 PRINCETON PB50 PIGGYBACK FORKLIFT
S/N - 114593805, Meter Reads - 1,421 Hours
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Pierce, FL

2003 PRINCETON E2-3RX PIGGYBACK FORKLIFT
S/N - 109403, Meter Reads - 1,926 Hours
5,000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 118" Max Lift Height, 100' Lowered Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, Fork Positioner, Diesel Engine, Open Operator Station. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Norco, CA
595 **USTC TAILGATOR PIGGYBACK FORKLIFT**
S/N - X120000295, Meter Reads - 2,029 Hours
5000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 48” Forks
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cleveland, OH_

596 **2000 CAT DP70 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT**
S/N - T20C-60667, Meter Reads - 9,359 Hours
15500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 2 Stage Mast,
146 Max Lift Height, 46.75” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel, Open Operator Station

597 **2003 NOBLE R80 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT**
S/N - 49A03946, Meter Reads - 4,886 Hours
8000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 1 Stage Mast, 144” Max Lift Height, 72” Forks, Side Shift, Diesel, Open Operator Station
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL_

598 **TUSK 1100 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT**
Diesel Engine, 8.25R15 Front Tires, 7.00-12 Rear Tires
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Gaithersburg, MD_

599 **2009 MITSUBISHI FD70E1-D PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT**
S/N - AF20C70013, Meter Reads - 2,805 Hours
13,600 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 2 Stage Mast,
179” Max Lift Height, 92” Forks, Side Shift
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL_

600 **MITSUBISHI FD70E PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT**
S/N - AF20C70027
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL_

601 **2011 CAT GC55K CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT**
S/N - AT88A30449, Meter Reads - 935 Hours
11,700 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
172” Max Lift Height, 48” Forks, Side Shift, LP
_To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL_
CHOICE OF 2 - 602, 603

602  
2000 NISSAN BGF03A45V PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - BGF03-920918, Meter Reads - 16,323 Hours  
9,000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 1 Stage Mast,  
177" Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP,  
Open Operator Station  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Snohomish, WA

603  
2000 NISSAN BGF03A40V PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - BGF03-920925, Meter Reads - 14,091 Hours  
7900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 2 Stage Mast, 177"  
Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Snohomish, WA

604  
2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT87A30838  
6900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 209"  
Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP, LP Tank  
is not included.

605  
2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT87A30796, Meter Reads - 9,381 Hours  
7,300 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 209"  
Max Lift Height, 46" Forks, LP Tank is not included.

CHOICE OF 5 - 606, 607, 608, 609, 610

606  
2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT87A30793  
6900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 209"  
Max Lift Height, Fork Positioner, LP, LP Tank is not  
included.
2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT87A30849, Meter Reads - 5,517 Hours
6900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
209" Max Lift Height, 47" Forks, Side Shift, Open
Operator Station, LP Tank is not included.

2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT87A30779
6900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 2 Stage Mast, 209"
Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP, Open
Operator Station, LP Tank is not included.

2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT87A30747
6900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 17'
Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP, LP Tank
is not included.

2010 CAT GC40KSTR CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT87A30806
6,900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
209" Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, LP, LP Tank
is not included.

TOYOTA 5FBCU30 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - 60184
5,020 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
187" Max Lift Height, 83" Lowered Height, 48"
Forks, Side Shift, 36 Volt System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Raleigh, NC

MITSUBISHI FD30N CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AF14E30194, Meter Reads - 2,006 Hours
4,150 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
186" Max Lift Height, 42" Forks, Side Shift, Diesel,
Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL
2010 CAT 2C6000 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT83F30329, Meter Reads - 12,683 Hours  
6000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, Side Shift, LP Tank is not included.

2005 CAT C6000-LP CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT83F01338  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Daytona Beach, FL

2003 HYSTER H60XM PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - H177B39623A  
5,700 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 181' Max Lift Height, Side Shift  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cleveland, OH

2008 STARKLIFT CPCD30 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - Y70300037, Meter Reads - 1,189 Hours  
6,000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 189' Max Lift Height, 46' Forks, Side Shift, LP, Open Operator Station

TCM FHG36N8 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - 46400724  
7400 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 15' 9' Max Lift Height, 54' Forks, Side Shift, LP  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1998 MITSUBISHI FG25 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AF17B-02852, Meter Reads - 9,138 Hours  
5000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 190' Max Lift Height, 42' Forks, Side Shift, LP, LP Tank is not included.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Plymouth, MN
**619** 1988 CLARK GCS25MB CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - G138MB-232-6962KOF, Meter Reads - 4,675 Hours  
4000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 188’ Max Lift Height, 36’ Forks  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL*

---

**620** 2004 HYSTER H50XM CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - H177B48095B, Meter Reads - 3,686 Hours  
5000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 189’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP  
LP Tank is not included.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in St. Cloud, MN*

---

**621** 2010 MITSUBISHI FGC25N CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AF82F30696, Meter Reads - 4,865 Hours  
4750 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL*

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 622, 623**

**622** 2011 CAT 2C5000 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT9031892, Meter Reads - 2,494 Hours  
4,750 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift,  
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, LP, Open Operator Station  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL*

---

**623** 2010 CAT 2C5000 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT  
S/N - AT9030595, Meter Reads - 3,738 Hours  
2900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 4 Stage Mast, 240’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP, Open Operator Station  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL*
624 2012 NISSAN CF50 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - CP1F2-9W0141, Meter Reads - 12,015 Hours
4400 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187’ Max Lift Height, 48’ Forks, Side Shift, LP, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bowling Green, KY

625 2013 MITSUBISHI FGC25N CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AF82F32483, Meter Reads - 896 Hours
2900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 4 Stage Mast, 240’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP, Tank is not included.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pompano Beach, FL

626 2011 CLARK C18L CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - P152L-0041-9830 CNF, Meter Reads - 1,906 Hours
3,300 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 188’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL

627 2007 LINDE H20CT/600 PNEUMATIC TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - H2X391U01629, Meter Reads - 7,922 Hours
4,500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 2 Stage Mast, 177’ Max Lift Height, 48’ Forks, Side Shift, LP
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL

628 2007 MITSUBISHI FGC15N CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AF81F10394, Meter Reads - 5,396 Hours
2,500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 188’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, LP, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Midway, FL

629 2011 MITSUBISHI FGC15N CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AF81F30289, Meter Reads - 2,778 Hours
2500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187’ Max Lift Height, 42’ Forks, Side Shift, LP
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL
CHOICE OF 2 - 630, 631

630 2006 CAT C3000 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT81F10777, Meter Reads - 3,172 Hours
2,500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
188" Max Lift Height, 42" Forks, Side Shift, LP
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Midway, FL

631 2005 CAT C3000 CUSHION TIRE FORKLIFT
S/N - AT81F01060, Meter Reads - 5,372 Hours
2500 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187" Max Lift Height, 41.5" Forks, LP
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pompano Beach, FL

632 2002 KOMATSU FB30SH-5 ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - 35749A
2,950 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
253" Max Lift Height, 115" Lowered Height
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

633 2009 NISSAN G1N1L20V ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - G1N1-723494, Meter Reads - 7,211 Hours
3345 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 187 Max Lift Height, 42 Forks, Side Shift, Fork Positioner
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greensboro, NC

634 2011 MITSUBISHI FBC15N ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - A4BC140264, Meter Reads - 2,492 Hours
2650 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 188" Max Lift Height, 42" Forks, Side Shift, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL

635 2008 MITSUBISHI FBC15N-AC ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - A4BC110332, Meter Reads - 3,453 Hours
2,650 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 188" Max Lift Height, 48" Forks, Side Shift, Open Operator Station ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL
636 DREXEL SLT30 ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - 46712030760, Meter Reads - 1,890 Hours
3,000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast,
168' Max Lift Height, 42' Forks, Open Operator
Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL

637 TOYOTA 5FBC25 ELECTRIC FORKLIFT
S/N - 5FBC26-10402
4,700 lb. Max Weight Capacity, 3 Stage Mast, 185'
Max Lift Height, 82' Lowered Height, 127' Material
Handling Arm, Open Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Raleigh, NC

638 MITSUBISHI FBC20NS-36V ELECTRIC
FORKLIFT
S/N - A2BS210281, Meter Reads - 107 Hours
2900 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 4 Stage Mast, 276
Max Lift Height, 42' Forks, Side Shift
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pompano Beach, FL
Day 2 – Feb. 9
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IronPlanet and GovPlanet® will donate a portion of the proceeds from the auction of these three Humvees to the Fisher House Foundation.

Fisher Houses provide military families housing close to a loved one during hospitalization for an illness, disease or injury, and educational assistance.

- Families served: More than 250,000 since inception
- Number of lodging days offered: Over 5.5 million
- Daily capacity: 848 families
- 7,000 students have received $11,000,000 in scholarship awards

Learn more at www.fisherhouse.org

GovPlanet is an online marketplace dedicated to buying and selling used government surplus, federal, state and municipal assets.

- Online auctions every Wednesday
- Trucks, construction equipment, Humvees, and more

GovPlanet is the primary marketplace for the sale of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) rolling stock surplus assets.

www.GovPlanet.com | (888) 986-6511
## EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>WILDKAT BROOM ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702</td>
<td>BOBCAT WHISKER 90 BROOM ATTACHMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703</td>
<td>BU118 BROOM ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - LXB00500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704</td>
<td>CAT BA18 BROOM ATTACHMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - OAZN05005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7' Hydraulic Broom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHOICE OF 2 - 705, 706

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>2014 LAY-MOR SM300 BROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - 35070, Meter Reads - 318 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 7' 6'' Broom, Water System, Kubota-, D1105 Engine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>2014 LAY-MOR SM300 BROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - 35378, Meter Reads - 158 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 7' 6'' Broom, Water System, Kubota D1105 Engine, Tow Hitch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHOICE OF 4 - 707, 708, 709, 710

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>2007 LAY-MOR 8HC BROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - 32242, Meter Reads - 3,040 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 7'6'' Broom, Water System, Kubota-, V1505-ES01 Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
708 2007 LAY-MOR 8HC BROOM  
S/N - 32243, Meter Reads - 2,935 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 7’ 8” Broom, Water System, Kubota-, V1505-ES01 Engine  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

709 2007 LAY-MOR 8HC BROOM  
S/N - 32002, Meter Reads - 3,584 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 7’6” Broom, Water System, Kubota-, V1505-ES01 Engine  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

710 2007 LAY-MOR 8HC BROOM  
S/N - 32001, Meter Reads - 3,029 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 7’6” Broom, Water System, Kubota-, V1505-ES01 Engine  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

711 2005 LAY-MOR 8HC BROOM  
S/N - 30205, Meter Reads - 2,578 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 7’ 9” Broom, Water System, Cat-

712 2006 TERRAMITE TSS38 BROOM  
S/N - 26TS0313, Meter Reads - 667 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 7’ 9” Broom, Water System, Kubota-, V1505 Engine

713 BROCE RJ350 BROOM  
S/N - RJ35090244, Meter Reads - 3,152 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL*

714 2013 BROCE BB-250C BROOM  
S/N - 304533, Meter Reads - 450 Hours

715 2013 BROCE CRT350 BROOM  
S/N - 408126, Meter Reads - 1,701 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, A/C, 8’ Broom, Water System, Cat-, C4.4 Engine
2013 BROCE CRT350 BROOM
S/N - 408361, Meter Reads - 783 Hours
Enclosed Cab, A/C, 8 Broom, Water System, Cat-, C4.4 Engine

2013 BROCE CRT350 BROOM
S/N - 408360, Meter Reads - 411 Hours
Enclosed Cab, A/C, 8' Broom, Water System, Cat-, C4.4 Engine

2012 ROSCO RB-48 BROOM
S/N - 78794, Meter Reads - 1,251 Hours
Enclosed Cab, A/C, 8 Broom, Water System, Cat-, C3.4 Engine

2007 ROSCO 4850 BROOM
S/N - 47898, Meter Reads - 2,273 Hours
Enclosed Cab, A/C, 92” Broom, Water System, Cat 3044C Engine. Seller comments: The engine is bad and could not be started. The main components could not be operationally checked. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

CHOICE OF 2 - 720, 721

2010 BROCE MK1 BROOM
S/N - 500096, Meter Reads - 278 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 6’ Broom, Transfer Conveyer, Water System, Cat Engine

2010 BROCE MK-1 BROOM
S/N - 500094, Meter Reads - 696 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 6’ Broom, Transfer Conveyer, Water System, Cat Engine

2007 LEE BOY 785 MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 45937, Meter Reads - 1,280 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12’ Moldboard, 15.5-25 Tires
CHOICE OF 2 - 723, 724

723 2011 CAT 12M VHP MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0012MAB9F00916, Meter Reads - 4,712 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5R25 Tires, Scarifier
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $689
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,170

724 2011 CAT 12M MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0012MCB9F00937, Meter Reads - 6,684 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, Mid Mount Scarifier, 17.5-25 Tires

725 2009 CAT 12M VHP MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0012MJB9F00491, Meter Reads - 7,259 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, 17.5-25 Tires

726 2007 CAT 12H MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0012HCAMZ01231, Meter Reads - 8,045 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, 17.5R25 Tires.
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $959
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599

CHOICE OF 2 - 727, 728

727 2006 CAT 12H MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0012HTAMZ01076, Meter Reads - 12,122 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, Auto-Lube System, 17.5-25 Tires
728 **2006 CAT 12H MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - CAT0012HKAMZ01100, Meter Reads - 9,352 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5-25 Tires

729 **1998 CAT 12H MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - 4XM02033, Meter Reads - 1 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 14' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 17.5-25 Tires ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

730 **1986 CAT 12G MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - 61M11665, Meter Reads - 3,668 Hours
Open Operator Station, 140' Moldboard, 14.00-24 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Chattanooga, TN

731 **1994 CAT 12G MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - 61M15906, Meter Reads - 10,165 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' Moldboard, Mid-mt Mount Scarifier, 17.5-25 Tires

732 **1984 CAT 12G MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - 61M10405, Meter Reads - 673 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Mid-mt Mount Scarifier, 18.4-26 Tires

733 **1968 CAT 12F MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - 13K730, Meter Reads - 3,117 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12’ Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 13.00-24 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

734 **2011 CAT 12M VHP MOTOR GRADER**
S/N - CAT0012MLB9F00965, Meter Reads - 6,270 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner
CHOICE OF 3 - 735, 736, 737

735 2010 CAT 120M VHP MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0120MAB9C00637, Meter Reads - 7,844 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard,  
Accumulators, 14.00R24 Tires, ***County Owned Machine***  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $923  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,560

736 2010 CAT 120M VHP MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0120MTB9C00516, Meter Reads - 8,165 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard,  
Accumulators, Scarifier, 17.5R25 Tires, ***County Owned Machine***

737 2010 CAT 120M MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0120MPB9C00517, Meter Reads - 7,768 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 17.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $849  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,399

738 2004 CAT 120H MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0120HLCAF00327, Meter Reads - 6,879 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 14.00-24 Tires

739 1988 CAT 120G MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - 87V08621, Meter Reads - 15,807 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 12' Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 15.5-25 Tires

CHOICE OF 4 - 740, 741, 742, 743

740 1985 CAT 130G MIL MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - 7GB01361, Meter Reads - 2,104 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 12' Moldboard, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 13.00-24 Tires, Scarifier
1985 CAT 130G MIL MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 7GB01685, Meter Reads - 2,570 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 12' Moldboard, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 13.00-24 Tires

1984 CAT 130G MIL MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 7GB00172, Meter Reads - 714 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 12' Moldboard, 13.00-24 Tires

1985 CAT 130G MIL MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 7GB01445, Meter Reads - 1,602 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 12' Moldboard, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 13.00-24 Tires

Choice of 5 - 744, 745, 746, 747, 748

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MHN0D01484, Meter Reads - 2,054 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, 17.5R25 Tires

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MVM9D01478, Meter Reads - 1,674 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, 17.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $598
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MLM9D01483, Meter Reads - 1,822 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $598
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999
2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MAM9D01482, Meter Reads - 1,881 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Accumulators, 17.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $598
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MAM9D01479, Meter Reads - 1,964 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Accumulators, 17.5R25 Tires.
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $598
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

CHOICE OF 3 - 749, 750, 751

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MCM9D01480, Meter Reads - 1,522 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Accumulators, 17.5R25 Tires

2013 CAT 140M2 MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MPM9D01474, Meter Reads - 2,057 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5R25 Tires, Moldboard Extensions, Rear View Camera, Lift Group w/ Rippers
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $624
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,053

2013 CAT 140M2 VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140MKM9D01475, Meter Reads - 2,874 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Accumulators, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $650
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,105
## CHOICE OF 2 - 752, 753

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Price Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **752** | 2012 CAT 140M2 VHP MOTOR GRADER | S/N - CAT0140MPR9M00137, Meter Reads - 4,930 Hours | 3 Month / 250 Hours - $925  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,499 |
|      | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Push Block, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 17.5R25 Tires | Powertrain Protection Begins At: | |
|      | **2012 CAT 140M MOTOR GRADER** | S/N - M9D01014, Meter Reads - 1,766 Hours | **To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Richwood, KY** |
|      | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Rear Scarifier, 17.5R25 Tires, ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 4-12-16*** | | |
| **754** | 2008 CAT 140M VHP MOTOR GRADER | S/N - CAT0140MEB9D00804, Meter Reads - 4,666 Hours | | |
|      | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Accumulators, Mid Mount Scarifier, 14.00-24 Tires | | |
| **CHOICE OF 2 - 755, 756** | | | |
| **755** | 2011 CAT 140K MOTOR GRADER | S/N - CAT0140KJPA01247, Meter Reads - 4,527 Hours | **To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN** |
|      | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Push Block, Ripper, 14.00-24 Tires | | |
| **756** | 2011 CAT 140K MOTOR GRADER | S/N - CAT0140KVJPA01249, Meter Reads - 4,519 Hours | **To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN** |
|      | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14' Moldboard, Push Block, Ripper, 14.00-24 Tires. ***Non EPA | | |
2007 CAT 140H MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140HKCCA03691, Meter Reads - 9,083 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Push Block, 14’ Moldboard, Ripper, 17.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tomball, TX
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,222
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,067

2006 CAT 140H MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140HTAPM02830, Meter Reads - 7,571 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier, 14:00-24 Tires

2005 CAT 140H VHP PLUS MOTOR GRADER
S/N - CAT0140HTAPM02472, Meter Reads - 8,901 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Push Block, Ripper, 17.5R25 Tires.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX

1996 CAT 140H MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 2ZK00657, Meter Reads - 11,705 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12’ Moldboard, 30” Moldboard Extensions, Accumulators, Mid Mount Scarifier, 14:00-24 Tires

1994 CAT 140G MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 72V17296, Meter Reads - 13,105 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 13’ 6.6” Moldboard, Mid Mount Scarifier
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Paris, KY

1994 CAT 140G MOTOR GRADER
S/N - 5MD02778, Meter Reads - 18,412 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Ripper, 14.00-24TG Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX
763 2006 CAT 143H MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0143HAPN00884, Meter Reads - 9,812 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AWD, 14’ Moldboard, 
Mid Mount Scarifier, 14.00R24 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 764, 765

764 2013 JOHN DEERE 672G MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - 1DW672GXECE650166, Meter Reads - 4,866 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AWD, 14’ Moldboard,  
Push Block, Ripper, 17.5R25 Tires. *** Seller states: The unit includes a transferable bumper to  
bumper extended warranty that expires on 7,000 hours or 12-26-2017, whichever comes first. ***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oklahoma City, OK

765 2013 JOHN DEERE 672G MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - 1DW672GXECE650234, Meter Reads - 4,479 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AWD, 14’ Moldboard,  
Push Block, Ripper, 17.5R25 Tires. The unit includes a transferable bumper to bumper extended  
waarranty that expires on 7,000 hours or 12-26-2017, whichever comes first. ***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oklahoma City, OK

CHOICE OF 2 - 766, 767

766 2006 CAT 16H MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0016HCATS00696, Meter Reads - 20,102 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 650/65R25 Tires, Accumulators,  
Push Block, 16’ Moldboard  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Menifee, CA

767 2005 CAT 16H MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0016HLATS00404, Meter Reads - 22,569 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioning, Push Block, Ripper,  
16’ Moldboard, 23.5-25 tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Menifee, CA
126

768 2003 CAT 160H MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - CAT0160HCASD00302, Meter Reads - 9,832 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 14’ Moldboard, Ripper, 17.5R25 Tires, Auxiliary Hydraulics

769 1985 CHAMPION 720A MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - 16624, Meter Reads - 2,944 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 14’ Moldboard, 20.5-25 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Byron Center, MI

770 1989 JOHN DEERE 770BH MOTOR GRADER  
S/N - DW770BH523689, Meter Reads - 1,080 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 14’ Moldboard, 17.5-25 Tires. The batteries were not charged at time of the inspection. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. The main components could not be operationally checked. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Kamloops, BC

771 1999 DRESSER TD12C CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 4230016P020957, Meter Reads - 3,799 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, 22” Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hopkiington, NH

772 1998 DRESSER TD8H CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 4710002P036198, Meter Reads - 5,149 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Angle Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI
CHOICE OF 3 - 773, 774, 775

773 2013 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2KKLL00367, Meter Reads - 1,038 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 11/13/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

774 2013 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2CKLL00333, Meter Reads - 2,568 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade w/ Power Pitch, Drawbar, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes. ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 10/09/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

775 2013 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2EKLL00332, Meter Reads - 2,551 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 9/23/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 3 - 776, 777, 778

776 2012 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2CKLL00212, Meter Reads - 1,315 Hours
Open Operator Station, 10’ 3’ Wide PAT Blade, Drawbar, 25” Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $99
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $149
777 2012 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2CKL00114, Meter Reads - 3,424 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/01/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

778 2012 CAT D3K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D3K2EKL00198, Meter Reads - 3,428 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $143
6 Month / 500 Hours - $247

CHOICE OF 2 - 779, 780

779 2010 CAT D3K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D3KJLL00788, Meter Reads - 1,768 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, SystemOne Undercarriage, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes.
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $125
6 Month / 500 Hours - $199

780 2010 CAT D3K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D3KTL00383, Meter Reads - 2,238 Hours
Open Operator Station, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, SystemOne Undercarriage, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $125
6 Month / 500 Hours - $199
2002 CAT D3GLGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D3GECFF00366, Meter Reads - 6,061 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1998 CAT D3C SERIES III LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 5GS00330, Meter Reads - 4,092 Hours
Open Operator Station, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1999 CASE 550G CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - JJG0256558, Meter Reads - 4,427 Hours
Open Operator Station, 130.5" Wide PAT Blade, Sweeps, Rear Screen, 20" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

CHOICE OF 2 - 784, 785

2013 CAT D4K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D4K2JKRR00293, Meter Reads - 1,023 Hours
Open Operator Station, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $99
6 Month / 500 Hours - $149

2013 CAT D4K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D4K2AKMM00264, Meter Reads - 1,606 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, 18" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $110
6 Month / 500 Hours - $170
| 786 | **2012 CAT D4K2LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT0D4K2CKRR00188, Meter Reads - 1,145 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, Screens, Rear Screen  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $99  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $149 |}

| 787 | **1993 CAT D4H XL SERIES III CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - 8PJ00377, Meter Reads - 5,730 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Multi-Shank Ripper, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Columbia, SC |}

| 788 | **1993 JOHN DEERE 650G CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - T0650GH789927  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA |}

| 789 | **1981 CAT D4E CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - 27X01068, Meter Reads - 2,320 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Sweeps, Winch, Screens, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 20" Single Grouser Track Shoes |}

| 790 | **1991 KOMATSU D37E-2 CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - A2411, Meter Reads - 4,979 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Angle Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, PAT Blade w/ Power Pitch, Winch  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shelby Township, MI |}
2014 KOMATSU D39PX-23 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 90455, Meter Reads - 656 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 4/23/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

2006 KOMATSU D39PX-21A CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - KMT0D14L01001901, Meter Reads - 5,247 Hours
Open Operator Station, Rear Screen, 25" Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

CHOICE OF 3 - 793, 794, 795

2013 CAT D5K2LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D5K2CKYY00667, Meter Reads - 1,167 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $195
6 Month / 500 Hours - $295

2014 CAT D5K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT0D5K2TKYY00928, Meter Reads - 3,527 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
6 Month / 500 Hours - $559
| CHOICE OF 4 - 796, 797, 798, 799 |

| 795 | **2013 CAT D5K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT0D5K2CKYY00586, Meter Reads - 2,517 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/20/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first. |

| 796 | **2012 CAT D5K2LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT0D5K2HKYY00441, Meter Reads - 1,034 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $179  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $299 |

| 797 | **2012 CAT D5K2 XL CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT0D5K2LKWW00153, Meter Reads - 1,285 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, SystemOne Undercarriage, 20" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $299 |

| 798 | **2012 CAT D5K2LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT0D5K2EKYY00442, Meter Reads - 1,201 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $179  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $299 |

| 799 | **2012 CAT D5K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR**  
S/N - CAT00D5KKYY01445, Meter Reads - 2,597 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $260  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $455 |
CHOICE OF 2 - 800, 801

800 2011 CAT D5K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5KEYYY01133, Meter Reads - 3,461 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 10' 6" Wide PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $499

801 2011 CAT D5K XL CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - WWW01202, Meter Reads - 4,160 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Huntington, WV

CHOICE OF 3 - 803, 804, 805

803 2006 CAT D5G LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5GCRKG02121, Meter Reads - 1,236 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

804 2005 CAT D5G LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5GPRKG01523, Meter Reads - 6,685 Hours

805 2005 CAT D5G LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5GARKG01741, Meter Reads - 5,967 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes
CHOICE OF 2 - 806, 807

806 2004 CAT D5G LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5GPRKG01117, Meter Reads - 6,088 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes

807 2004 CAT D5G LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D5GKRKG01023, Meter Reads - 9,400 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Sweeps, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes

808 1997 CAT D5M XL CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 6GN00788, Meter Reads - 14,488 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

809 2000 CAT D5M XL CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 4BR00598, Meter Reads - 10,917 Hours  
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, SystemOne Undercarriage, 20" Single Grouser Track Shoes

810 1999 JOHN DEERE 650H LT CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - TO650HX878502, Meter Reads - 15,631 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 18" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

811 2007 CASE 1650L XLT CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - N7DCT16009, Meter Reads - 1,940 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Sweeps, Winch, w/ Fairlead, Screens, Rear Screen, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fairview, WV
812 2005 JOHN DEERE 700J LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - T0700JX112786, Meter Reads - 10,000 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lansing, MI

813 2002 JOHN DEERE 750C LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - T0750CX908766, Meter Reads - 7,818 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes

814 1997 JOHN DEERE 750C CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - T0750CX827516, Meter Reads - 1,684 Hours
Enclosed Cab, PAT Blade, Ripper, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lansing, MI

CHOICE OF 2 - 815, 816

815 2014 CAT D6K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KLRST00503, Meter Reads - 1,374 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Sweeps, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
6 Month / 500 Hours - $609

816 2014 CAT D6K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KARST00824, Meter Reads - 1,981 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $375
6 Month / 500 Hours - $625
**CHOICE OF 5 - 817, 818, 819, 820, 821**

**817**  
2013 CAT D6K2XL CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6KLWMR00292, Meter Reads - 864 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $329  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $579

---

**818**  
2013 CAT D6K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6KJRST00253, Meter Reads - 4,354 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 7/08/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

---

**819**  
2013 CAT D6K2LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6KTRST00278, Meter Reads - 4,728 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $575  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $975

---

**820**  
2013 CAT D6K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6KLRS00470, Meter Reads - 2,944 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $399  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $689
2013 CAT D6K2 LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KARST00242, Meter Reads - 4,934 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes, SystemOne Undercarriage. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/31/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 3 - 822, 823, 824

2012 CAT D6K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KEDHA02173, Meter Reads - 3,909 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $390
6 Month / 500 Hours - $650

2012 CAT D6K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KPDHA02257, Meter Reads - 5,385 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $494
6 Month / 500 Hours - $845

2012 CAT D6K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KLDHA02168, Meter Reads - 5,543 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes.
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
6 Month / 500 Hours - $879
**825** 2011 CAT D6K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KTDHA01625, Meter Reads - 4,013 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Sweeps, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $494
6 Month / 500 Hours - $845

**826** 2010 CAT D6K LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KADHA01312, Meter Reads - 8,049 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes

**827** 2008 CAT D6K XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KVFBH01027, Meter Reads - 4,667 Hours
Open Operator Station, PAT Blade, Drawbar, SystemOne Undercarriage, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*

**828** 2007 CAT D6K XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6KPFBH00552, Meter Reads - 4,129 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $425
6 Month / 500 Hours - $725

**CHOICE OF 2 - 829, 830**

**829** 2013 JOHN DEERE 850K CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 1T0850KXADE238894, Meter Reads - 4,073 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Multi-Shank Ripper, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes
830 2013 JOHN DEERE 850K CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 1T0850KKCE236555, Meter Reads - 4,204 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Multi-Shank Ripper, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 831, 832

831 2012 JOHN DEERE 850K CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 1T0850KXJCE233320, Meter Reads - 4,329 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes

832 2011 JOHN DEERE 850K CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 1T0850KXVBE200982, Meter Reads - 4,369 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi-Shank Ripper, Angle Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 3 - 833, 834, 835

833 2014 KOMATSU D61PX-23 CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - KMTOD120T01030936, Meter Reads - 1,473 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 4/29/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***
**2013 KOMATSU D61PX-23 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - KMTOD120J01030097, Meter Reads - 2,108 Hours
Enclosed Cab, PAT Blade, 33.75" Single Grouser Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date ***

---

**2013 KOMATSU D61PX-23 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - KMTOD120V01030152, Meter Reads - 2,002 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Root Rake, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes

---

**2009 KOMATSU D61PX-15EO CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - B46109, Meter Reads - 5,473 Hours
Enclosed Cab, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 837, 838**

**2014 KOMATSU D65WX-17 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - 2556, Meter Reads - 709 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Winch, Rear Screen, 30" Single Grouser Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/10/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ****
**838 2014 KOMATSU D65EX-17 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - KMT0D117C01002342, Meter Reads - 748 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, Winch, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes.
The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 3/27/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

**839 2013 KOMATSU D65WX-17 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - 1928, Meter Reads - 1,151 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, Rear Camera, 13’ 1” PAT Blade, Sweeps, Rear Screen, Powershift Transmission, 30” Single Grouser Track Shoes, PLUS Undercarriage. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain Plus" warranty from Komatsu until 7/30/2016 or 5,000 machine hours, whichever comes first. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 7/30/2016 or 2,000 machine hours ***

**CHOICE OF 2 - 840, 841**

**840 2012 KOMATSU D65EX-17 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - 1354, Meter Reads - 2,655 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, SU blade, sweeps, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in San Antonio, TX*

**841 2011 KOMATSU D65EX-17 CRAWLER TRACTOR**
S/N - KMT0D117C01001031, Meter Reads - 3,226 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Multi-Shank Ripper, Sweeps, Screens, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes
1999 CAT D6M LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 2RN00550, Meter Reads - 2,592 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi-Shank Ripper,  
Sweeps, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes

---

CHOICE OF 5 - 843, 844, 845, 846, 847

2014 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - PBA01184, Meter Reads - 1,348 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar,  
33" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cypress, TX  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

---

2014 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6NPPBA01188, Meter Reads - 1,336 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 02/10/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

---

2014 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6NPBA01100, Meter Reads - 2,196 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $702  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,183

---

CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - Serial number is not legible, Meter Reads - 2,789 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Sweeps, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes, 13" 2" PAT Blade  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $725  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,235
847 2014 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NJPBA01081, Meter Reads - 2,853 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes, 160" Double Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 01/10/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 2 - 848, 849

848 2013 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NJPBA01033, Meter Reads - 2,805 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 12/19/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

849 2013 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 0PBA00829, Meter Reads - 2,996 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, PAT blade, ripper hydraulics, SystemOne UC, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mechanicsville, VA

CHOICE OF 4 - 850, 851, 852, 853

850 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - GHS01395, Meter Reads - 1,193 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Winch, Rear Screen, Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cypress, TX
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799
851 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NCPBA00546, Meter Reads - 1,413 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Angle Blade
w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 11-2-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbus, OH

852 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NJGHS01369, Meter Reads - 2,944 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $579
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $988

853 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NVGHS01181, Meter Reads - 2,833 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 34" Single Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 3 - 854, 855, 856

854 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - PBA00490, Meter Reads - 3,853 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $871
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,469

855 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NHGHS01055, Meter Reads - 5,039 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33" Single Grouser Track Shoes
856 2012 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NHPBA00228, Meter Reads - 5,052 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33” Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,099
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,879

857 2008 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NTDJY01163, Meter Reads - 3,838 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Winch, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, SystemOne Undercarriage, 33” Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $699
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,179

CHOICE OF 2 - 858, 859

858 2005 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NEALY01614, Meter Reads - 9,339 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 34” Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hammond, IN

859 2006 CAT D6N LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6NPALY02380, Meter Reads - 9,416 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 34” Single Grouser Track Shoes
**CHOICE OF 4 - 860, 861, 862, 863**

**860** 2014 CAT D6TLGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6THZJB01499, Meter Reads - 3,381 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $869  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,399

---

**861** 2014 CAT D6TLGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6TKZJB01493, Meter Reads - 3,745 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $950  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,499

---

**862** 2014 CAT D6TLGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - ZJB01498  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Sweeps, Rear Screen, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, Ripper Hydraulics, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes

---

**863** 2014 CAT D6TLGP CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - CAT00D6TLZJB01503, Meter Reads - 3,746 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $950  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,499
CHOICE OF 4 - 864, 865, 866, 867

864 2013 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TLKSB01582, Meter Reads - 2,172 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Counterweight, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 31” Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 10-17-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cadiz, OH

865 2013 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6THKSB01342, Meter Reads - 2,858 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Counterweight, 31” Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 2-26-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

866 2013 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TVKSBO1501, Meter Reads - 3,506 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Counterweight, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 31” Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 6/19/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

867 2013 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TVKSBO1367, Meter Reads - 4,369 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 31” Single Grouser Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 4/18/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 5 - 868, 869, 870, 871, 872

868 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TCZJB00556, Meter Reads - 1,544 Hours
Open Operator Station, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, SystemOne Undercarriage, 36” Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $739
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,259
869 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TCZJB00508, Meter Reads - 1,771 Hours
Open Operator Station, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $739
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,259

870 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TJKSB01298, Meter Reads - 2,648 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Drawbar, Counterweight, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 31" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 2-20-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cadiz, OH

871 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TLKSB01243, Meter Reads - 2,765 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, 31" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 9-17-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cadiz, OH

872 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - KSB01242, Meter Reads - 2,953 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Counterweight, 31" Single Grouser Track Shoes,
Pre Wired for Grade Control, Drawbar ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 9-11-16***

CHOICE OF 6 - 873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878

873 2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TLZJB00352, Meter Reads - 5,053 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, SystemOne Undercarriage, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAT00D6TTKSB01135</td>
<td>2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR</td>
<td>3,580</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Angle Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 31&quot; Single Grouser Track Shoes, Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 12-26-16***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT00D6TLJBO00447</td>
<td>2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR</td>
<td>4,188</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Sweeps, Winch, w/ Fairlead, Rear Screen, 36&quot; Single Grouser Track Shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT00D6TVJBO00512</td>
<td>2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR</td>
<td>4,308</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 36&quot; Single Grouser Track Shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT00D6TLZBO1064</td>
<td>2012 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR</td>
<td>4,746</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Sweeps, Rear Screen, 36&quot; Single Grouser Track Shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMK00640</td>
<td>2012 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR</td>
<td>1,923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Powertrain Protection Begins At:**
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $959
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599

**Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 12-26-16***

To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

3 Month / 250 Hours - $839
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,429

To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Nitro, WV
2010 CAT D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6THKJL01060, Meter Reads - 4,685 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Angle Blade
w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $919
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,575

2009 CATERPILLAR D6T LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TCKJL00985, Meter Reads - 6,164 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, SystemOne Undercarriage, 36" Track Shoes.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Leander, TX

CHOICE OF 3 - 881, 882, 883

2013 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TLGK01187, Meter Reads - 4,488 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade
w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $999
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,699

2012 CAT D6TXL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TEGMK00494, Meter Reads - 2,440 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Sweeps, Screens, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $775
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,299
883 2012 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TCLAE00671, Meter Reads - 4,038
Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/
Single Cylinder Tilt, Multi-Shank Ripper, 22” Single
Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN

CHOICE OF 2 - 884, 885

884 2011 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TPGCT00945, Meter Reads - 3,338
Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi-Shank Ripper,
22” Single Grouser Track Shoes. ***Non EPA
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN

885 2011 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TJGCT00947, Meter Reads - 4,337
Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi-Shank Ripper,
22” Single Grouser Track Shoes. ***Non EPA
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN

886 2008 CAT D6T XL CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TKWFH00313, Meter Reads - 7,754
Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Multi-
Shank Ripper, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 24”
Single Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 887, 888

887 2012 CAT D6T XW CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TTRCW01104, Meter Reads - 3,283
Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Angle Blade w/
Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Counterweight, 31”
Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Warranty 48/5000
PT/HYD exp 6-13-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH
2012 CAT D6T XW CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6TCRCW01103, Meter Reads - 3,921 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, PAT Blade, Drawbar, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 28" Single Grouser Track Shoes
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-13-16***
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $959
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599

2000 CAT D6R LGP CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 09PN01498, Meter Reads - 17,327 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Straight Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, 36" Single Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 890, 891

2007 CAT D6R XL III CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - GJB00783, Meter Reads - 8,794 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Multi-Shank Ripper, Sweeps, SystemOne Undercarriage, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Park City, KS

2007 CAT D6R XL III CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D6RTGJB00942, Meter Reads - 10,971 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Multi-Shank Ripper, Sweeps, Rear Screen, System One Undercarriage, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Park City, KS

2004 CAT D6R XL SERIES II CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - OBNCO0294, Meter Reads - 8,198 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI
CHOICE OF 3 - 893, 894, 895

893  2011 CAT D7E CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D7EHMDB00215, Meter Reads - 1,955 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Winch, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $699
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,199

894  2011 CAT D7E CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D7EHTAN00448, Meter Reads - 6,265 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,499
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,499

895  2011 CAT D7E CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - TAN00451
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes

896  2014 KOMATSU D85EX-15EO CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 12052, Meter Reads - 1,487 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hattiesburg, MS

897  1994 KOMATSU D135A-2 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 10333
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Single-Shank Ripper, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. The main components could not be operationally checked., Engine did not run. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO
2013 KOMATSU D155AX-7 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - KMTOD118L02090131, Meter Reads - 1,285 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Single-Shank Ripper, Rear Screen, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/26/2016 or 2,000 machine hours ***

CHOICE OF 2 - 899, 900

2011 KOMATSU D155AX-6 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 81411, Meter Reads - 7,046 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Dual Cylinder Tilt, Single-Shank Ripper, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes. ***NON-EPA Compliant Engine***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Apodaca, MEX

2011 KOMATSU D155AX-6 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 81418, Meter Reads - 8,845 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Dual Cylinder Tilt, Single-Shank Ripper, 22" Single Grouser Track Shoes. ***NON-EPA equipment***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Apodaca, MEX

2010 KOMATSU D155AX-6 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - KMTOD074T02080932, Meter Reads - 2,536 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Sigma Blade, Drawbar, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes

2007 KOMATSU D155AX-6 CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 80222, Meter Reads - 5,152 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, SU blade w/ dual tilt, counterweight drawbar, 26" Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lavergne, TN
CHOICE OF 3 - 903, 904, 905

903 2012 CAT D8T CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D8TAMLN00725, Meter Reads - 4,296 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Single-Shank Ripper, Pre-Wired for Grade Control, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,337
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,810

904 2011 CAT D8T CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D8TKMLN00301, Meter Reads - 4,694 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, Counterweight, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 28” Single Grouser Track Shoes

905 2011 CAT D8T CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D8TJKPZ03931, Meter Reads - 5,790 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Multi-Shank Ripper, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes

906 2007 CAT D8T CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - CAT00D8THJ8B00863, Meter Reads - 9,499 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Semi-U Blade, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes

907 1991 CAT D8N CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 9TC05640
Enclosed Cab, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Drawbar, 24” Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

908 CAT D9N CRAWLER TRACTOR
S/N - 48W28502, Meter Reads - 10,893 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Semi-U Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Counterweight, 26” Single Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Eckhart Mines, MD
909 1997 CAT D9R CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 7TL00749, Meter Reads - 37,493 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, U-Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes

910 1978 CAT D9H CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 90V06552, Meter Reads - 2,321 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, U-Blade w/ Single Cylinder Tilt, Single-Shank Ripper, 27" Single Grouser Track Shoes, Cab, U blade, MS ripper, 27" Single Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Somerset, PA

911 1980 CAT D9H CRAWLER TRACTOR  
S/N - 90V9144, Meter Reads - 911 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Single-Shank Ripper, Rear Auxiliary Hydraulics, 24" Single Grouser Track Shoes.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

912 2008 CAT 953D CRAWLER LOADER  
S/N - CAT0953DLBP00239, Meter Reads - 1,734 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket w/ Teeth, SystemOne Undercarriage, 19" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $399  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $689

913 1985 AM GENERAL HUMVEE HMMWV  
S/N - 003177517, Meter Reads - 7,045 Miles  
6.5L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x4, 4 Door, Soft Top, Cargo/Troop Carrier Body, Canvas Cargo Cover, Cargo Cover Bows, 37x12.50R16.5 Tires

CHOICE OF 3 - 914, 915, 916

914 2014 TERRAMAC RT9 TRACK TRUCK  
S/N - 9C0084, Meter Reads - 420 Hours
915 2013 Terramac RT9 Track Truck  
S/N - 9B0017, Meter Reads - 794 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner

916 2013 Terramac RT9 Track Truck  
S/N - 9B0020, Meter Reads - 907 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Tailgate

917 2014 Prinoth Panther T8 Track Truck  
S/N - 935200131, Meter Reads - 265 Hours  
Steel Dump Bed, Enclosed Cab, Steering Wheel Controlled, Air Conditioner, Heater, 27.5" Track Belts

Choice Of 2 - 918, 919

918 2012 Hydrema 922HM Articulated Dump Truck  
S/N - 10498, Meter Reads - 3,535 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 800/45-30.5 Tires

919 2012 Hydrema 922HM Articulated Dump Truck  
S/N - 10623, Meter Reads - 4,050 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 800/45-30.5 Tires

920 2005 Case 340 Articulated Dump Truck  
S/N - HHD000713, Meter Reads - 3,169 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
CHOICE OF 3 - 921, 922, 923

921 2012 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00725KB1L02712, Meter Reads - 4,532 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $359
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $619

922 2012 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00725HB1L02718, Meter Reads - 4,773 Hours
   Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $399
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $659

923 2012 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00725PB1L02711, Meter Reads - 5,007 Hours
   Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $429
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $699

CHOICE OF 2 - 924, 925

924 2012 VOLVO A25F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A25FL00080088, Meter Reads - 2,849 Hours
   Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires

925 2012 VOLVO A25F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A25FT00080064, Meter Reads - 3,824 Hours
   Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear View Camera, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel, 23.5R25 Tires
CHOICE OF 2 - 926, 927

926 2011 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT00725PB1L02434, Meter Reads - 4,699 Hours  
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 23.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $390  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $663

927 2011 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT00725HB1L02539, Meter Reads - 5,386 Hours  
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $429  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $699

CHOICE OF 3 - 928, 929, 930

928 2008 VOLVO A25E ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCE0A25EP00073169, Meter Reads - 11,447 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 23.5R25 Tires

929 2008 VOLVO A25E ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - A25EV73047, Meter Reads - 12,154 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 23.5R25 Tires

930 2008 VOLVO A25E ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - A25EV73078, Meter Reads - 12,439 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Tailgate, 23.5R25 Tires
931 2008 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT00725LB1L01941, Meter Reads - 6,538 Hours  
Air Conditioner, Auto Lube, 23.5R25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Forth Worth, TX*  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $879

932 2006 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT00725PB1L00618, Meter Reads - 9,417 Hours  
Air Conditioner, 23.5-25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Longview, TX*  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $959  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599

933 2001 CAT 725 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - AFX00293  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

934 2013 TEREX TA300 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - A11001200, Meter Reads - 928 Hours  
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 23.5R25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Dickinson, ND*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 935, 936**

935 2012 CAT 730 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT00730EB1M03665, Meter Reads - 3,865 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $479  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799
936 2012 CAT 730 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - B1M03650, Meter Reads - 5,626 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioning, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 937, 938

937 2011 KOMATSU HM300-2 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 2841, Meter Reads - 5,851 Hours
Air Conditioner, 23.5R25 Tires

938 2011 KOMATSU HM300-2 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 2796, Meter Reads - 7,759 Hours
Air Conditioner, 23.5-25 Tires. **NON-EPA EQUIPMENT**
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cananea, SON

939 2008 CAT 730 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00730CB1M01920, Meter Reads - 9,902 Hours
Tailgate, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lusby, MD

940 2004 VOLVO A30D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - A30DV73033, Meter Reads - 12,604 Hours
Air Conditioner
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncks Corner, SC

941 2012 VOLVO A35F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A35FJ00010168, Meter Reads - 4,967 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 26.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Nitro, WV
CHOICE OF 2 - 942, 943

942 2005 VOLVO A35D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - A35DV72121, Meter Reads - 15,492 Hours
Air Conditioner, 26.5R25 Tires

943 2005 VOLVO A35D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - A35DV72127, Meter Reads - 16,705 Hours
Air Conditioner, 26.6R25 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 944, 945

944 2014 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BPT4R02308, Meter Reads - 3,526 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires.
Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/28/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

945 2014 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BPT4R02096, Meter Reads - 3,730 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires.
Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/11/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 3 - 946, 947, 948

946 2013 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BJT4R01789, Meter Reads - 3,945 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 7/22/2016 or 6,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL
947 2013 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BPT4R01515, Meter Reads - 4,589 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 3/29/2016 or 6,000 hours, whichever occurs first.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL

948 2013 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BKT4R01502, Meter Reads - 5,118 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5-25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,500  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,500

CHOICE OF 5 - 949, 950, 951, 952, 953

949 2013 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCE0A40FC00012185, Meter Reads - 2,229 Hours  
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

950 2013 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCE0A40EH00012197, Meter Reads - 2,233 Hours  
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

951 2013 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCE0A40FJ00012192, Meter Reads - 2,249 Hours  
Tailgate, Heater, Exhaust Heated Bed, 29.5R25 Tires, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Air Ride Seat
2013 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FC00012204, Meter Reads - 2,496 Hours
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2013 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FT00011992, Meter Reads - 3,686 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BLT4R01099, Meter Reads - 3,522 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BTT4R01061, Meter Reads - 4,764 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,575
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,662

2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BLT4R01071, Meter Reads - 5,070 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,620
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,748
957 2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BHT4R01122, Meter Reads - 5,025 Hours  
Tailgate, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,687  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,862

958 2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BJT4R00660, Meter Reads - 5,027 Hours  
Tailgate, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, Retarder, 29.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,687  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,862

959 2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BJT4R00707, Meter Reads - 5,119 Hours  
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,687  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,862

CHOICE OF 5 - 960, 961, 962, 963, 964

960 2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BTT4R01058, Meter Reads - 5,265 Hours  
Air Conditioner, Retarder, Air Ride Seat, 29.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,687  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,862

961 2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BVT4R01083, Meter Reads - 5,907 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Tailgate, Rear Camera, 29.5 R 25 Tires
2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BVT4R00628, Meter Reads - 5,964 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BCT4R01065, Meter Reads - 8,084 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - CAT0740BTT4R01030, Meter Reads - 8,428 Hours  
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCEOA40FK00011526, Meter Reads - 2,809 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

2012 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - VCEOA40FE00011455, Meter Reads - 5,212 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires, Rear Camera

2012 TEREX TA400 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - A11151034, Meter Reads - 1,644 Hours  
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Minot, ND
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**968 2012 TEREX TA400 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK**
S/N - A11151038, Meter Reads - 2,303 Hours
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Rapid City, SD*

**969 2012 TEREX TA400 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK**
S/N - A11151051, Meter Reads - 2,495 Hours
Tailgate, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Minot, ND*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 970, 971**

**970 2011 TEREX TA400 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK**
S/N - A9821180, Meter Reads - 3,479 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Minot, ND*

**971 2010 TEREX TA400 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK**
S/N - A9821097, Meter Reads - 2,185 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Minot, ND*

**CHOICE OF 4 - 972, 973, 974, 975**

**972 2011 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK**
S/N - CAT0740BET4R00439, Meter Reads - 4,252 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
*Powertrain Protection Begins At:*
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,399
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,388
973 2011 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BCT4R00434, Meter Reads - 5,426 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5-25 Tires
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,687
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,862

974 2011 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BHT4R00309, Meter Reads - 5,898 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,812
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $3,062

975 2011 CAT 740B ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT0740BJT4R00304, Meter Reads - 7,132 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $2,199
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $3,499

CHOICE OF 4 - 976, 977, 978, 979

976 2011 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FE00011035, Meter Reads - 5,421 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

977 2011 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FV00011322, Meter Reads - 5,586 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
978 2011 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FJ00011382, Meter Reads - 7,856 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

979 2011 VOLVO A40F ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - VCE0A40FV00011031, Meter Reads - 8,136 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

CHOICE OF 4 - 980, 981, 982, 983

980 2011 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740HB1P06183, Meter Reads - 5,243 Hours
Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires

981 2011 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740EB1P06394, Meter Reads - 4,171 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL

982 2011 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740PB1P06156, Meter Reads - 5,154 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

983 2011 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - B1P06160, Meter Reads - 5,677 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pikeville, KY
984 2010 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740CB1P05531, Meter Reads - 5,856 Hours
Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

Choice of 3 - 985, 986, 987

985 2008 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740VB1P03912, Meter Reads - 6,038 Hours
Tailgate, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,325
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,237

986 2008 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740PB1P03953, Meter Reads - 6,884 Hours
Air Conditioner, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires

987 2008 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740CB1P03651, Meter Reads - 6,898 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Steel Bed Liner, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,425
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,400

988 2007 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740HB1P01758, Meter Reads - 7,404 Hours
Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,525
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,587
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Model Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAT00740LB1P01340</td>
<td>7,095</td>
<td>2006 CAT 740 ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK, Air Conditioner, Auto Lube, 29.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4ODV70058</td>
<td>6,427</td>
<td>2005 VOLVO A40D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK, Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5-25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4ODV10527</td>
<td>23,550</td>
<td>2004 VOLVO A40D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK, Tailgate, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4ODV60157</td>
<td>23,562</td>
<td>2002 VOLVO A40D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK, Tailgate, Air Conditioner, 29.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03PR00308</td>
<td>50,200</td>
<td>1996 CAT 777D OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK, Cab, air conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0775EVBEC00186</td>
<td>32,852</td>
<td>2003 CAT 775E OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, Fast Fuel Fill, 24.0R35 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT0775DC8AS00586</td>
<td>51,305</td>
<td>2001 CAT 775D OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK, Exhaust Heated Bed, Air Conditioner, Auto Lube, 24.00R35 Tires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Powertrain Protection Begins At:
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,525
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,587
996 1981 CAT 773B OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 63W00807, Meter Reads - 28,324 Hours  
Steel Body Liner, 21R35 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

997 1995 CAT 773B OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 63W04603, Meter Reads - 46,431 Hours  
Poly Body Liner, Air Conditioner, 24.00.35 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grovetown, GA

998 1986 CAT 773B OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 63W01616, Meter Reads - 41,787 Hours  
Tailgate, 21.00R35 Front Tires. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

999 TEREX TR45 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - T7811061, Meter Reads - 19,752 Hours  
Tailgate, 21.00R35 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indianapolis, IN

1000 EUCLID R60 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 75680  
Exhaust Heated Bed, Steel Body Liner, 24.00R35 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in De Soto, KS

1001 1978 EUCLID 213ED OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 68967  
Air Conditioner, 16.00-25 Tires. The engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO

1002 1984 EUCLID 215FD OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 72216  
Air Conditioner, 1600-25 Tires. The engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO
1003  1980 EUCLID R25 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 70361, Meter Reads - 1,368 Hours
16.00-25 Tires. The engine could not be started.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO

CHOICE OF 2 - 1004, 1005

1004  1994 EUCLID R35 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 324TDC75018, Meter Reads - 6,193 Hours
Exhaust Heated Bed, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, 18R33 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Paris, KY

1005  1994 EUCLID R35 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 324TDC75062, Meter Reads - 9,646 Hours
Exhaust Heated Bed, Steel Body Liner, Air Conditioner, 18R33 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Paris, KY

CHOICE OF 2 - 1006, 1007

1006  1978 EUCLID R25 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 69161, Meter Reads - 725 Hours
Air Conditioner, 1600-25 Tires ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO

1007  1974 EUCLID R25 OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 64598, Meter Reads - 9,038 Hours
1600-25 Tires ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO
1008  **1986 EUCLID OFF-ROAD END DUMP TRUCK**  
S/N - 73087, Meter Reads - 4,635 Hours  
Air Conditioner, 1600-25 Tires, Engine did not run.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO

1009  **2000 INGERSOLL-RAND ECM-690 CRAWLER MOUNTED BLAST HOLE DRILL**  
S/N - R16124AH  
Enclosed Cab, Dust Collector, Auto Lube System, Telescoping Boom, Cat-, 3306 Engine, 14" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Troy, MO

1010  **2002 INGERSOLL-RAND ECM-580 CRAWLER MOUNTED BLAST HOLE DRILL**  
S/N - X004087AA, Meter Reads - 7,478 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, A/C, Dust Collector, Fire Suppressions System, Telescoping Boom, Cummins-B5 9C Engine, 11.75" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

1011  **TAMROCK CRAWLER MOUNTED BLAST HOLE DRILL**  
S/N - 732353, Meter Reads - 24,000 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Rogers City, MI

1012  **SVEDALA MK45HD DRILL RIG**  
S/N - 1Y88Y32, Meter Reads - 4,471 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, A/C, Heater, Cat 4 Cylinder Engine, 1200-24 Tires. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

1013  **GETMAN S300 SCALING MACHINE**  
S/N - No serial number found  
Mercedes Diesel Engine, Hydrostatic Transmission  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Choice of 2 - 1014, 1015</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td><strong>CAT 57PS WINCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;S/N - 9EB00708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1015 | **CAT 57PS WINCH**<br>S/N - 1MK00138 |  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Choice of 2 - 1016, 1017</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td><strong>PACCAR PA56 WINCH - FITS CAT D6T</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1017 | **PACCAR PA56 WINCH - FITS CAT D6R**<br>S/N - 0602722<br>*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX* |  |

| 1018 | **CAT 20' 6" DOZER BLADE - FITS CAT D11**<br>S/N - 4CB00760<br>*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA* |  |

| 1019 | **CAT PAT BLADE GROUP - FITS CAT D6K** |  |

| 1020 | **CAT PAT BLADE - FITS CAT D5M** |  |

| 1021 | **150" ROOT RAKE - FITS CAT D6R** |  |

| 1022 | **LOT OF (2) PUSH ARMS - FITS CAT D11N**<br>*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA* |  |
CHOICE OF 2 - 1023, 1024

1023 PUSHER ARM GROUP - FITS CAT D7E
New Rockland Brand Pusser Arm Group, No Cylinders.

1024 PUSHER ARM GROUP - FITS CAT D7E

1025 RIPPER ATTACHMENT - FITS CAT D11N
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1026 CAT RIPPER ATTACHMENT
S/N - A8977
Single Shank Ripper - Fits Cat D8R/T

1027 CAT RIPPER ATTACHMENT
S/N - A8978
Multi-Shank Ripper - Fits Cat D8R/T

1028 LOT OF (4) ROLLER FRAMES - FITS CAT D11N
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1029 LOT OF (4) IDLERS - FITS CAT D6T - UNUSED

1030 LOT OF (8) SINGLE FLANGE ROLLERS - FITS CAT D8N/R/T - UNUSED

1031 LOT OF (8) DOUBLE FLANGE ROLLERS - FITS CAT D8N/R/T - UNUSED

1032 LOT OF (8) SINGLE FLANGE ROLLERS - FITS CAT D6H/R/D - UNUSED
1033 LOT OF (6) DOUBLE FLANGE ROLLERS - FITS CAT D6H/R/D - UNUSED

CHOICE OF 2 - 1034, 1035

1034 LOT OF (2) SCREENS - FITS CAT D8T

1035 LOT OF (2) SCREENS - FITS CAT D8T

1036 SCREEN - FITS CAT D6T

1037 LOT OF (2) SCREENS - FITS CAT D6N

1038 LOT OF (2) RADIATORS - FITS CAT D11N
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 1039, 1040

1039 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D11N
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1040 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D11
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 1041, 1042

1041 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D11
Fits Cat D11 Crawler Tractor
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
1042 **LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D11R**  
Fits Cat D11R Crawler Tractor  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

1043 **LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D10**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1044, 1045**

1044 **LOT OF (2) TRACKS - FITS CAT D11N**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

1045 **LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D11N**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

1046 **LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D7**  
Fits Cat D7 Crawler Tractor  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

1047 **LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT D5**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA*

**CHOICE OF 5 - 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052**

1048 **LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP**  
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1049 **LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP**  
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1050 **LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP**  
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M
1051 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1052 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

CHOICE OF 4 - 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056

1053 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1054 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1055 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1056 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

CHOICE OF 4 - 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060

1057 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1058 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

1059 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M
1060 LOT OF (1) HEATER GROUP
Fits Cat 140M, 14M, 120M, 160M, 16M, 12M

CHOICE OF 5 - 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065

1061 LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS

1062 LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS

1063 LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS

1064 LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS

1065 LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS

1066 SNOW WING - FITS CAT 140H

1067 VAIL FRONT LIFT GROUP - FITS CAT 140G/H/M & 12G/H/M
S/N - H06383
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL
1068 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 14G
Fits Cat 14G Motor Grader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1069 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 14H
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1070 LOT OF (6) 24R21 TIRES - FITS CAT MOTOR GRADER
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL

1071 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 416
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

1072 RIPPER ATTACHMENT - FITS CAT 963

1073 CAT MATERIAL HANDLING ARM - FITS TELEHANDLER
S/N - 576

CHOICE OF 2 - 1074, 1075

1074 BUCKET - FITS CAT 963D
S/N - U963MPFB1123
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

1075 CAT 98" MULIT-PURPOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 963
S/N - BBD02835
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA
1076  **CAT 90" MULTI-PURPOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - 011123546
MP Front Bucket 1.3 CYD ***Will Not Fit F Series BHL's***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA*

**CHOICE OF 6 - 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1082**

1077  **CAT 96" BUCKET - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER - UNUSED**
S/N - CP120202512

1078  **BUCKET - FITS BACKHOE LOADER**

1079  **CAT BUCKET - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER**
S/N - No serial number found

1080  **CAT 96" BUCKET - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER - UNUSED**

1081  **CAT 96" BUCKET - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER - UNUSED**
S/N - CP120302516

1082  **CAT 96" BUCKET - FITS BACKHOE LOADER - UNUSED**

1083  **88" BUCKET - FITS CAT 420/430**
S/N - 120600128
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA*
| **1084** CAT 88" BUCKET  
S/N - CV110906541  
1.4 Cubic Yard, Fits - Cat Backhoe Loaders Except F-Series  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA* |
| --- |
| **1085** BUCKET - FITS CAT 446B  
S/N - AF50300020  
1.75 CYD GP Bucket |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1086</strong> 96&quot; BUCKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1087** CAT 90" BUCKET - FITS BACKHOE LOADER  
S/N - 11123545  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Blaw Knox, PA* |
| --- |
| **1088** FORK ATTACHMENT  
48" Forks |
| --- |
| **1089** BHL 36" BUCKET  
S/N - 163369 |
| --- |
| **1090** 29" BUCKET - FITS CAT 420  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Opp, AL* |
| --- |
| **1091** 24" BUCKET - FITS CAT 416/430  
S/N - BL1108015459 |
| --- |
| **1092** 24" BUCKET - FITS CAT 420D  
S/N - 1585751-1 |
| --- |
| **1093** CAT 18" BUCKET  
S/N - BT140501592 |
1094  8" BUCKET - FITS CAT 420D  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

1095  BHL COUPLER QUICK COUPLER
S/N - 077297

1096  BHL SWINGER COUPLER QUICK COUPLER
S/N - 145426

1097  CENTRAL FABRICATORS QL MANUAL PIN 
GRABBER COUPLER - FITS CAT 303.5
S/N - 141279
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA

1098  DEMAC VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR 
ATTACHMENT
The plate and mounting bracket are missing

1099  BHL ASPHALT CUTTER BUCKET
S/N - 8AW01135
To Fit IT Coupler

1100  CAT CV18B VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR 
ATTACHMENT
S/N - ORCA02214

1101  ADAPTER HOOK - FITS BACKHOE LOADER
S/N - 267-5692MS1563
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Watsontown, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 1102, 1103

1102  LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP
Fits Cat 246C, 262C, 289C, 279C, 277C, 272C, 
299C, 287C, 256C, 299D
1103 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

CHOICE OF 2 - 1104, 1105

1104 TRUBILT AUGER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1105 TRUBILT AUGER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1106 WILDKAT AUGER 9" 12" BIT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

CHOICE OF 2 - 1107, 1108

1107 TRUBILT 72" BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1108 TRUBILT 72" BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

CHOICE OF 4 - 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112

1109 WILDKAT BRUSH CUTTER - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1110 WILDKAT BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
1111 BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1112 WILDKAT BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

CHOICE OF 3 - 1113, 1114, 1115

1113 WILDKAT BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1114 WILDKAT BRUSH CUTTER - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1115 BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1116 ALAMO BRUSH CUTTER ATTACHMENT

1117 CAT LT18B TILLER ATTACHMENT
S/N - LDA01213
76" to fit skid steer

CHOICE OF 2 - 1118, 1119

1118 72" TILLER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1119 WILDKAT 72" TILLER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
1120 WILDKAT 96" SNOW PLOW - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

1121 WILDKAT 72" DOZER BLADE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1122 BOBCAT 709 BACKHOE ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N - 270007645
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Naples, FL

CHOICE OF 2 - 1123, 1124

1123 WILDKAT BACKHOE ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1124 WILDKAT BACKHOE ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1125 74" ROOT RAKE GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1126 WILDKAT 84" ROOT RAKE GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1127 WILDKAT ROOT RAKE W/GRAPPLES - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1128 WILDKAT 78" ROOT GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
1129 74" ECONO ROOT RAKE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1130  WILDKAT 72" ROOT RAKE W/GRAPPLIES - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1131  WILDKAT GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1132  WILDKAT 72" ROOT RAKE W/GRAPPLIES - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1133  WILDKAT 72" ROOT GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1134  WILDKAT 72" ROOT RAKE W/GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1135  WILDKAT 72" ECONO ROOT RAKE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1136  WILDKAT 66" ECONO ROOT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1137  WILDKAT 66" ECONO GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1138  WILDKAT ROOT GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
1139  WILDKAT ROOT GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1140  78" ROCK GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1141  WILDKAT 66" ROCK GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1142  80" ROCK GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1143  WILDKAT 78" SKELETON GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1144  WILDKAT 78" SKELETON GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

CHOICE OF 2 - 1145, 1146

1145  WILDKAT 90" SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1146  90" SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1147  WILDKAT 84" SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
  S/N -

1148  WILDKAT 80" SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1149</td>
<td>74” SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>WILDKAT BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1151</td>
<td>WILDKAT 66” SNOW BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152</td>
<td>WILDKAT BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1153</td>
<td>78” BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1154</td>
<td>INGERSOLL-RAND 74” MULTI PURPOSE BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - 458500314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155</td>
<td>WILDKAT 72” BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1156</td>
<td>WILDKAT 68” BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1157</td>
<td>WILDKAT 62” LP BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1158</td>
<td>WILDKAT 80” ROCK BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1159 WILDKAT 72" SKELETON BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

1160 WILDKAT 66" ROCK BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

1161 WILDKAT 78" SKELETON BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
S/N -

1162 WILDKAT 72" SKELETON BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

1163 WILDKAT 66" SKELETON BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

CHOICE OF 4 - 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167

1164 STUMP GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1165 WILDKAT STUMP GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1166 WILDKAT STUMP GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1167 WILDKAT STUMP GRAPPLE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
CHOICE OF 3 - 1168, 1169, 1170

1168 WILDKAT STUMP BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1169 WILDKAT STUMP BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1170 WILDKAT STUMP BUCKET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1171 WILDKAT FORK GRAPPLE ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1172 WILDKAT FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
   S/N -

CHOICE OF 2 - 1173, 1174

1173 GENTEC 48" PALLET FORKS FORK ATTACHMENT
   S/N -
   Fits Skid Loaders up to 3000lb Capacity

1174 GENTEC 48" PALLET FORKS FORK ATTACHMENT
   S/N -
   Fits skid loaders up to 3000lb Capacity

CHOICE OF 4 - 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178

1175 WILDKAT FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
   S/N -
1176 WILDKAT FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1177 FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1178 WILDKAT FORK SET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

CHOICE OF 4 - 1179, 1180, 1181, 1182

1179 WILDKAT FORK SET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1180 WILDKAT FORK SET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1181 WILDKAT FORK SET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1182 WILDKAT FORK SET - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1183 48" FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS TEREX PT30 S/N - 59265

1184 CAT FORK ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER
1185 WILDKAT HAY SPEAR - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
S/N -

1186 WILDKAT BAIL SPEAR - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

CHOICE OF 3 - 1187, 1188, 1189

1187 TREE BOOM - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1188 WILDKAT TREE BOOM - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1189 WILDKAT TREE BOOM ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
S/N -

CHOICE OF 2 - 1190, 1191

1190 WILDKAT 3-POINT HITCH - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW
S/N -

1191 WILDKAT 3-POINT HITCH - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER
S/N -

1192 WILDKAT TREE SHEAR - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED
CHOICE OF 2 - 1193, 1194

1193 WILDKAT TREE/POST PULLER - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1194 WILDKAT TREE/POST PULLER - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

CHOICE OF 2 - 1195, 1196

1195 WILDKAT HITCH RECEIVER - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

1196 HITCH RECEIVER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

CHOICE OF 5 - 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201

1197 ATTACHMENT MOUNTING PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER

1198 WILDKAT ATTACHMENT MOUNTING PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

1199 WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED

S/N -

1200 WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW

S/N -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1201</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1202</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CHOICE OF 5 - 1203, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1206</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1203</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1204</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - NEW</td>
<td>S/N -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1206</td>
<td>WILDKAT QUICK ATTACH PLATE - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER - UNUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRY OUR FULLY INTEGRATED TRANSPORTATION SOLUTION
Get Qualified Bids from Trustworthy Transporters.

1. Select VeriTread during checkout.
   IT IS FREE WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION

2. Competing transport quotes will be emailed to you.
   EASILY COMPARE PRICES, DELIVERY SCHEDULES, REVIEWS & MORE

3. Select a Transportation Provider & Communicate with Them Directly.
   RELAX, WE HANDLE THE PAPERWORK, LOAD TRACKING, AND BOL

The Easiest Way to Transport from Auction.

“VeriTread takes the work out of transportation. Gone are the days of looking up dimensions, talking to dozens of truckers, and dealing with countless details. One click, and I know it’s done right”.

David Lucas, Lucas Machinery
IronClad Assurance means the item has IronPlanet’s equipment condition certification, guaranteeing an accurate description of the machine’s condition in our inspection report.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE!

View inspection reports at www.IronPlanet.com
1301 2003 DITCH WITCH MX15 MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 6X4050, Meter Reads - 2,831 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 15' Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 3' 2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 9" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 4 - 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305

1302 YUCHAI ME15C MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 810H0105096, Meter Reads - 1,327 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

1303 YUCHAI YC13-3 MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - No serial number found  
Open Operator Station, Swing Boom, 3' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

1304 PINE BROOK MINI-EX ME15C MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 810H0104085  
Open Operator Station, 3' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, Rubber Pads, The unit is not complete or operational. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

1305 PINE BROOK MINI-EX ME15 MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 810H020103997, Meter Reads - 992 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 4' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL
1306 1999 CAT 301.5 MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 3YW01152, Meter Reads - 2,693 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 10" Smooth Edge Bucket,  
Swing Boom, 2' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic  
Plumbing, Backfill Blade.

1307 2013 CAT 301.7D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 0LJH00989, Meter Reads - 400 Hours  
Canopy, GP bucket, stick, swing boom, auxiliary  
hydraulics, leveling blade, expandable UC. Includes  
a transferable CCE Total warranty active through  
12/31/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1308 2012 CAT 301.8C MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3018CHJSB06998, Meter Reads - 961  
Hours  
Open Operator Station, 14" Tooth Bucket, Swing  
Boom, 2' 11" Stick, Control Pattern Changer,  
Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage, 9"  
Track Shoes

1309 2005 CAT 301.8 MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT03018CBFA04334, Meter Reads - 3,083  
Hours  
Open Operator Station, 14" Tooth Bucket, Swing  
Boom, 3' 7" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,  
Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage

CHOICE OF 5 - 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313,  
1314

1310 2013 CAT 300.9D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3009DCLJM01111, Meter Reads - 140  
Hours  
Open Operator Station, 14" Tooth Bucket, Swing  
Boom, 3' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,  
Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Extendable  
Width Undercarriage. Includes a transferable CCE  
Total warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 3,000  
hours, whichever occurs first.
1311 2013 CAT 300.9D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3009DKLM01050, Meter Reads - 408 Hours  
Canopy, 10" bucket, 2' 11" stick, swing boom, auxiliary hydraulics, leveling blade. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 7/19/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1312 2013 CAT 300.9D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3009DELJM01110, Meter Reads - 300 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 14" " Tooth Bucket, 2'11" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1313 2013 CAT 300.9D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - OLJM00931, Meter Reads - 450 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 10" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 2' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 5/09/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1314 2013 CAT 300.9D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3009DLJLJM01115, Meter Reads - 323 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 9" Tooth Bucket, 2' 11" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage, 7" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/30/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
CHOICE OF 5 - 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319

1315 2013 CAT 302.4D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3024DKLJN00521, Meter Reads - 648 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 11" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 50" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/30/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1316 2013 CAT 302.4D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3024DPLJN00517, Meter Reads - 469 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 16" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 50" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1317 2013 CAT 302.4D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3024DLLJN00235, Meter Reads - 750 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 4' 1" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1318 2013 CAT 302.4D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3024DHLJN00480, Meter Reads - 775 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 30" Smooth Edge Bucket, Swing Boom, 4' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1319 2013 CAT 302.4D MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT3024DHLJN00219, Meter Reads - 522 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, 4'1" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, Backfill Blade, 10" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable CCE Total warranty active through 4/29/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
2008 CAT 302.5C MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3025CPGBB03298, Meter Reads - 385 Hours
Open Operator Station, 18" Tooth Bucket, 3' 8" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes

2005 CAT 302.5 MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT03025V4AZ06296, Meter Reads - 1,757 Hours
Open Operator Station, 18" Tooth Bucket, 3' 8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade

2010 KOMATSU PC27MR-3 MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - 20075, Meter Reads - 2,885 Hours
Open Operator Station, 24" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 4' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade

CHOICE OF 3 - 1323, 1324, 1325

2006 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX222727, Meter Reads - 2,892 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 3' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade

2006 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX222701, Meter Reads - 2,348 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 3' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes

2006 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX222549, Meter Reads - 3,220 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 3' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade
CHOICE OF 3 - 1326, 1327, 1328

1326 2005 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX222357
Open Operator Station, 11" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 3' 11" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes

1327 2005 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX222258, Meter Reads - 3,094 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 3' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade

1328 2005 JOHN DEERE 27C ZTS MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF027CX221956, Meter Reads - 3,627 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12' Toe Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 3' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade

CHOICE OF 2 - 1330, 1331

1330 2010 GEHL 383Z MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - AG04951, Meter Reads - 764 Hours
Open Operator Station, 24" Tooth Bucket, 5' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes

1331 2010 GEHL 383Z MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - AG02320, Meter Reads - 875 Hours
Open Operator Station, 24" Tooth Bucket, 5' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes.
2005 VOLVO ECR38 MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - 10414, Meter Reads - 1,145 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

CHOICE OF 4 - 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336

1333 2014 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035EARKY03191, Meter Reads - 298 Hours
Open Operator Station, 18" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Belts. Includes a transferable Premier warranty active through 5/16/2017 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1334 2014 CAT 305.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3055EKFY02818, Meter Reads - 150 Hours
Open Operator Station, 12" Tooth Bucket, 24" Additional Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 73" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade, 16" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $225
6 Month / 500 Hours - $375

1335 2014 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035EKRKY03430, Meter Reads - 137 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299
6 Month / 500 Hours - $499

1336 2014 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035ECRKY03141, Meter Reads - 409 Hours
Open Operator Station, 16" Tooth Bucket, 5' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 12" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299
6 Month / 500 Hours - $499
**CHOICE OF 2 - 1337, 1338**

1337 2013 CAT 305.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3055EHFKY01197, Meter Reads - 1,160 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 22" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 6' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 8/01/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1338 2013 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035EPRKY01692, Meter Reads - 885 Hours
Open Operator Station, Swing Boom, 5'2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, Backfill Blade

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1339, 1340**

1339 2012 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035EHRKY01072, Meter Reads - 823 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 22' Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/26/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1340 2012 CAT 303.5E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035ECRKY01169, Meter Reads - 1,698 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 18' Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5'1" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 03/20/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1341 2011 CAT 303.5D CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035DPRHP00348, Meter Reads - 780 Hours
Open Operator Station, 16' Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Extendable Width Undercarriage, Rubber Pads
1342 2008 CAT 303.5C CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035CHDMY02766, Meter Reads - 2,208 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 5' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade, 12" Track Shoes

1343 2007 CAT 303.5C CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035CADMY01002, Meter Reads - 307 Hours
Open Operator Station, 28" Tooth Bucket, 4' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade

1344 2006 CAT 303.5C CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT3035CVDMY00141, Meter Reads - 3,074 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 62" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Somerset, PA
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $389
6 Month / 500 Hours - $659

1345 2003 CAT 303 CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - DMA00701
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 16" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5ft 2in Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade

1346 2014 CAT 304E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0304EPTTN01839, Meter Reads - 247 Hours
Open Operator Station, 24" Tooth Bucket, 16" Additional Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 64" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 14" Track Belts
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in South Point, OH
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259
6 Month / 500 Hours - $439
CHOICE OF 4 - 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350

1347 2012 CAT 304E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0304ECTTN00503, Meter Reads - 816 Hours
Open Operator Station, 19" Tooth Bucket, 5'4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 14" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
6 Month / 500 Hours - $349

1348 2012 CAT 304E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0304ETTN00749, Meter Reads - 534 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 16" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5'4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At: 3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
6 Month / 500 Hours - $390

1349 2012 CAT 304E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0304EYTTN00714
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 3" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Rubber Pads

1350 2012 CAT 304E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0304ETTTN00589, Meter Reads - 1,225 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 20" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5'4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 14" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/07/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1351 2006 CAT 304 CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT00304LNAD04395, Meter Reads - 1,828 Hours
1352 2005 CAT 304 CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT00304CNAD02626, Meter Reads - 3,307 Hours
Open Operator Station, Swing Boom, 4' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 22" Smooth Edge Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulics ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1353 2012 TAKEUCHI TB250 MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - 125002845, Meter Reads - 774 Hours
Open Operator Station, 18" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 6' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Traverse City, MI

CHOICE OF 2 - 1354, 1355

1354 2013 CAT 305E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0305EKXFA01641, Meter Reads - 1,662 Hours
Open Operator Station, 24" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $309
6 Month / 500 Hours - $525

1355 2013 CAT 305E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0305EVXFA02194, Meter Reads - 561 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 18" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 60" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 01/20/2017 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1356 2012 CAT 305E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0305EVXFA00719, Meter Reads - 1,933 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 5' 9" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $286
6 Month / 500 Hours - $468
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Virtual Sale Details</th>
<th>Powertrain &amp; Hydraulics Protection Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1357</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>CAT 305C CR MINI EXCAVATOR</td>
<td>CAT0305CPHWJ03775</td>
<td>3,232</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 18’ Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 72’ Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade, 16’ Track Shoes</td>
<td>Somerset, PA</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Somerset, PA</td>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>KOMATSU PC50MR-2 MINI EXCAVATOR</td>
<td>KMTPC094H05007505</td>
<td>2,730</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36’ Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 6’7” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 15.5’ Track Shoes, Rubber Pads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1359</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>KOMATSU PC50MR-2 MINI EXCAVATOR</td>
<td>6419</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>Open Operator Station, 29’ Tooth Bucket, 6’7” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 15.5’ Track Shoes</td>
<td>Sarasota, FL</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>CAT 305CR MINI EXCAVATOR</td>
<td>CAT00305CDGTO02023</td>
<td>3,201</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, 30’ Tooth Bucket, 36’ Smooth Edge Bucket, 18’ Additional Bucket, Manual Coupler, Swing Boom, 6’ Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Hydraulic Thumb, 16’ Track Shoes</td>
<td>Cranberry Township, PA</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>CAT 307D TRACK EXCAVATOR</td>
<td>CAT0307DCDSG03398</td>
<td>1,448</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36’ Tooth Bucket, 7’ 3” Stick, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade, 18’ Track Shoes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Powertrain &amp; Hydraulics Protection Begins At:</td>
<td>3 Month / 250 Hours - $199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1362 2011 CAT 307D TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0307DCDSG03255, Meter Reads - 2,859 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket, 7'4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 173/4" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259
6 Month / 500 Hours - $429

1363 2007 CAT 307C MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0307CKBCM01749, Meter Reads - 2,071 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 28" Tooth Bucket, 7'3" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade

1364 1998 CAT 307B MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - 5CW00134, Meter Reads - 7,351 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 7' 3" Stick, Backfill Blade, 28" Bucket, 23.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

1365 2014 CAT 308E2 CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0308EKFJX01745, Meter Reads - 19 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Swing Boom, 88" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 18" Track Belts.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $279
6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

CHOICE OF 2 - 1366, 1367

1366 2013 CAT 308E CR MINI EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0308EAGBJ01390, Meter Reads - 1,180 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 34" Tooth Bucket, Swing Boom, 7' 3" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, Backfill Blade, 17.5" Track Shoes
1367 2012 CAT 308E CR MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0308EJGBJ00476, Meter Reads - 2,080 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler,  
Swing Boom, 7' 4" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*

1368 2007 CAT 308C CR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0308CCKCX01938, Meter Reads - 4,438 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket,  
7'3" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Thumb, 17.50" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads  
*Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $389  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $649*

1369 2006 CAT 308C CR MINI EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0308CTKCX01321, Meter Reads - 5,634 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 28" Tooth Bucket,  
7' 3" Stick, Manual Thumb, Backfill Blade, 17.75" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads

**CHOICE OF 3 - 1370, 1371, 1372**

1370 2013 CAT 311DLRR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0311DVPNJ00356, Meter Reads - 1,177 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket,  
9'2" Stick, Backfill Blade, 20" Track Shoes.  
*Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 11/08/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.*

1371 2013 CAT 311D LRR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0311DPPNJ00335, Meter Reads - 2,070 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket,  
9' 2" Stick, Backfill Blade, 19.75" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads, 8'2" Blade
1372 2013 CAT 311D LRR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0311DKPNJ00336, Meter Reads - 1,202 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket,  
9'2" Stick, 20" Track Shoes, Rubber Pads. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/19/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 3 - 1373, 1374, 1375

1373 2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312EVMJD00683, Meter Reads - 627 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb, 30" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $119  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $199

1374 2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312EPMJD00645, Meter Reads - 805 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 30" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 10/29/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1375 2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312EVMJD00795, Meter Reads - 943 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 32" Tooth Bucket, 9' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb, 30" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 12/31/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 4 - 1376, 1377, 1378, 1379

1376 2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312ECMJJD00576, Meter Reads - 1,287 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes  
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 7-28-18.***
2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0312ELMJD00573, Meter Reads - 1,326 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24” Tooth Bucket, 116” Stick, 27.5” Track Shoes ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-30-18***

2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0312EHMJD00638, Meter Reads - 1,472 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40” Tooth Bucket, 9’ 10” Stick, Manual Thumb. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/03/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2013 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0312ETMJD00580, Meter Reads - 2,134 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 42” Tooth Bucket, Na “ Smooth Edge Bucket, Na “ Additional Bucket, 9’10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 20” Track Shoes, Rubber Pads. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 4/01/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 5 - 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384

2012 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0312EPMJD00242, Meter Reads - 1,588 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Open Operator Station, Air Conditioner, 40” Tooth Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Cab Screens, 30” Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $169
6 Month / 500 Hours - $289

2012 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0312ECMJD00181, Meter Reads - 1,572 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 34” Tooth Bucket, 9’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 23” Track Shoes
**1382** 2012 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312EAMJD00491, Meter Reads - 1,730 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket,  
9'10" Stick, Manual Thumb, 27.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $169  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $286

---

**1383** 2012 CAT 312E TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312EKPZL00200, Meter Reads - 1,838 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 33" Tooth Bucket,  
9'10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $169  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $286

---

**1384** 2012 CAT 312EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312ELMJD00461, Meter Reads - 2,002 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 33" Tooth Bucket,  
9'8" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 30.5" Track Shoes  
**To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN**  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $209  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $349

---

**1385** 2008 CAT 312DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312DCJBC00426, Meter Reads - 5,123 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 39" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 9' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Manual Thumb, 27.5" Track Shoes

---

**1386** 2005 CAT 312C TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0312CCCAE02903, Meter Reads - 2,836 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 22" Tooth Bucket,  
9' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 20" Track Shoes
1387 2012 VOLVO EC140DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - VCEC140DC00210199, Meter Reads - 1,753 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 44” Tooth Bucket, 8’2” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 23.5” Track Shoes

1388 2014 CAT 314ELCR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0314EKZJT00535, Meter Reads - 1,212 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42” Tooth Bucket, 9ft 10in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5” Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $208  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $338

CHOICE OF 4 - 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392

1389 2013 CAT 314E LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0314ECZJT00482, Meter Reads - 1,496 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 39” Tooth Bucket, 9’ 10” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Backfill Blade, 20” Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 11/27/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1390 2013 CAT 314E LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0314EVZJT00426, Meter Reads - 1,500 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 30” Smooth Edge Bucket, 9’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5” Track Shoes

1391 2013 CAT 314EL CR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0314EPZJT00517, Meter Reads - 1,770 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42” Tooth Bucket, 9ft 10in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5” Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $247  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $416
2013 CAT 314ELCR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0314ECZJT00313, Meter Reads - 3,589 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 30” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 24” Track Shoes ***48/5000 PT/HYD exp 7-17-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oakwood Village, OH

2013 CAT 314D LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0314DASSZ00825, Meter Reads - 1,657 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 9’2” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Backfill Blade, 19.75” Track Shoes, Rubber Pads. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 3/29/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA

2010 CAT 314D LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0314DJSSZ00271, Meter Reads - 4,073 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 16” Tooth Bucket, 9’ 9” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer

2008 CAT 314CLCR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0314CCPCA01715, Meter Reads - 899 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 39” Tooth Bucket, 9’ 10” Stick, Thumb Bracket, 28” Track Shoes

1998 LINK-BELT 2700 QUANTUM TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - E5I89466, Meter Reads - 5,734 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48” Smooth Edge Bucket, 120” Stick
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2012 VOLVO ECR145DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCECR145H00210137, Meter Reads - 1,811 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 8’3” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 23.50” Track Shoes
1398 2013 VOLVO EC160DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC160DH00220359, Meter Reads - 1,684 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 34" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 9' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

1399 2008 VOLVO EC160CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC160CP00140055, Meter Reads - 1,020 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 8' 6" Stick, Cab Screens, 23.75" Track Shoes

1400 2011 KOMATSU PC160LC-8 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC214C02025067, Meter Reads - 4,253 Hours
42" Tooth Bucket, 9'6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 23.5" Track Shoes

1401 2011 CAT 315DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0315DCJGS00356
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 10' 3" Stick, 24" Track Shoes

1402 2006 CAT 315CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0315CACJC03316, Meter Reads - 6,271 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 10' 2" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb, 27.5" Track Shoes., 34" Tooth Bucket

1403 2002 CAT 315CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0315CCCF01100, Meter Reads - 10,873 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 10' 2" Stick, 27.5" Track Shoes.
CHOICE OF 3 - 1404, 1405, 1406

1404 2013 CAT 316EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0316EJDZW00763, Meter Reads - 1,687 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 10' 2" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Track Shoes,
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $234
6 Month / 500 Hours - $390

1405 2012 CAT 316EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0316EHDZW00527, Meter Reads - 2,543 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 24" Tooth Bucket, 10' 3in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $345
6 Month / 500 Hours - $575

1406 2012 CAT 316EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - DZW00222, Meter Reads - 2,560 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air, 10' 2" Stick, Reach Boom, 24" Bucket, 28" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 1407, 1408

1407 2013 CAT 318EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0318EJWZS00184, Meter Reads - 925 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 47" Tooth Bucket, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Track Shoes.
***Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 10/31/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

1408 2013 CAT 318EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0318EPWZS00182, Meter Reads - 1,394 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 45.5" Tooth Bucket, 10' 4" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 27.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 4/25/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
**1409** KATO HD900SEL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 7,378 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 114" Stick, Grapple, 32" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA*

**1410** 2003 KOMATSU PC200LC-7L TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A86421, Meter Reads - 8,173 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket, 9'7" Stick, Auto-Lube System, 31" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Wedowee, AL*

**CHOICE OF 3 - 1411, 1412, 1413**

**1411** 2015 KOMATSU PC210LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A10699, Meter Reads - 1,119 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 9' 8" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes. The unit has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/29/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

**1412** 2014 KOMATSU PC210LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A10389, Meter Reads - 983 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 35 " Smooth Edge Bucket, 9’ 8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable “Powertrain” warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 2/25/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***
2013 KOMATSU PC210LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A10199, Meter Reads - 1,586 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9'8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 8/28/2016 or 2,000 machine hours.

2008 KOMATSU PC220LC-8 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A88587, Meter Reads - 6,552 Hours
Cab W/Ac, 31.5" Tg Shoes, 10' Arm, Window Guard, Demo Grapple
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Wilkes-barre, PA

1997 KOMATSU PC220LC-6L TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A83113
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2010 VOLVO EC210CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC210CHE0011747, Meter Reads - 3,739 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Triple Grouser Tracks

2008 VOLVO EC210CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC210CH00140082, Meter Reads - 565 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, GP bucket, hydraulic coupler, 9' 6" stick, Triple Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

2002 KOMATSU PC220LC-7L TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A86029, Meter Reads - 2,208 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 10' 1" Stick, Manual Thumb, 31.5" Track Shoes
CHOICE OF 2 - 1419, 1420

1419 2005 KOMATSU PC228USLC-3N0 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 31055, Meter Reads - 4,018 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes,

1420 2006 KOMATSU PC228USLC-3N0 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC057C02032246, Meter Reads - 8,291 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes

1421 2007 JOHN DEERE 200D-LC TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - FF200DX510543, Meter Reads - 4,112 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 46" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, Manual Thumb, 31" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 3 - 1422, 1423, 1424

1422 2014 KOMATSU PC240LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A20451, Meter Reads - 1,491 Hours
Cab W/AC, 31.5" Wg Shoes, 11'6" Arm, Qc, Hyd Thumb, 36" Wb Bkt. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/14/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cadiz, OH
2014 KOMATSU PC240LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC240C54A20488, Meter Reads - 1,503 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 11' 3" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 32" Track Shoes. Powertra" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/14/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

2014 KOMATSU PC240LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC240H54A20450, Meter Reads - 1,501 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 11' 5" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, 31.5" Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/14/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

2011 CASE CX210B LONG REACH EXCAVATOR
S/N - DAC210K5NASAH3352, Meter Reads - 2,463 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 60" Smooth Edge Bucket, Long Reach Boom and Stick, 21 feet Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fairview, WV

CHOICE OF 2 - 1426, 1427

2010 VOLVO EC240CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC240CA00110823, Meter Reads - 8,225 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 11' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Auto-Lube System, 31.5" Track Shoes, 45" Grapple, 31.5" Track Shoes
**1427 2010 VOLVO EC240CL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - VCEC240CC00110858, Meter Reads - 8,671 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 11' 10" Stick, Pemberton 2/3 Grapple, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Auto-Lube System, Windshield Guarding

---

**CHOICE OF 4 - 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431**

**1428 2014 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320EEWBK02603, Meter Reads - 1,079 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 52" Tooth Bucket, 9ft Bin Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb, 31.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $150  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $250

---

**1429 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320EPWBK02346, Meter Reads - 1,423 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31" Track Shoes

---

**1430 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320ELWBK01853, Meter Reads - 1,445 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 9ft 6in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $150  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $250

---

**1431 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320EVWBK02353, Meter Reads - 1,807 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31" Track Shoes
CHOICE OF 4 - 1432, 1433, 1434, 1435

1432 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0320EKWBK02302, Meter Reads - 2,449 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 49" Tooth Bucket, 9ft8in Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes

1433 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0320ECWBK02089, Meter Reads - 2,483 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 9' 7" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 31" Track Shoes  ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 2-26-17***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Canton, OH

1434 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0320ECREE00296, Meter Reads - 2,522 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 44" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 31" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $429

1435 2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0320ECWBK01761, Meter Reads - 3,664 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 9' 8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $375  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $625

CHOICE OF 4 - 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439

1436 2013 CAT 320ELRR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0320ECTFX00443, Meter Reads - 2,224 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 449" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 9'7" Stick, Manual Thumb, 31" Track Shoes. ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/08/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***
2013 CAT 320ELRR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320ECTFX00409, Meter Reads - 2,323 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 9'7" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/01/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2013 CAT 320ELRR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320ECTFX00645, Meter Reads - 3,173 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, 31" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 10/14/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2013 CAT 320ELRR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320EHTFX00416, Meter Reads - 2,715 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 1440, 1441

2013 CAT 320E TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - OREE00415, Meter Reads - 2,002 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket, 9'. 8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, 31" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lavergne, TN

2013 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320EJREE00417, Meter Reads - 2,801 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket, 9'. 8" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, 31" Triple Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $275
6 Month / 500 Hours - $429
2012 CAT 320ELRR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320EETFX00305, Meter Reads - 2,260 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48' Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, 31' Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
6 Month / 500 Hours - $351

CHOICE OF 2 - 1443, 1444

1443 2012 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - WBK00729, Meter Reads - 2,557 Hours
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 2-26-17
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oakwood Village, OH

1444 2012 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320EJWBK00230, Meter Reads - 6,001 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 46 " Tooth Bucket, 9' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31' Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $871
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,469

1445 2012 CAT 320EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320EPWBK01116, Meter Reads - 2,305 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 9'8" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Cab Screens, 31' Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $209
6 Month / 500 Hours - $349

1446 2011 CAT 320DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0320DHA8F02589, Meter Reads - 4,162 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 9' 6" Stick, Cab Screens, 27.5' Track Shoes***Non EPA
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN
1447 **2007 CAT 320DL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320DJPX00698, Meter Reads - 6,737 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 9' 6" Stick, Heater  
Control Pattern Changer, 42" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Thumb.

1448 **2007 CAT 320CL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320CJEAG00794, Meter Reads - 6,560 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket,  
9' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control  
Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 31" Triple Grouser  
Track Shoes

1449 **2007 CAT 320C LU TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320CLPAC01280, Meter Reads - 6,801 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 9' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic  
Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Auto-Lube  
System, 31.5" Track Shoes

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1448, 1449**

1450 **2004 CAT 320CL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0320CCPAB02124, Meter Reads - 8,767 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket,  
9' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track  
Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*

1451 **2006 CAT 320CL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - EAG00358, Meter Reads - 5,430 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40.5" (45" at wings)"  
Tooth Bucket, 115" Stick, Control Pattern Changer,  
Thumb Bracket, 31.5" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL*
1452 1996 CAT 320BL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 6CR00176, Meter Reads - 15,216 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 9' 7" Stick, 27.5" Track Shoes  

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1453, 1454**  

1453 2006 CAT 321C LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - MCF00931, Meter Reads - 8,064 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 9'9" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 31.5" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*  

1454 2006 CAT 321C LCR TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0321CEMCF00933, Meter Reads - 9,267 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 9'9" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 31.5" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*  

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1455, 1456**  

1455 1996 CAT 322L TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 9RL01218, Meter Reads - 10,574 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 9' 8" Stick, 31" Track Shoes, 69" Smooth Edge Bucket  

1456 1995 CAT 322L TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 9RL00656, Meter Reads - 14,953 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 9'10" Stick, Grapple, 24" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA*  

1457 2001 CAT 322BL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 1YS01417, Meter Reads - 8,904 Hours  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICE OF 2 - 1458, 1459</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1458 2013 CAT 324EL TC TRACK EXCAVATOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N - PNW00995, Meter Reads - 2,042 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 9’ 8” Stick, Rear View Camera, 31” Tracks, <em><strong>Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-27-17</strong></em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Richwood, KY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **1460 2012 CAT 324EL LONG REACH EXCAVATOR** | **1461 2012 CAT 324EL TRACK EXCAVATOR** |
| S/N - CAT0324EKPNW00409, Meter Reads - 1,716 Hours | S/N - CAT0324EHPNW00368, Meter Reads - 697 Hours |
| Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48” Smooth Edge Bucket, 25’10” Stick, 31” Track Shoes | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Manual Coupler, 116” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 31” Track Shoes |
| **To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN** | ***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-25-16*** |
| Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At: | **To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oakwood Village, OH** |
| 3 Month / 250 Hours - $339 | 3 Month / 250 Hours - $416 |
| 6 Month / 500 Hours - $575 | 6 Month / 500 Hours - $715 |

| **1462 2011 CAT 324DL TRACK EXCAVATOR** | **1463 2011 CAT 324DL TRACK EXCAVATOR** |
| S/N - CAT0324DHPYT00271, Meter Reads - 2,691 Hours | S/N - CAT0324DHPYT00271, Meter Reads - 2,691 Hours |
| Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 58” Smooth Edge Bucket, Long Reach Boom and 25’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Auto-Lube System, Cab Screens, 31” Triple Grouser Track Shoes. Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At: | Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 58” Smooth Edge Bucket, Long Reach Boom and 25’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Auto-Lube System, Cab Screens, 31” Triple Grouser Track Shoes. Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At: |
| 3 Month / 250 Hours - $416 | 3 Month / 250 Hours - $416 |
| 6 Month / 500 Hours - $715 | 6 Month / 500 Hours - $715 |
CHOICE OF 3 - 1463, 1464, 1465

1463  
**2007 CAT 324DL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0324DCLAB00412, Meter Reads - 3,959 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 9' 9" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes, 36" Tooth Bucket  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

1464  
**2007 CAT 324D TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0324DCJJG00379, Meter Reads - 6,137 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fenton, MO*

1465  
**2006 CAT 324DL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0324DAJJG00201, Meter Reads - 9,933 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 40" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 9'6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hopkiington, NH*

1466  
**2008 CAT 325DL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0325DEA3R01295, Meter Reads - 9,122 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, 10.6' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 31.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $5,232  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $8,855

1467  
**2006 CAT 325C LC TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - 01142, Meter Reads - 6,377 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 311/2" Track Shoes

1468  
**2005 CAT 325CL TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0325CVBFE01576, Meter Reads - 8,415 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 57" Tooth Bucket, 10'6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 31.5" Track Shoes
2004 CAT 325CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0325CLCRBO0972, Meter Reads - 9,092 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 32" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10' 6" Stick, 31.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 1470, 1471

2004 CAT 325CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0325CJCRB00769, Meter Reads - 11,157 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 58" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 15'1" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Louisville, KY

2004 CAT 325CL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0325CCBFE01116, Meter Reads - 13,615 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 42" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

1990 CAT 235C TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 5AF00939, Meter Reads - 20,053 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 41" Tooth Bucket, 145" Stick, 28" Single Grouser Track Shoes ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1999 CAT 325BL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 2JR02458, Meter Reads - 12,187 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 46" Smooth Edge Bucket, 25' 9" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoe ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
CHOICE OF 2 - 1474, 1475

1474 2015 KOMATSU PC290LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC241V54A25796, Meter Reads - 1,096 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48\" Additional Bucket, 11'6\" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5\" Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/29/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

1475 2014 KOMATSU PC290LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC241V02015030, Meter Reads - 1,741 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42 " Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain Plus" warranty from Komatsu until 7/28/2017 or 5,000 machine hours, whichever comes first. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 9/28/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

CHOICE OF 2 - 1476, 1477

1476 2013 CAT 328DLCR TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0328DLRMX00396, Meter Reads - 3,173 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 38" Tooth Bucket, 12' 3" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $619
6 Month / 500 Hours - $999

1477 2013 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329EVPLW01097, Meter Reads - 2,763 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10'6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb ***Warranty 36/5000 PT/ HYD exp 4-18-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbus, OH
**2013 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**

S/N - CAT0329EKPLW01211, Meter Reads - 2,925 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 53.5" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 31.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/22/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

**CHOICE OF 6 - 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484**

**1479 2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**

S/N - CAT0329ELZCD00158, Meter Reads - 2,353 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, 31.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

**1480 2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**

S/N - CAT0329ETPLW00654, Meter Reads - 3,429 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 52" Tooth Bucket, 10ft 6in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb, 31.5" Track Shoes

**1481 2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**

S/N - CAT0329ECPLW00653, Meter Reads - 4,184 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 10' 6 Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes, 51" Tooth Bucket

Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,300
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,200

**1482 2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**

S/N - CAT0329ELPLW00812, Meter Reads - 4,353 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket, 10' 5" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 32" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,248
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,112
2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329EVPLW00810, Meter Reads - 4,580 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 10ft 6in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,476
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,484

2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329EAPLW00209, Meter Reads - 6,264 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 53" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $2,599
6 Month / 500 Hours - $4,275

2012 CAT 329EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329EPPLW00316, Meter Reads - 3,894 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 10'7" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 31.5" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $999
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,799

2011 CAT 329DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329DPWLT00488, Meter Reads - 7,071 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 52" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $3,750
6 Month / 500 Hours - $4,999

2009 CAT 329DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0329DAHJ00214, Meter Reads - 5,153 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,579
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,599
1488 **2007 HYUNDAI ROBEX 360LC-7 TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - NA0110808, Meter Reads - 8,845 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, 35.5" Track Shoes

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1489, 1490**

1489 **2007 KOMATSU PC300LC-7EO TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - A89075, Meter Reads - 9,525 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, 34" Track Shoes, 54" Tooth Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

---

1490 **2006 KOMATSU PC300LC-7L TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - A87147, Meter Reads - 9,330 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 34" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

---

1491 **1996 KOMATSU PC300LC-6 TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - A80099, Meter Reads - 15,589 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 42" Bucket, 13' Stick, 32" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lansing, MI

---

1492 **KOMATSU PC300 LC TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 9,562 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Cab Screens
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Stroudsburg, PA

---

1493 **2006 KOMATSU PC308USLC-3 TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - KMTPC068E02020345, Meter Reads - 9,996 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 11' 6" Stick
1494 2004 KOMATSU PC308USLC-3 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - KMTPC68P02020124, Meter Reads - 1,528 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 33.5" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA

1495 2008 CAT 330DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330DEMWP02117, Meter Reads - 8,315 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Open Operator Station, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 13 Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes

1496 2008 CAT 330DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330DKMWP02589, Meter Reads - 9,091 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 56" Tooth Bucket, 12' Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Cab Screens

1497 2006 CAT 330CL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330DCMWP00621, Meter Reads - 9,513 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 127" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Cab Screens, 33.5" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Syracuse, NY

1498 2000 KOBELECO SK330LC TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - YC06U0264, Meter Reads - 16,125 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket, 11' Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes.

1499 2006 CAT 330CL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330CCGKX00341, Meter Reads - 8,494 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 10' 6" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes, 58" Tooth Bucket
| 1500 | 2006 CAT 330CL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330CCDKY04419  
12’ 10” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 33.5” Triple Grouser Track Shoes |
|------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| 1501 | **CHOICE OF 2 - 1501, 1502**  
2003 CAT 330CL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330CVDKY00993, Meter Reads - 12,948 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Batavia, NY |
| 1502 | 2002 CAT 330CL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0330CJDKY00232, Meter Reads - 16,717 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48” Tooth Bucket, 12’8” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5” Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Milford, MA |
| 1503 | 1994 CAT 330 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 8FK00800, Meter Reads - 23,650 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, 29.5” Track Shoes. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Richlands, NC |
| 1504 | CAT 330L TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 2EL00528, Meter Reads - 13,739 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48” Tooth Bucket, 130 Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 30” Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pittston, PA |
| 1505 | 1991 CAT 235C TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - 5AF01676, Meter Reads - 16,801 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 54” Bucket, 12’ Stick, 36” Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lansing, MI |
2006 VOLVO EC330B LC TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - EC330V10703, Meter Reads - 6,391 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Manual Thumb

2014 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 70162, Meter Reads - 1,660 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 56" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Manual Thumb, 33.5" Track Shoes. The unit has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 1/30/2019 or 2,000 machine hours ***

2013 VOLVO EC340DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC340DT00210305, Meter Reads - 3,373 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 2 - 1509, 1510

2012 VOLVO EC340DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC340DJ00210115, Meter Reads - 2,247 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 52" Tooth Bucket, 10' 6" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes

2012 VOLVO EC340DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - VCEC340DH00210199, Meter Reads - 3,023 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes
**CHOICE OF 4 - 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514**

**1511**  
2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A33153, Meter Reads - 1,695 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket,  
10' 6" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes. The unit has  
Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until  
6/26/2016 or 2,000 machine hours ***

**1512**  
2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A33109, Meter Reads - 2,070 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket,  
10ft 6in Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,  
Control Pattern Changer, Hydraulic Thumb, 33.5"  
Track Shoes

**1513**  
2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A33081, Meter Reads - 2,248 Hours  
Cab W/Ac, 33.5" Tg Shoes, 10'6" Arm, Aux Hyd,  
42" Hensley Gp Bk. The unit has a transferable  
"Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months  
or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine  
must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor  
within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin  
as of the auction sale date ***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbus, OH

**1514**  
2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - A32932, Meter Reads - 3,324 Hours  
Cab, air conditioner, 60" bucket, 10' 6" stick, 33.5"  
Triple Grouser Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cadiz, OH

**CHOICE OF 3 - 1515, 1516, 1517**

**1515**  
2014 CAT 336ELH TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336ELRZA00675, Meter Reads - 1,135  
Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 32" Tooth Bucket,  
12ft 10in Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $525  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $899
1516  2014 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336EHFJH01504, Meter Reads - 1,166 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 55" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 126" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic  
Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track  
Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $525  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $899

1517  2014 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336ECFJH01067, Meter Reads - 3,436 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' 9" Stick, 56"  
Bucket w/ Teeth, 33.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes  
***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active  
through 12/11/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever  
occurs first.***

CHOICE OF 6 - 1518, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523

1518  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336EPFJH00679, Meter Reads - 1,178 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 10'6" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $539  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $899

1519  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336EPBZY02153, Meter Reads - 1,965 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket,  
Hydraulic Coupler, 12' 9" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic  
Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track  
Shoes  
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 1-29-17***
2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EEFJH00435, Meter Reads - 2,315 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 41" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 12' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 33.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 4/17/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL

2013 CAT 336ELH TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ELRZA00305, Meter Reads - 2,516 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 62" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 13' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 33.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 8/26/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL

2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EAYCE00493, Meter Reads - 2,587 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 12' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 4-23-17***

2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EVBY02384, Meter Reads - 2,805 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 41" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $949
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599
CHOICE OF 4 - 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527

1524  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EKFJH00294, Meter Reads - 2,830 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 44" Tooth Bucket,
Hydraulic Coupler, 12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern
Changer, 33" Track Shoes  ***Warranty 48/5000
PT/HYD exp 5-22-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

1525  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ETYCE00436, Meter Reads - 2,936 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Open Operator Station, Air
Conditioner, 47" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, 33.5"
Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $949
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,599

1526  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EHFJH00692, Meter Reads - 3,131 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Smooth Edge
Bucket, 12'10" Stick, Cab Screens, 33.5" Track
Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,144
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,937

1527  2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EBZYO2509, Meter Reads - 3,206 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket,
Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,
Control Pattern Changer, 33" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Youngstown, OH
CHOICE OF 6 - 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533

1528 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ECBZY02473, Meter Reads - 3,458 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10’6” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 4-23-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

1529 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ETBZY02488, Meter Reads - 3,333 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 128” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 33.5” Track Shoes ***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 4-23-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

1530 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EVBZY02479, Meter Reads - 3,416 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer. ***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 5-31-16.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Zanesville, OH

1531 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EJYCE00439, Meter Reads - 3,522 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 52” Tooth Bucket, 12’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 34” Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lynchburg, VA
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,299
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,299

1532 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EEYCE00482, Meter Reads - 3,532 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48” Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 12’ 9” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5” Track Shoes
1533 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - BZY02212, Meter Reads - 3,693 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, GP bucket, 12' 10" stick, rear view camera, pattern control changer, 34" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 6 - 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539

1534 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EABZY02385, Meter Reads - 3,950 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12’10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 34" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lynchburg, VA
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,375
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,299

1535 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ELJ00244, Meter Reads - 4,073 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, 33-1/2" Track Shoes

1536 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EPFH00701, Meter Reads - 4,096 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' 10" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes., 60" Tooth Bucket. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 11/01/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1537 2013 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ECFH00713, Meter Reads - 4,162 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60 " Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Angle Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 10/01/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
1538 2013 CAT 336ELH TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EARZA00304, Meter Reads - 4,204 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 153" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, Thumb Bracket, 33.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and Hydraulic warranty active through 12/01/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1539 2013 CAT 336ELH TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ELRZA00336, Meter Reads - 4,228 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 56" Tooth Bucket, 34" Triple Grouser Track Shoes. **Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 11/06/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.**

CHOICE OF 5 - 1540, 1541, 1542, 1544, 1545

1540 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - YCE00372, Meter Reads - 2,752 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' 10" Stick, Rear View Camera, Control Pattern Changer, 34" Tracks
***Warranty 48/5000 PT/HYD exp 2-28-17***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Broadview Heights, OH

1541 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EVBY00926, Meter Reads - 3,182 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 44" Tooth Bucket, 11' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Marion, IL
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,125
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,750
1542 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336ETFJH00177, Meter Reads - 3,308 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 13' 11" Stick, 33" Track Shoes, 64" Tooth Bucket, Mechanical Thumb.  
Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 4/22/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1544 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336EVBZY01462, Meter Reads - 3,355 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lafayette, IN  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,144  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,937

1545 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336EPBZY01536, Meter Reads - 3,455 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 36" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Long Reach Boom and Stick, 12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 34" Track Shoes

CHOICE OF 4 - 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549

1546 2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0336ECBZY01721, Meter Reads - 3,882 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 57" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,375  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,299
2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336ETBZY01809, Meter Reads - 4,079 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 10'6" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 33.5" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA

2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EEBZY01595, Meter Reads - 4,673 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 10'10" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,824
6 Month / 500 Hours - $3,084

2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EHBZY01059, Meter Reads - 4,882 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' 9" Stick, 64" Tooth Bucket

CHOICE OF 3 - 1550, 1551, 1552

2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EKBZY01411, Meter Reads - 7,333 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $3,999
6 Month / 500 Hours - $6,499

2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EJBZY01281, Meter Reads - 6,093 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 48" Tooth Bucket, Manual Coupler, 12'10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes
1552 **2012 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - CAT0336ETBZY01034, Meter Reads - 6,413 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 56" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick,
Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 33.5" Track Shoes

---

**CHOICE OF 5 - 1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557**

1553 **2011 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - CAT0336EJBZY00648, Meter Reads - 3,387 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 45" Tooth Bucket,
12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
  - 3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,144
  - 6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,937

---

1554 **2011 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - CAT0336EBZY00423, Meter Reads - 4,930 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54" Tooth Bucket,
12'10" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,
Hydraulic Thumb, 33.5" Track Shoes
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Joliet, IL*

---

1555 **2011 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - CAT0336EVBZY00165, Meter Reads - 3,668 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing,
Hydraulic Thumb, 44.5" Bucket w/ Teeth,
Additional Bucket, 33.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

---

1556 **2011 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR**
S/N - CAT0336EHBZY00154, Meter Reads - 4,432 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 56" Tooth Bucket,
12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 33.5" Track Shoes
1557 2011 CAT 336EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336EPBZY00712, Meter Reads - 4,754 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket,
12' 10" Stick, 33.5" Track Shoes
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,850
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,900

CHOICE OF 2 - 1558, 1559

1558 2011 CAT 336DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336DEM4T01640, Meter Reads - 5,525 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 68" Tooth Bucket,
7' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Front Cab Screen, 23.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes**NON EPA
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN

1559 2011 CAT 336DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0336DCM4T01641, Meter Reads - 5,975 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 64" Tooth Bucket, 7'
2" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 23.5" Track Shoes. **Non EPA
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN

1560 1999 HITACHI EX450LC-5 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 16CP007641, Meter Reads - 16,897 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 53" Tooth Bucket,
11' Stick, Auto-Lube System, 32" Track Shoes.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sandersville, GA

1561 2013 KOMATSU PC390LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A30069, Meter Reads - 2,376 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket,
13' 2" Stick, 31.5" Track Shoes. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain Plus" warranty from Komatsu until 2/20/2017 or 7,000 machine hours, whichever comes first. ***
1562 2007 KOMATSU PC400LC-7E0 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A87622, Meter Reads - 11,176 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 72" Tooth Bucket, 9' 10" Stick, 36" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sandersville, GA

CHOICE OF 2 - 1563, 1564

1563 2005 KOMATSU PC400LC-7L TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A86391, Meter Reads - 2,824 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Tooth Bucket, 11' Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 36" Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sandersville, GA

1564 2005 KOMATSU PC400LC-7L TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A86609, Meter Reads - 3,828 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 72" bucket, hydraulic coupler, 9' 6" stick, manual thumb, counterweight removal system, 35.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeville, PA

1565 2011 KOMATSU PC450LC-8 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC192J54A10210, Meter Reads - 8,919 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 68" Tooth Bucket, 9' 8" Stick, Auto-Lube System, 35.5" Track Shoes

1566 2000 VOLVO EC460LC TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 3008
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

1567 2012 KOMATSU PC490LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - A40040, Meter Reads - 4,642 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, Air Ride Seat, 64" Tooth Bucket, 11' 1" Stick, Rear View Camera, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes.
2011 KOMATSU PC490LC-10 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - KMTPC242L54A40073, Meter Reads - 4,008 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, 60° bucket, 13’ 2” stick, rear view camera, pattern control changer, 35.5 Triple Grouser Track Shoes

2005 HITACHI ZX450LC TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - HCM16J00C0011346, Meter Reads - 10,324 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 55-not installed, Tooth Bucket, 11 feet Stick, Counterweight Removal System, 35.5” Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Salem, VA

2008 CAT 345DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0345DLRAJ00253, Meter Reads - 8,376 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12’ 10” Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 74” Bucket w/ Teeth, 35.5 Triple Grouser Track Shoes, Counterweight Removal System

1997 CAT 345BL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 4SS00304
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50° Bucket, 12’ 6” Stick, 36° Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeport, MI

CHOICE OF 2 - 1572, 1573

2000 CAT 345BL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - AGS00400, Meter Reads - 14,672 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 48° Tooth Bucket, 12’ 8” Stick, 36° Track Shoes.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sandersville, GA

1997 CAT 345BL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 4SS00304
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50° Bucket, 12’ 6” Stick, 36° Track Shoes
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeport, MI
CHOICE OF 2 - 1574, 1575

1574 2014 VOLVO EC480DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - VCEC480DC00210503, Meter Reads - 2,076 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 72" Tooth Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes

1575 2014 VOLVO EC480DL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - VCEC480DC00210470, Meter Reads - 2,604 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 72" Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes.

CHOICE OF 2 - 1576, 1577

1576 2013 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349EAMPZ00607, Meter Reads - 2,891 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket, 154" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Counterweight Removal System, 35.5" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Marion, IL  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,299  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,099

1577 2013 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349ECMPZ00751, Meter Reads - 3,083 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 50" Tooth Bucket, 12' 10" Stick, 30" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Marion, IL  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,599  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,689
CHOICE OF 2 - 1578, 1579

1578 2013 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349EEMPZ00658, Meter Reads - 4,874 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 69" Tooth Bucket,  
153" Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 35.5" Track Shoes. Includes a transferable Powertrain and  
Hydraulic warranty active through 6/26/2016 or  
5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

1579 2013 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349EVTFG00670, Meter Reads - 6,365 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 73" Tooth Bucket,  
12' 10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 35.5" Track Shoes  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $3,999  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $6,999

CHOICE OF 6 - 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586

1580 2012 CAT 349ELVG TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349EVKCN00257, Meter Reads - 4,937 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 82 " Tooth Bucket,  
12'10" Stick, Extendable Width Undercarriage, 35" Track Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oglesby, IL

1581 2012 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349ELTFG00624, Meter Reads - 5,701 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 12' 10" Stick, 70" Tooth Bucket

1582 2011 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CAT0349EVTFG00278, Meter Reads - 4,903 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 54 " Tooth Bucket,  
12' 10" Stick, 35.5" Track Shoes,  
Powertrain & Hydraulics Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $2,520  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $4,272
2011 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0349EVMPZ00234, Meter Reads - 5,417 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 42 " Tooth Bucket, 12ft 10in Stick, Control Pattern Changer, Counterweight Removal System, 35.5" Track Shoes

2011 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - TFG00330, Meter Reads - 5,533 Hours
Cab, air conditioner, GP bucket, 12' 10" stick, pattern control changer, 35.5" Triple Grouser Track Shoes

2011 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0349ECTFG00313, Meter Reads - 6,479 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 78 " Tooth Bucket, 12' 9" Stick

2011 CAT 349EL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0349EKTFG00373, Meter Reads - 6,528 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 55" Tooth Bucket, 12'10" Stick, Control Pattern Changer, 36" Track Shoes

2011 CAT 374DL TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - CAT0374DCPAP00131, Meter Reads - 6,203 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 80" Tooth Bucket, 15' 5" Stick, Counterweight Removal System

1994 CAT 5130 TRACK EXCAVATOR
S/N - 5ZL00028, Meter Reads - 54,251 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lakes Penrith, NSW
1589 1999 CAT 5080 FRONT SHOVEL  
S/N - 8SL00102, Meter Reads - 24,507 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Heater, 101" Tooth Bucket, 140" Stick, Cab Screens, Double Grouser Shoes  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Melford, NS

1590 2010 VOLVO EW180C WHEEL EXCAVATOR  
S/N - VCEW180CE00122174, Meter Reads - 3,438 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60" Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 2-Piece Boom, 9’ Stick, 88” Blade, Control Pattern Changer, 10:00-20 Tires

1591 2010 JOHN DEERE 220D-W WHEEL EXCAVATOR  
S/N - FF220DW041036, Meter Reads - 3,634 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Angle Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 2-Piece Boom, 9’ 6” Stick, 11.00-20 Tires, 36” Multi-Purpose Bucket, Stabilizers  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Beacon, NY

CHOICE OF 2 - 1592, 1593

1592 2007 CAT M322D WHEEL EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CATM322DCW2S00163, Meter Reads - 3,191 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 59” Bucket, Manual Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 9’ 6” Stick, Front Stabilizers, 11.00-20 Tires, Helac powertilt, 9” Blade

1593 2007 CAT M322D WHEEL EXCAVATOR  
S/N - CATM322DCW2S00154, Meter Reads - 4,805 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 60” Bucket, Manual Coupler, Hydraulic Angle Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 9’ 6” Stick, 9” Blade, Front Stabilizers, 11.00-20 Tires
1594  **2003 CAT M313C WHEEL EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CATM313CABDR00130, Meter Reads - 2,394 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 66" Hydraulic Angle Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 2-Piece Boom, 8’ 6” Stick

1595  **2001 CAT M312 WHEEL EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - CAT0M312P6TL01640, Meter Reads - 9,621 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 8’ 6” Stick, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 70" Ditching Bucket w/ Swivel, leveling blade, stabilizers

1596  **2000 SAMSUNG SE170 WHEEL EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - EJY0183  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fenton, MO*

1597  **GRADALL XL5200 TRACK EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - 525101, Meter Reads - 1,680 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, 72" Smooth Edge Bucket, 31.5" Track Shoes

1598  **1994 AM GENERAL M998A1 HUMVEE HMMWV**  
S/N - 151498, Meter Reads - 11,657 Miles  
6.2 L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x4, 7,880 lb. GVWR, 2 Door, Soft Top, Cargo/Troop Carrier Body, 37x12.50R16.5 Tires

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1600, 1601**

1600  **MBW GPR99 VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR**  
S/N - 3090206  
Walk Behind, Gasoline Powered

1601  **MWB GPR99 VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR**  
S/N - 3090205  
Walk Behind, Gasoline Powered
CHOICE OF 2 - 1602, 1603

1602 STONE TR34 TRENCH COMPACTOR  
S/N - 332011078  
36" Padfoot Drum, Walk Behind, Diesel Powered  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shinnston, WV

1603 STONE TR34R TRENCH COMPACTOR  
S/N - 352011342, Meter Reads - 252 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 36" Padfoot Drum, Walk Behind, Diesel Powered, Cordless Remote Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cranberry Township, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 1604, 1605

1604 MULTIQUIP TRENCH COMPACTOR  
S/N - 1839239, Meter Reads - 500 Hours  
33" Padfoot Drum, Diesel Powered, Cordless Remote Control

1605 MULTIQUIP VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - H2674  
25.5" Smooth Drum  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

CHOICE OF 2 - 1606, 1607

1606 INGERSOLL-RAND TC13 TRENCH COMPACTOR  
S/N - 167334  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

1607 INGERSOLL-RAND FX-130 TRENCH COMPACTOR  
S/N - 5143  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA
2014 VOLVO SD70D VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - VCE00S70LO0233018, Meter Reads - 330 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66” Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Tires, Diesel Powered

2013 VOLVO SD75 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - VCE00S75A0S240013, Meter Reads - 264 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66” Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Tires, Volvo 3.8L Diesel Engine

2013 CAT CS44 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - 0M4C00502  
Open Operator Station, 66” Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 8/12/2016 or 3,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2012 CAT CS44 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CAT0CS44JM4C00332, Meter Reads - 543 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66” Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $229  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $399

2012 CAT CS44 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CAT0CS44HM4C00368, Meter Reads - 647 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66” Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Rear Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $234  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $399
CHOICE OF 2 - 1613, 1614

1613 2011 CAT CS44 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS44CM4C00137, Meter Reads - 930 Hours
Open Operator Station, 66" Smooth Drum, 13-24 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $229
6 Month / 500 Hours - $399

1614 2011 CAT CS44 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS44PM4C00151, Meter Reads - 1,198 Hours
Open Operator Station, 66" Smooth Drum, 14.9-24 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $247
6 Month / 500 Hours - $416

CHOICE OF 2 - 1615, 1616

1615 2014 VOLVO SD115 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - VCE0S115A0S235133, Meter Reads - 580 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, 23.1-26 Tires

1616 2014 VOLVO SD115 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - VCE0S115TOS235141, Meter Reads - 745 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, Padfoot Shell Kit, 23.1-26 Tires, Diesel Powered

1617 2012 CAT CS74 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS74KC8F00535, Meter Reads - 1,350 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 84" Smooth Drum, Leveling Blade, 23.1-26 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259
6 Month / 500 Hours - $439
CHOICE OF 2 - 1618, 1619

1618  2013 CAT CS66B VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCS66BACS600163, Meter Reads - 1,682 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 84" Smooth Drum, 18-26 Tires
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $351
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $585

1619  2013 CAT CS66B VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCS66BVCS600159, Meter Reads - 1,391 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 84" Smooth Drum, 23.1-26 Tires
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $338
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $572

1620  2012 CAT CS56 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS56HC5S01719, Meter Reads - 3,584 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 84" Smooth Drum, 23.1-16 Tires,

CHOICE OF 2 - 1621, 1622

1621  2009 CAT CS56 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS56CC5S00542, Meter Reads - 2,830 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, 23.1-26 Tires, Diesel Powered
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $585
2009 CAT CS56 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS56VC5S00534, Meter Reads - 3,112 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Dual Frequency Vibrator, 84" Smooth Drum, 18-28 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
6 Month / 500 Hours - $598

2008 CAT CS-563E VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCS563KCNG02302, Meter Reads - 3,430 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, 23.1-26 Rear Tires,
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Park City, KS

2006 CAT CS-563E VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCS563LCNG01755, Meter Reads - 3,428 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, 18-26 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $279
6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

2010 CAT CS54 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS54CC5R00401, Meter Reads - 2,553 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Smooth Drum, 18-26 Rear Tires, Sun Canopy

2010 CAT CS-54C VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CS54CC5W00347, Meter Reads - 3,557 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 84" Smooth Drum, 18-26 Tires
1627  2008 CAT CS-54 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CAT0CS54CC5R00146, Meter Reads - 3,490 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84' Smooth Drum, 18-26 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $325  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $546

1628  2006 HAMM 3412P VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - H1601716, Meter Reads - 5,081 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 60' Padfoot Drum, Diesel Powered, Cordless Remote Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Metamora, OH

1629  2006 BOMAG BW211D-3 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - 901580861527, Meter Reads - 3,066 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84' Smooth Drum, Padfoot Shell Kit, Dual Frequency Vibrator, 23.1X26 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 1630, 1631

1630  2004 CAT CS-533E VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCS533AASL00143, Meter Reads - 2,418 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84' Smooth Drum, 23.1-26 Tires, Diesel Powered

1631  2005 CAT CS-533E VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCS533JDAK00310, Meter Reads - 5,555 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84' Smooth Drum, 23.5-25 Tires

1632  2005 HAMM 3307 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - H1590408, Meter Reads - 495 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66.25' Tandem Smooth Drums, 14.9-24 Tires
1633 2011 CAT CP56 VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CP56TC5P00540, Meter Reads - 4,364 Hours
Enclosed Cab, 84" Padfoot Drum, Leveling Blade, 23.1-26 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $468
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $806

1634 2007 CAT CP-563E VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCP563ACNT01498, Meter Reads - 4,132 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Padfoot Drum, Leveling Blade, 23.1-26 Tires.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $529
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $899

1635 2006 INGERSOLL-RAND SD-100F TF VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 186335, Meter Reads - 1,926 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Padfoot Drum, 23.1-26 Tires. Cummins B3.9 Diesel Engine

1636 1995 CAT CP-563C VIBRATORY SINGLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 5JN00154
Open Operator Station, 84" Padfoot Drum, Leveling Blade, 23.1-26 Tires

1637 2007 CAT 815F SOIL COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0815FLBYN00327, Meter Reads - 7,441 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 38" Padfoot Drum
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Temple, TX
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $539
1638 1998 HAMM HD12 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 41940, Meter Reads - 2,947 Hours
Open Operator Station, 47" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

1639 2008 CAT CB14 XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB14PDTT00239
Open Operator Station, 39" Smooth Drum, Water System

1640 2012 CAT CB22 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB22P22000958, Meter Reads - 647 Hours
Open Operator Station, 39" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $449
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799

1641 2010 CAT CB34-XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB34E34700190, Meter Reads - 883 Hours
Open Operator Station, 54.5" Smooth Drums, Water System

1642 2007 CAT CB-114 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CATCB114AC2Z00541, Meter Reads - 281 Hours
Open Operator Station, 31" Smooth Drums, Water System
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
6 Month / 500 Hours - $585
**1643** 2007 INGERSOLL-RAND DD70 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - 195149, Meter Reads - 2,040 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 57" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL*

---

**1644** 2012 CAT CB-434DXW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB434CCNH01311, Meter Reads - 602 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 67" Smooth Drums, Water System. Includes a transferable Premier ESC warranty active through 10/31/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

---

**1645** 2009 CAT CB-434D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB434VCNH00998, Meter Reads - 895 Hours  
Open Operator Station, Dual Frequency Vibrator, 59" Smooth Drums, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA*  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $299  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $519

---

**1646** CAT CB-434C VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - 4DN00333, Meter Reads - 4,774 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 56" Smooth Drum, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL*

---

**1647** 2008 CAT CB-534D XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB534HEAA00659, Meter Reads - 3,844 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78.75" Smooth Drums, Water System  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $475  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICE OF 2 - 1648, 1649</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1648** 2007 CAT CB-534D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB534AFGH00693, Meter Reads - 5,566 Hours  
66" Smooth Drums, Water System, Versa-Vibe  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL* |
| **1649** 2007 CAT CB-534D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB534PFGH00685, Meter Reads - 5,656 Hours  
66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Open Swivel Operator Station  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Oglesby, IL* |
| **1650** 2005 CAT CB534D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB534KFGH00378, Meter Reads - 10,597 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System  |
| **1651** 2003 CAT CB-534D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB534VFGH00188, Meter Reads - 5,643 Hours  
66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Open Swivel Operator Station, Versa-Vibe  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL* |
| **1652** 2004 INGERSOLL-RAND DD-110 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - 175477, Meter Reads - 6,188 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA* |
| **1653** 2010 VOLVO DD118HFA VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - VCE0D118L05275251, Meter Reads - 5,674 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Smooth Drums, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC* |
CHOICE OF 2 - 1654, 1655

1654 2007 INGERSOLL-RAND DD118HA VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 194893, Meter Reads - 862 Hours
78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Open Swivel Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Louisville, KY

1655 2006 INGERSOLL-RAND DD-118HA VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 187816, Meter Reads - 1,189 Hours
79" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Louisville, KY

1656 2011 CAT CD54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CD54CJ5R00186, Meter Reads - 252 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 67" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $399
6 Month / 500 Hours - $679

CHOICE OF 2 - 1657, 1658

1657 2012 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - JLM00585, Meter Reads - 1,491 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lexington, KY

1658 2012 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54PJLM00590, Meter Reads - 2,896 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67" Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hopkinton, NH
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $475
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799
CHOICE OF 4 - 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662

1659 2011 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54EJLM00455, Meter Reads - 1,010 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67” Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $439
6 Month / 500 Hours - $749

1660 2011 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54VJLM00384, Meter Reads - 1,814 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67” Smooth Drums, Water System, Versa-Vibe
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $449
6 Month / 500 Hours - $759

1661 2011 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54VJLM00451, Meter Reads - 2,665 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67” Smooth Drums, Water System
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $479
6 Month / 500 Hours - $799

1662 2011 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54TJLM00412, Meter Reads - 2,927 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67” Smooth Drum, Water System, Versa-Vibe
CHOICE OF 5 - 1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667

1663 2012 CAT CB54XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54TJLM00572, Meter Reads - 3,788 Hours
78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $499
6 Month / 500 Hours - $845

1664 2011 CAT CB54XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54JLM00348, Meter Reads - 616 Hours
Open Operator Station, 79" Smooth Drum, Water System, Versa Vibe
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $429
6 Month / 500 Hours - $741

1665 2011 CAT CB54XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54TJLM00362, Meter Reads - 2,327 Hours
Open Operator Station, 79" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

1666 2011 CAT CB54XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54JJLM00396, Meter Reads - 3,918 Hours
Open Operator Station, 78.75" Tandem Smooth Drums

1667 2011 CAT CB54 XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - JML00553, Meter Reads - 2,794 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lexington, KY
2012 CAT CB54 XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - JLM00611, Meter Reads - 2,363 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lexington, KY

2011 DYNAPAC CC524HF VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 10000322J0A007144, Meter Reads - 1,287 Hours
Open Operator Station, 77" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Cummins QSB4.5 Diesel Engine
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

CHOICE OF 2 - 1670, 1671

2010 CAT CB54XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54CJLM00280, Meter Reads - 3,453 Hours
Open Operator Station, 78" Smooth Drum, Water System, Diesel Powered,
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $494
6 Month / 500 Hours - $832

2010 CAT CB54 XW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54KJLM00283, Meter Reads - 3,603 Hours
Open Operator Station, 79" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System

2010 CAT CB54 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB54AJLM00306, Meter Reads - 550 Hours
Open Operator Station, 67" Smooth Drums, Water System,
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $429
6 Month / 500 Hours - $739
CHOICE OF 2 - 1673, 1674

1673 2009 BOMAG BW266AD VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 901D20901040, Meter Reads - 3,073 Hours
Open Operator Station, 66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System

1674 2009 BOMAG BW266AD VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 901D20901041, Meter Reads - 2,325 Hours
Open Operator Station, 66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System

CHOICE OF 2 - 1675, 1676

1675 2012 CAT CB64 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB64CDJM00351, Meter Reads - 1,710 Hours
84" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $439
6 Month / 500 Hours - $739

1676 2012 CAT CB64 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB64LDJM00306, Meter Reads - 2,497 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbia, MO
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $439
6 Month / 500 Hours - $749

1677 2010 CAT CB64 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - CAT0CB64JDJM00137, Meter Reads - 4,629 Hours
84" Smooth Drums, Water System, Swivel Operator Station
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Park City, KS
CHOICE OF 2 - 1678, 1679

1678 2009 HAMM HD120HV VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - H1820090, Meter Reads - 2,663 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered

1679 2009 HAMM HD120HV VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - H1820068, Meter Reads - 381 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Diesel Powered

CHOICE OF 2 - 1680, 1681

1680 2008 CAT CB-564D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB564EC6D00196, Meter Reads - 5,622 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $699  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,199

1681 2008 CAT CB-564D DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB564TC6D00198, Meter Reads - 5,648 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 84" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System

1682 2007 CAT CB-564D VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR  
S/N - CATCB564VC6D00175, Meter Reads - 5,471 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 83.5" Tandem Smooth Drums, Diesel Powered  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $699  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,175
1683 2004 SAKAI SW850 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - VSW26-20114, Meter Reads - 5,594 Hours
Open Operator Station, 6'6.5" Smooth Drum, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL

1684 2003 BOMAG BW205 VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 109A22901554, Meter Reads - 5,299 Hours
Open Operator Station, 84" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System, Cummins Diesel Engine
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

1685 2001 BOMAG BW9ASW VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 109C14603359, Meter Reads - 3,343 Hours
Open Operator Station, 55" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1686 2005 BOMAG BW11AS DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 901D08906667, Meter Reads - 5,353 Hours
Open Operator Station, 54" Smooth Drums, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

1687 1995 FERGUSON 8-12B DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 930, Meter Reads - 1,616 Hours
Open Operator Station, 53" Smooth Drums, Water System. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

1688 1999 FERGUSON 8-12B DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR
S/N - 996, Meter Reads - 9,783 Hours
Open Operator Station, 53" Smooth Drums, Water System. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC
1689  
**HYPAC C766C VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR**  
S/N - C209C2225U, Meter Reads - 6,657 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 66" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Somerset, PA*

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1690, 1691**

1690  
**2004 HYPAC C778B VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR**  
S/N - 901B21501948, Meter Reads - 4,408 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Tandem Smooth Drums, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC*

---

1691  
**2004 HYPAC C778B VIBRATORY DOUBLE DRUM COMPACTOR**  
S/N - 901B21501923, Meter Reads - 7,730 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 78" Smooth Drums, Engine could not be started.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC*

---

1692  
**2008 VOLVO PT125R PNEUMATIC COMPACTOR**  
S/N - 198696, Meter Reads - 2,434 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 9 Wheel, Water System  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Byron Center, MI*

---

1693  
**2005 CAT AP-1055B ASPHALT PAVER**  
S/N - OA3P00259, Meter Reads - 10,210 Hours  
10' Wide Screed, Extends to 19' 6", Electric Heated Screed, On Board Generator, w/ Strike Off,  

---

1694  
**2002 CAT AP-1055B ASPHALT PAVER**  
S/N - CATAP105CABB00449, Meter Reads - 3,859 Hours  
Extends to 20', Cat 10-20B 10' Wide Diesel Heated Screed  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bemidji, MN*
1695 2001 CAT AP-1055B ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - CATAP105TABB00400, Meter Reads - 11,113 Hours
10’ Wide Screed, Extends to 20’, Diesel Heated Screed, On Board Generator, Truck Hitch, Cat Extend-A-Mat 10-20B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1696 1999 CAT AP-1055B ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - ABB00210, Meter Reads - 8,411 Hours
10’ Wide Screed Extends to 20’, Diesel Heated Screed, Extend-A-Mat Screed
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1697 2007 CAT AP-1000D ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - CATAP100PEAD00226, Meter Reads - 6,771 Hours
10’ Wide Screed, Extends to 19’ 8”, Electric Heated Screed, On Board Generator, Dual Operator Stations

1698 2002 CAT AP-1000B ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - CATAP100T7HN00321, Meter Reads - 9,923 Hours
10’ Wide Screed, Extends to 20’, Diesel Heated Screed, Truck Hitch, Cat Extend-A-Mat 10-20B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1699 2003 CAT AP-900B ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - CATAP900LAGJ00149, Meter Reads - 8,875 Hours
10’ Wide Screed, Diesel Heated Screed

1700 2008 CAT AP800D ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - CATAP800CA5P00230, Meter Reads - 6,743 Hours
Extend-A-Mat 8-16 -, 8’ Wide Screed, Extends to 16’, Electric Heated Screed, Diesel Heated Screed, Sliding Operator Station, Cat Engine, Auto lube
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
1701  2007 CAT AP-800D ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP800PA5P00201, Meter Reads - 6,183 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Electric Heated  
Screed, On Board Generator  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL

1702  2004 CAT AP-800C ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP800A1PM00783, Meter Reads - 7,508 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Diesel Heated  
Screed  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL

1703  2006 CAT AP-655C ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP655CAYP00297, Meter Reads - 6,150 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Electric Heated  
Screed, On Board Generator, Dual Operator Stations  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $858  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,456

1704  2004 CAT AP-655C ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP655ACDG00336, Meter Reads - 6,390 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 14', Diesel Heated  
Screed, On Board Generator, Dual Operator Stations,  
Cat AS2251 Screed  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1705  2002 CAT AP-655C ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP655KCDG00248, Meter Reads - 9,722 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Diesel Heated  
Screed, On Board Generator, Dual Operator Stations

1706  2006 CAT AP-650B ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - CATAP650PA7P00216, Meter Reads - 5,684 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 15' 6', Diesel Heated  
Screed
1707 2006 BLAW-KNOX PF-3200 ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - 178750, Meter Reads - 6,423 Hours  
10' Wide Screed, Extends to 19', Dual Operator  
Stations, Truck Hitch  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON*

1708 2004 BLAW-KNOX PF-2181 ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - 176111  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

1709 2003 BLAW-KNOX PF840 ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - 120163-CCN, Meter Reads - 935 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 12', Propane Heated  
Screed, Dual Operator Stations  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Opp, AL*

1710 2002 BLAW-KNOX PF-5510 ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - 551031-34, Meter Reads - 5,987 Hours  
Blaw-Knox 10' Wide Screed w/ 3' Strike Offs, Diesel  
Heated Screed, Dual Operator Stations

1711 2003 BLAW-KNOX PF3172 ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - 31723011, Meter Reads - 5,514 Hours  
10' Wide Screed w/ 3' Strike Off, Diesel Heated  
Screed, Dual Operator Stations

1712 2001 BARBER-GREENE BG-240C ASPHALT  
PAVER  
S/N - AGL00217, Meter Reads - 5,741 Hours  
10' Wide Screed, Extends to 20', Diesel Heated  
Screed, Truck Hitch  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON*

1713 1991 BARBER-GREENE 225B ASPHALT PAVER  
S/N - BG225B344, Meter Reads - 6,072 Hours  
8' Wide Screed, Diesel Heated Screed, Dual  
Operator Stations, Truck Hitch  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON*
1993 BARBER-GREENE 225B ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - BG225B396, Meter Reads - 11,051 Hours
8'2" Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Diesel Heated
Screed, Dual Operator Stations, Truck Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1993 CEDARAPIDS CR461 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - 44087, Meter Reads - 10,221 Hours
125" Wide Screed, Extends to 20', Diesel Heated
Screed, Truck Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1998 CEDARAPIDS CR461 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - 47514, Meter Reads - 795 Hours
10' Wide Screed, Extends to 20', Diesel Heated
Screed, Truck Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

2005 INGERSOLL-RAND PF-2181 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - 182694, Meter Reads - 9,964 Hours
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Diesel Heated
Screed, Dual Operator Stations

2011 LEE BOY 5000 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - 64241, Meter Reads - 1,578 Hours
5 ft Wide Screed, Extends to 9 ft, Diesel Heated
Screed

2004 ROADTEC RP190 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - RP190-102, Meter Reads - 10,663 Hours
10' Wide Screed, Extends to 19' 6", Electric Heated
Screed, Front Wheel Assist, On Board Generator,
Dual Operator Stations

2001 ROADTEC RP150 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - 107, Meter Reads - 2,619 Hours
8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Electric Heated
Screed, Front Wheel Assist, Dual Operator Stations
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA
1721 2011 WEILER P385 ASPHALT PAVER
S/N - P385-1023, Meter Reads - 216 Hours
Weiler 8' Wide Screed, Extends to 16', Electric
Heated Screed, On Board Generator, Dual Operator
Stations, Steel Tracks w/ Inserts
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID

1722 2002 FREIGHTLINER FL-70 S/A ASPHALT
DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 1FVABTBV02HH31631, Meter Reads -
119,269 Miles
5.9L Cummins Engine, 6 Speed Manual
Transmission, 2 Speed Axle, Rosco 1950 Gallon
Asphalt Oil Distribution Tank, Diesel Heater, 12'
Spray Bar, Rear View Camera, Spring Suspension,
186" W/B, 11R22.5 Tires

1723 2002 GMC C7H042 ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR
TRUCK
S/N - 1GDM7H1C92J514314, Meter Reads -
91,027 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

1724 1990 INTERNATIONAL 4900 ASPHALT
DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 1HTSDTVN0LH271801, Meter Reads -
176,799 Miles
12’ Spray Bar, Manual Bar Controls, Propane Fired
Burners, Spring Type Suspension, Double Frame,
International 6 Cylinder Diesel Engine, Manual
Transmission, 32000 lb. GVWR
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bemidji, MN

1725 2000 STERLING LT7501 ASPHALT
DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 2FZHRJA3YAB33430, Meter Reads - 9,540
Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL

1726 2001 STERLING LT7501 ASPHALT
DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 2FZAAKBV11AH97375, Meter Reads -
117,134 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL
1727 1995 INTERNATIONAL 4700 ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 1HTSCAAN9SH684084, Meter Reads - 204,132 Miles
International DT 466 7.6L Diesel Engine, 5 Speed Transmission, Etnyre Black-Topper 2,000 gal. Distributer Tank, 16' Spray Bar, Propane Burners, Double Frame, 188" WB, Spring Suspension, 20,000 lb Rear, 11R22.5 Tres
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hahira, GA

1728 INTERNATIONAL 4900 ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - IHTSCAAN3VH464492, Meter Reads - 19,912 Miles

1729 GMC C7500 ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR TRUCK
S/N - 35512, Meter Reads - 175,544 Hours
Car 3116 Diesel Engine, Allison Automatic Transmission, 1900 Gallon Rosco Maximizer, 12' Spray Bar, Wand, In Cab Controls, 172" WB, 11R22.5 Tires

1730 1998 NEAL HT540T ASPHALT DISTRIBUTOR TRAILER
S/N - 1N9DS1222WV116117
Tandem Axle, Propane Tank for Burner, Gas Engine

1731 2012 CAT PM200 COLD PLANER
S/N - CATPM200EP1C00537, Meter Reads - 4,012 Hours
Open Operator Station, 93" Cutting Width

1732 2006 WIRTGEN W2000 COLD PLANER
S/N - 06.20.0785, Meter Reads - 7,305 Hours
Open Operator Station, 7' Cutting Width, Water System
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Twinsburg, OH

1733 2005 WIRTGEN W1900 COLD PLANER
S/N - 09.20.0225
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA
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1734 **2010 CAT RM300 SOIL STABILIZER/RECLAIMER**  
S/N - CATRM300CBWR00521, Meter Reads - 2,336 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 96" Cutting Width, 18" Cutting Depth, Soil Rotor, AWD, Cat C11 Engine

1735 **REX PULVIMIXER SOIL STABILIZER/RECLAIMER**  
S/N - 83904

1736 **2002 ROADTEC SB2500C SHUTTLE BUGGY**  
S/N - SB2500C-656, Meter Reads - 792 Hours  
Open Operator Station, 21.00-25 Tires

1737 **2001 ROADTEC SB-2500B SHUTTLE BUGGY**  
S/N - SB2500B-615  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*

1738 **MILLER FORMLESS M-1000 CURB & GUTTER MACHINE**  
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 5,491 Hours  
John Deere Diesel Engine, 40" Wide Trimmer Head  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON*

1739 **CAT PC210 COLD PLANER ATTACHMENT**  
S/N - GDR00383

1740 **CAT PC306B COLD PLANER ATTACHMENT - FITS SKID-STEER LOADER**

1741 **2009 SHUTTLELIFT 3340B CARRY DECK CRANE**  
S/N - 321046, Meter Reads - 875 Hours  
13' 10" Minimum Boom Length, 32' 10" Maximum Boom Length, 12' Swing Away Jib, Grove Load Block, Heater, Load Moment Indicator, 3-Way Steering, 21,000 lb. Capacity
1742 1978 LINK-BELT HSP-25 ROUGH TERRAIN CRANE  
S/N - 45G8-1640D, Meter Reads - 6,127 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

1743 1991 GROVE RT58D ROUGH TERRAIN CRANE  
S/N - 75867, Meter Reads - 2,554 Hours  
15 Ton Capacity, 25' Minimum Boom Length, 60' Maximum Boom Length,  
Grove 15 Ton Load Block, Anti-Two-Block, Load Moment Indicator, Cummins 5.9 L Diesel Engine., Overhaul Ball

1744 GROVE ROUGH TERRAIN CRANE  
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 985 Hours  
Heater, Detroit Diesel Engine  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Springfield, MO

1745 1976 LORAIN MC690 HYDRAULIC TRUCK CRANE  
S/N - 36169, Meter Reads - 1,536 Hours

1746 1962 AMERICAN 599T LATTICE-BOOM TRUCK CRANE  
S/N - GS7838, Meter Reads - 1,301 Hours  
45 Ton Capacity, 60' Lattice Boom, Quad/A Carrier,  
(3) 10' Inserts  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bourg, LA

1747 2009 TENNANT 5700 XP SCRUBBER  
S/N - 5700-10414592, Meter Reads - 194 Hours  
Walk-Behind, Rear Squeegee, 36V Operating System  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

1748 2009 TENNANT 5700 SCRUBBER  
S/N - 5700-10414591  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1749</td>
<td>2007 TENNANT 5700 SCRUBBER</td>
<td>5700-25991</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>Tallahassee, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>2006 TENNANT 5700 SCRUBBER</td>
<td>5700-25369</td>
<td>709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1751</td>
<td>TENNANT 5700 SCRUBBER</td>
<td>5700-14305</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doral, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1752</td>
<td>TENNANT 5700 SCRUBBER</td>
<td>91919</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753</td>
<td>2005 TENNANT 6650XP SWEEPER</td>
<td>6650-10396</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jacksonville, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1754</td>
<td>2007 TENNANT 5680 SCRUBBER</td>
<td>18793</td>
<td></td>
<td>Riverview, FL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For that hard to find equipment
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Motor Graders
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...plus many more!
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InsideSales@IronPlanet.com
(866) 946-3918
Ready-to-Work Equipment

All inspected and guaranteed
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Articulating Boom Lifts
Backhoe Loaders
Compact Track Loaders
Cranes
Scissor Lifts
Telehandlers
Telescopic Boom Lifts
Wheel Loaders

Buy with confidence knowing that we stand behind all of our inspections. What you see in the inspection report is exactly what you’ll get. We guarantee it!

www.allEquip.com
(877) 261-7675
1801 2007 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY 4X4 LUBE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDAF57P37EA91549, Meter Reads - 121,217 Miles
Maintainer Service Body, Product Tanks, Hydraulic Product Pumps, Grease Barrel, Spring Type Suspension, International, Powerstroke, 6.0L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 19,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning

1802 2006 FORD F750 XLT SUPER DUTY S/A LUBE TRUCK
S/N - 3FRNF75F66V260576, Meter Reads - 195,230 Miles
Cummins Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, PTO, Enclosed Fuel/Lube Body w/Tanks, Pumps, Reels
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC

1803 1985 INTERNATIONAL F2574 T/A FUEL & LUBE TRUCK
S/N - 1HTZPDUR5FHA61007
Detroit Engine, Automatic Transmission, Beam Type Suspension, Double Frame, Fuel Tank, Product Tanks. Hose Reels. The engine could not be started.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

1804 1981 CCC T/A FUEL TRUCK
S/N - 31122, Meter Reads - 59,216 KM
T/A, Detroit Engine, Eaton Fuller 8LL Transmission, 61,240 lb. GVWR, Gas Engine Driven Fuel Pump, Fuel Meter, Hose
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL

1805 2005 KOMATSU WA50-3EO WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 23663, Meter Reads - 5,782 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Manual Coupler, 15.5/60-18 Tires
1806 2014 CAT 906H2 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0906HCJRFO1797, Meter Reads - 1,731 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 340/80R18IND Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $155
6 Month / 500 Hours - $275

CHOICE OF 2 - 1807, 1808

1807 2012 CAT 906H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0906HHSDH02670, Meter Reads - 3,688 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 12.5/80X18 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in West Palm Beach, FL

1808 2011 CAT 906H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - SDH01390, Meter Reads - 1,810 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 405/70R18 Tires

1809 2013 CAT 908H2 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0908HTJRD00599, Meter Reads - 2,792 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 400/70R20 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Myers, FL
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $250
6 Month / 500 Hours - $429

1810 2007 KOMATSU WA100M-5 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - H50279, Meter Reads - 5,108 Hours
, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 19.5L-24 Tires
1811 1994 KOMATSU WA120-1 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - A20229, Meter Reads - 11,571 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, 17.5-25 Tires

1813 2000 JOHN DEERE 624H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - DW624HX578038, Meter Reads - 17,805 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5-25 Tires,

1814 1998 JOHN DEERE 544H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - DW544HX565718, Meter Reads - 10,110 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5-25 Tires

1815 1988 DRESSER 540 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 3520110U005084, Meter Reads - 6,427 Hours
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5-25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX

1816 2012 CAT IT14G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - OKZN011149
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 17.5R25 Tires,

1817 2009 CAT 914G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0914GTPDF01377, Meter Reads - 10,041 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 94" Grapple Bucket, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 17.5R25 Tires
286

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1818, 1819**

1818  **2013 VOLVO L50G-TP/S WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - VCEL50GSV02420180, Meter Reads - 5,956 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, 17.5R25 Tires, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel

1819  **2013 VOLVO L50G-TP/S WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - VCEL50GSV02420230, Meter Reads - 6,276 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, 17.5R25 Tires, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel

1820  **2006 KOMATSU WA250-5L WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A74230, Meter Reads - 6,654 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5R25 Tires.

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1821, 1822**

1821  **2002 KOMATSU WA250-3MC WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A71518, Meter Reads - 7,756 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5-25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

1822  **2002 KOMATSU WA250-3MC WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A71740, Meter Reads - 7,964 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5R25 Tires

1823  **1998 KOMATSU WA250-3L WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A70242, Meter Reads - 2,398 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5-25 Tires,
1824 1997 KOMATSU WA250-1 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - A65777, Meter Reads - 3,322 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket,
Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5-25 Tires

1825 2002 KAWASAKI 65ZV WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 65C45021, Meter Reads - 9,687 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket,
20.5-25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cape Coral, FL

1826 2011 KAWASAKI 70ZV-2 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 70C5-5381, Meter Reads - 6,128 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose
Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 20.5-25 Tires

1827 2002 KAWASAKI 70ZV WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 70C36038, Meter Reads - 14,573 Hours
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket,
Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, 20.5-25 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 1828, 1829

1828 2015 KOMATSU WA270-7 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - A27164, Meter Reads - 195 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose
Bucket, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25
Tires. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain"
waranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours,
whichever comes first. The machine must be
registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within
30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of
the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu
CARE complimentary maintenance until 11/8/2017
or 2,000 machine hours ***
1829 **2015 KOMATSU WA270-7 WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A27321, Meter Reads - 212 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires. The unit has a transferable "Powertrain" warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 11/13/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***

1830 **2013 CAT 924K WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - CAT0924KHPWR01737, Meter Reads - 2,698 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5-25 Tires, 100" General Purpose Bucket. ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/20/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

1831 **2013 CAT 924K WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - CAT0924KAPWR01797, Meter Reads - 3,436 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires. ***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-20-16***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Canton, OH

1832 **2013 CAT 924K WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - CAT0924KCPWR01921, Meter Reads - 4,472 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5-25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 12/30/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.
CHOICE OF 2 - 1833, 1834

1833 2012 CAT 924K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0924KVPWR00647, Meter Reads - 2,480 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $259
6 Month / 500 Hours - $449

1834 2012 CAT 924K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0924KJPWR00550, Meter Reads - 3,298 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Open Operator Station, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 1835, 1836

1835 2011 CAT 924H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0924HLHXC02707, Meter Reads - 2,390 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 100" Wide General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires

1836 2011 CAT 924H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0924HCHXC02162, Meter Reads - 4,301 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires

1837 2011 CAT 928HZ WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0928HTCXK01272, Meter Reads - 4,740 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5-25 Tires
1838 **2003 CAT IT28G INTEGRATED TOOL CARRIER**
S/N - CATIT28GLDBT00644, Meter Reads - 16,543 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control

1839 **2009 CAT 928HZ WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - CAT0928HPCXK00561, Meter Reads - 7,993 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5-25 Tires

1840 **1997 CAT 928GZ WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - 6XR01391
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Manual Coupler, 20.5R25 Tires
**Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.**

1841 **1996 CAT 928F WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - 2XL01910, Meter Reads - 16,380 Hours
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5-25 Tires

1842 **2015 KOMATSU WA320-7 WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - A36347, Meter Reads - 167 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires. The unit has a transferable 'Powertrain' warranty from Komatsu for 6 months or 500 hours, whichever comes first. The machine must be registered with a local Komatsu Distributor within 30 days to initiate the warranty. Terms begin as of the auction sale date. The unit also has Komatsu CARE complimentary maintenance until 10/30/2017 or 2,000 machine hours ***
CHOICE OF 5 - 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847

1843 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KERHN02511, Meter Reads - 134 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377

1844 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KVRHN02650, Meter Reads - 137 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377

1845 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KERHN02668, Meter Reads - 154 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5-25 Tires, 20.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377

1846 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KERHN02685, Meter Reads - 159 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377

1847 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KERHN02671, Meter Reads - 209 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $219
6 Month / 500 Hours - $377
CHOICE OF 3 - 1848, 1849, 1850

1848 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0930KPRHN02481, Meter Reads - 1,335 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $269  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $455

1849 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0930KVRHN02504, Meter Reads - 1,942 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Ride Control, 20.5-25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $309  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $519

1850 2014 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0930KVRHN02891, Meter Reads - 3,160 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires, Auxiliary Hydraulics. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/01/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 5 - 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855

1851 2013 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0930KARHN01743, Meter Reads - 1,650 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $309  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $519
| 1852 | **2013 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0930KJRH02001, Meter Reads - 1,556 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
***Warranty 36/5000 PT/HYD exp 6-20-16***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Columbus, OH |
|---|---|
| 1853 | **2013 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0930KJRH01382, Meter Reads - 5,660 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $675  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,139 |
| 1854 | **2013 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0930KARH02388, Meter Reads - 2,634 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 01/16/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first. |
| 1855 | **2013 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0930KPRH01542, Meter Reads - 2,333 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $585 |
CHOICE OF 2 - 1856, 1857

1856 2012 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KARHN00477, Meter Reads - 2,807 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sharonville, OH
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $349
6 Month / 500 Hours - $579

1857 2012 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930KTRHN01152, Meter Reads - 4,285 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires. ***Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 5/24/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.***

1858 2010 CAT 930H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930HLDHC02013, Meter Reads - 6,386 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi-Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $739
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,245

CHOICE OF 3 - 1859, 1860, 1861

1859 2007 CAT 930G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930GJTWR02980, Meter Reads - 4,520 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5R25 Tires

1860 2007 CAT 930G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0930GTTWR03056, Meter Reads - 7,048 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 23.1-26 Tires
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Meter Reads</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>2007 CAT 930G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>CAT0930GATWR02854</td>
<td>10,952 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Forks, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862</td>
<td>2006 CAT 930G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>OTWR02082</td>
<td>11,592 Hours</td>
<td>Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Aux Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 20.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grand Rapids, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863</td>
<td>2004 CASE 721D WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>JEE0137342</td>
<td>4,346 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Auto-Lube System, 20.5-25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHOICE OF 3 - 1864, 1865, 1866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864</td>
<td>2014 VOLVO L90G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>VCE0L90GC0S617206</td>
<td>1,314 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Auto-Lube System, 20.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>2014 VOLVO L90G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>VCE0L90GH0S617258</td>
<td>1,857 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 20.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>2014 VOLVO L90G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>VCE0L90GH0S617230</td>
<td>2,149 Hours</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHOICE OF 2 - 1867, 1868

**1867** 2013 VOLVO L90G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VCE0L90GH00003757, Meter Reads - 1,752 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 20.5R25 Tires

**1868** 2013 VOLVO L90G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VCE0L90GC00003770, Meter Reads - 2,468 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 20.5R25 Tires

### CHOICE OF 4 - 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874

**1871** 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KJSWL01902, Meter Reads - 1,029 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $139  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $229

**1872** 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KJSWL01903, Meter Reads - 1,029 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $139  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $229

**1873** 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KJSWL01904, Meter Reads - 1,029 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $139  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $229

**1874** 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KJSWL01905, Meter Reads - 1,029 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $139  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $229
1872 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KTSWL01328, Meter Reads - 2,539 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199
6 Month / 500 Hours - $349

1873 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KHSWL01857, Meter Reads - 4,048 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $286
6 Month / 500 Hours - $479

1874 2013 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KHSWL01664, Meter Reads - 6,427 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Memphis, TN
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $389
6 Month / 500 Hours - $659

CHOICE OF 5 - 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879

1875 2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KKSWL00912, Meter Reads - 1,963 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL
2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KPSWL00634, Meter Reads - 2,232 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires

2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KLSWL00254, Meter Reads - 2,648 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5R25 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bensalem, PA  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $199  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $349

2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KTSWL00938, Meter Reads - 3,594 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5-25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 3/05/2016 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first.

2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938KHSWL00269, Meter Reads - 6,123 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $390  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $663
CHOICE OF 4 - 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883

1880 2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KLSWL00531, Meter Reads - 6,130 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 20.5-25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $390
6 Month / 500 Hours - $663

1881 2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KCSWL00369, Meter Reads - 6,306 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, 20.5R225 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $389
6 Month / 500 Hours - $659

1882 2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938KCSWL00291, Meter Reads - 6,458 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 20.5R25 Tires

1883 2012 CAT 938K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - SWL00357, Meter Reads - 1,273 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Batavia, NY

CHOICE OF 2 - 1884, 1885

1884 2012 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0939HEMJC01802, Meter Reads - 6,353 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $390
6 Month / 500 Hours - $663
1885 2012 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938HTMJCO1771, Meter Reads - 8,012 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Onboard Scale, 20.5R25 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 1886, 1887

1886 2011 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938HCMJC01338, Meter Reads - 3,132 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $234
6 Month / 500 Hours - $399

1887 2011 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938HVMJC01292, Meter Reads - 5,892 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Clifton Park, NY
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $360
6 Month / 500 Hours - $599

1888 2009 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938HJJKMO00732, Meter Reads - 9,792 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5-25 Tires

1889 2008 CAT 938G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0938GACRD02650, Meter Reads - 6,683 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 20.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI
**CHOICE OF 2 - 1890, 1891**

**1890**

2009 KOMATSU WA380-6 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - A53536, Meter Reads - 10,242 Hours  
Cab, air conditioner, GP bucket, 23.5R25 tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeton, MO*

**1891**

2008 KOMATSU WA380-6 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - A53380, Meter Reads - 8,671 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5R25 Tires

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1893, 1894**

**1893**

2002 CAT 938G SERIES II WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938GLRTB02090, Meter Reads - 6,680 Hours  
Open Operator Station, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 20.5R25 Tires  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

**1894**

2002 CAT 938G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0938GT6WS03773, Meter Reads - 18,963 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 23.5R25 Tires.  
There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. The main components could not be operationally checked.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Daytona Beach, FL*

---

**1895**

2011 KOMATSU WA380-6 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 66315, Meter Reads - 12,036 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5R25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC*
| **302** | **1896** | 2000 KOMATSU WA380-3 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - A51250, Meter Reads - 12,855 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5-25 Tires |
| **1897** | 1992 KOMATSU WA380-1 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - A45138, Meter Reads - 10,778 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fenton, MO* |
| **1898** | 2013 VOLVO L110G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VCEL110GH00008882, Meter Reads - 3,788 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires |
| **1901** | 2011 VOLVO L110F WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VCEL110FP00004974, Meter Reads - 6,308 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 23.5R25 Tires |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>CAT 950K Wheel Loader Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1902   | 2014   | CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KPR4A02312, Meter Reads - 1,014 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires. Includes a transferable Powertrain warranty active through 6/08/2017 or 5,000 hours, whichever occurs first. |
| **CHOICE OF 2 - 1903, 1904** |
| 1903   | 2013   | CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KCR4A01049, Meter Reads - 10,979 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 23.5R25 Tires |
| 1904   | 2013   | CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KJR4A01051, Meter Reads - 589 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $875 |
| **CHOICE OF 4 - 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908** |
| 1905   | 2012   | CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KVR4A00971, Meter Reads - 4,746 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $897  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,508 |
| 1906   | 2012   | CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KHR4A00294, Meter Reads - 5,531 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5-25 Tires |
1907 2012 CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KCR4A00377, Meter Reads - 7,222 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jonesboro, AR*

Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,118  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,898

1908 2012 CAT 950K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950KVR4A00615, Meter Reads - 8,223 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 23.5R25 Tires

CHOICE OF 5 - 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913

1909 2011 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HTM1G02843, Meter Reads - 7,471 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 23.5-25 Tires

1910 2011 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HKK5K03324, Meter Reads - 7,657 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 23.5-25 Tires

1911 2011 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HLM1G02867, Meter Reads - 7,722 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, 23.5-25 Tires
**1912**  
2011 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HTK5K03353, Meter Reads - 8,008 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Ride Control, 23.5-25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $663  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,131

---

**1913**  
2011 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HVM1G02851, Meter Reads - 7,796 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Fusion Coupler, 23.5-25 Tires

---

**1914**  
2009 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0950HJK5K02594, Meter Reads - 11,486 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 23.5R25 Tires

---

**1915**  
2005 HYUNDAI HL760-7 WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - LC0110381, Meter Reads - 8,533 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, Auto-Lube System, 23.5/25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bonita Springs, FL*

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1916, 1917**

**1916**  
2003 VOLVO L120E WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 64196, Meter Reads - 10,553 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5R25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI*

---

**1917**  
2003 VOLVO L120E WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 64288, Meter Reads - 12,991 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5 R 25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI*
2002 CAT 950G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0950GL3JW02774, Meter Reads - 35,746 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 23.5R25 Tires

1998 CAT 950G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 04BS00431, Meter Reads - 14,293 Hours
Cab, GP bucket, 23.5R25 tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grand Rapids, MI

2009 CAT 962H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0962HTK6K00417, Meter Reads - 16,507 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Fusion Coupler, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, Auto-Lube System, 23.5R25 Tires
1924  **2009 CAT 962H WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0962HJK6K00423, Meter Reads - 11,725 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Hydraulic Coupler, High Lift, 3rd Valve, 23.5-25 Tires

1925  **2005 CAT IT62G SERIES II INTEGRATED TOOL CARRIER**  
S/N - CATIT62GHAYA00230, Meter Reads - 6,799 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 23.5R25 Tires

1926  **CAT 962G WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - 7BW00564, Meter Reads - 10,718 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 23.5R25 Tires

1927  **2005 KAWASAKI 90ZV WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - 90C4-5223, Meter Reads - 13,589 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 26.5R25 Tires

1928  **1997 JOHN DEERE 744H WHEEL LOADER**  
S/N - DW744HM558962  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1929, 1930**

1929  **2013 CAT 966K WHEEL-LOG LOADER**  
S/N - CAT0966KJTF500882, Meter Reads - 3,952 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 3rd Valve, Command Control Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 26.5R25 Tires, Fenders, Wicker Log Forks w/ Top Clamp, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel.  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $650  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,092
1930 2013 CAT 966K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0966KKTFS01044, Meter Reads - 9,808 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 3rd Valve, Joystick Steering, Rear View Camera, 26.5-25 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Park City, KS

1931 CHOICE OF 2 - 1931, 1932  
1931 2012 VOLVO L150G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VECL150GT00022695, Meter Reads - 3,127 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Hydraulic Coupler, 3rd Valve, Rear View Camera, 26.5R25 Tires.

1932 2012 VOLVO L150G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - VCEL150GV00022557, Meter Reads - 5,077 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Rear View Camera, 26.5R25 Tires.

1933 2012 CAT 966K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0966KPTFS00586, Meter Reads - 2,263 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 26.5R25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $519  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $869

1934 2011 CAT 966H WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0966HCA6J01877, Meter Reads - 2,702 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 26.5-25 Tires  
Powertrain Protection Begins At:  
3 Month / 250 Hours - $320  
6 Month / 500 Hours - $550
1935  2009 CAT 966H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0966HCA6D02236, Meter Reads - 14,478 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Onboard Scale, 26.5R25 Tires

1936  2007 CAT 966H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0966HPA6D00997, Meter Reads - 18,213 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 26.5-25 Tires.

1937  2004 CAT 966G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0966GKANZ00754, Meter Reads - 15,860 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 26.5-25 Tires

1938  2004 CAT 966G SERIES II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - AXJ01834, Meter Reads - 17,632 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, 26.5-25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Scarborough, ME

1939  CAT 966G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 3SW00265, Meter Reads - 15,906 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Rear View Camera, 26.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tarrant, AL

1940  2000 JOHN DEERE 744H WHEEL LOADER
S/N - DW744HX577079, Meter Reads - 13,924 Hours
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, 26.5-25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bonita Springs, FL
1941 **CAT 966F WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 25,999 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Heater, 23.5R25 Tires, The engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO*

1942 **2014 JOHN DEERE 824K WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - 1DW824KXLEE658831, Meter Reads - 1,325 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID*

1943 **2014 CAT 972K WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - CAT0972KJZ4W00697, Meter Reads - 6,238 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 26.5R25 Tires

**Powertrain Protection Begins At:**
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,325
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,249

1944 **2008 HYUNDAI HL780-7A WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - LH0410229, Meter Reads - 4,598 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 3rd Valve, 29.5-25 Tires

1945 **2008 HYUNDAI HL780-7A WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - LH0410376, Meter Reads - 6,280 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 3rd Valve, Ride Control, 29.5-25 Tires

1946 **2005 KOMATSU WA500-3 WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - 52312, Meter Reads - 16,569 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 29.5-25 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Alexander City, AL*
CHOICE OF 2 - 1947, 1948

1947

1993 VOLVO L180 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - L180V60091, Meter Reads - 24,723 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Auxiliary Hydraulic Plumbing, 3rd Valve, 26.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON

1948

1993 VOLVO BM/MICHIGAN L180 WHEEL LOADER
S/N - L180V60055, Meter Reads - 25,567 Hours
Enclosed Cab, General Purpose Bucket, 26.5 R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI

1949

2013 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0980KEW7K01476, Meter Reads - 8,015 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $899
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,499

1950

2012 CAT 980K HL WHEEL LOADER
S/N - W7K00777, Meter Reads - 5,344 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hazard, KY


1951

2012 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER
S/N - CAT0980KJW7K00948, Meter Reads - 4,450 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
3 Month / 250 Hours - $624
6 Month / 500 Hours - $1,066
1952  2012 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0980KEW7K00733, Meter Reads - 5,037 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 875/65R29 Tires 
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Elmhurst, IL*

1953  2012 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0980KVW7K00533, Meter Reads - 13,505 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 29.5-25 Tires

1954  2012 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - CAT0980KJW7K00786, Meter Reads - 9,444 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Spade Nose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Onboard Scale, Rear View Camera, 29.5-25 Tires

1955  2012 CAT 980K WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - W7K00895

1956  2008 KAWASAKI 95ZV WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 97C5-5117, Meter Reads - 14,362 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires  
*Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.*

1957  2000 CAT 980G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 2KR03587, Meter Reads - 38,111 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 29.5/25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Somerset, PA*

1958  1998 CAT 980G WHEEL LOADER  
S/N - 2KR02331, Meter Reads - 50,768 Hours  
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Auto-Lube System, 29.5.25 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Grovetown, GA*
1959

1997 CAT 980G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 2KR01341, Meter Reads - 32,000 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

1960

CAT 980C WHEEL LOADER
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 23,894 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, 29.5-25 Tires. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

1962

2012 VOLVO L250G WHEEL LOADER
S/N - VCEL250GJ00003145, Meter Reads - 1,484 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires

1963

1996 KOMATSU WA600-1LC WHEEL LOADER
S/N - A50070, Meter Reads - 25,457 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Spade Nose Bucket, 35/65-33 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sellersburg, IN


1964

2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXTEE658862, Meter Reads - 969 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID

1965

2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXKEE658850, Meter Reads - 996 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID
1966 2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXHED659575, Meter Reads - 1,222 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Onboard Scale, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Williston, VT

1967 2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXTEE659249, Meter Reads - 1,248 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID


1968 2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXE659284, Meter Reads - 1,342 Miles
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Idaho Falls, ID

1969 2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXE657420, Meter Reads - 1,506 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Rear View Camera, 875/65R29 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Rochester, NY

1970 2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER
S/N - 1DW844KXJED659505, Meter Reads - 1,616 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Onboard Scale, Rear View Camera, 29.5R25 Tires.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Williston, VT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Meter Readings</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>2014 JOHN DEERE 844K-II WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>S/N - 1DW844KXCED658873</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 1,997</td>
<td>1,997</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Ride Control, Auto-Lube System, 29.5R-25 Tires. To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Salt Lake City, UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>2010 VOLVO L350F WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>S/N - 350F1325</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 6,425</td>
<td>6,425</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Ride Control, Auto Lube, Onboard Scale, Rear View Camera, 35/65R33 Tires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>2011 CAT 988H WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>S/N - CAT0988HCBXY04268</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 8,225</td>
<td>8,225</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, General Purpose Bucket, Joystick Steering, 35/65R33 Tires. To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hudsonville, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>2004 CAT 988G WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>S/N - BNH01163</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 33,657</td>
<td>33,657</td>
<td>Air Conditioner, Spade Nose Bucket, Joystick Steering, Rear View Camera, Auto-Lube System, 65/35-33 Tires. To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lebanon, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>CAT 988F WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 18,024</td>
<td></td>
<td>18,024</td>
<td>Cab, GP bucket, joystick steering, 35/65-33 tires. To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in New Hudson, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1991 CAT 988B WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td>S/N - 50W10878</td>
<td>Meter Reads - 12,495</td>
<td>12,495</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Spade Nose Bucket, 35-65 Tires. To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lebanon, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1978 **1991 CAT 992C WHEEL LOADER**
S/N - 49Z01948, Meter Reads - 37,234 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Spade Nose Bucket, 45/65-45 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cape Girardeau, MO*

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1979, 1980**

1979 **TORO T1400 UNDERGROUND LOADER**
S/N - No serial number found
Enclosed Cab, Heater, 117" General Purpose Bucket, Detroit Diesel Engine, 26.5R-25 Tires.
There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO*

---

1980 **UNDERGROUND LOADER**
S/N - No Serial Number Found
Enclosed Cab, 120" Wide Spade Nose Bucket, 26.5-25 Tires, The engine could not be started.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO*

---

1981 **INGERSOLL-RAND SCOOP**
S/N - 70332AJ, Meter Reads - 3,367 Hours
Open Operator Station, 97" Wide Scoop, 1200-20 Tires
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO*

---

1982 **1994 AM GENERAL M998 HUMVEE HMMWV**
S/N - 150830, Meter Reads - 27,429 Miles
6.2L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x4, 7,700 lb. GVWR, 2 Door, Soft Top, Cargo/Troop Carrier Body, Canvas Cargo Cover, Cargo Cover Bows, 36x12.50R16.5 Tires

---

1983 **2003 CAT 613C ELEVATING MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - CAT0613CT8LJ02626, Meter Reads - 5,714 Hours
Open Operator Station, Elevator, 23.5-25 Tires
1984 **1998 CAT 613C II ELEVATING MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - 8LJ01803, Meter Reads - 1,072 Hours
Open Operator Station, Elevator, 28.5-25 Tires

1985 **1992 JOHN DEERE 862B ELEVATING MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - T0862BX783162, Meter Reads - 12,199 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Elevator ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

1986 **CAT 623F ELEVATING MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - 6BK00075, Meter Reads - 1,605 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Elevator
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, TX*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 1987, 1988**

1987 **2012 CAT 621H MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - CAT0621HJDBK00127, Meter Reads - 2,899 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Cushion Hitch, 33.25R29 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $475
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $779

1988 **2011 CAT 621H MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - CAT0621HHDBK00104, Meter Reads - 3,426 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Cushion Hitch, 33.25R29 Tires
Powertrain Protection Begins At:
- 3 Month / 250 Hours - $499
- 6 Month / 500 Hours - $849

1989 **1977 CAT 631D MOTOR SCRAPER**
S/N - 24W1268, Meter Reads - 1,271 Hours
Open Operator Station, Cushion Hitch, Rear Push Block, 37.25-35 Tires
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Eckhart Mines, MD*
1990 1990 CAT 631E MOTOR SCRAPER
S/N - 1NB00723, Meter Reads - 14,038 Hours
Open Operator Station, Caterpillar 3408 Engine,
Cushion Hitch, Rear Push Block, 37.25Rx35 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Kansas City, MO

CHOICE OF 2 - 1994, 1995

1994 TEREX 417B PULL SCRAPER
S/N - 1710S00723
29.5-25 Tires.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX

1995 TEREX 417B PULL SCRAPER
S/N - 1710S00717
29.5-25 Tires ***Item offered as-is, where-is with
no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX

1996 2007 CAT 613C II WATER WAGON
S/N - 8LJ03372, Meter Reads - 2,939 Hours
AGM 5000 Gallon Tank, Water Cannon, Hydrant
Fill, Self Loader Capability, 4 rear spray heads, Side
Spray Heads, Hose Reel


1997 2007 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CH8LJ03285, Meter Reads - 4,008 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AGM Brand, 5 Spray
Heads, Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, 23.5-
25 Tires, Cat 3116 Engine
1998 2007 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CP8LJ03261, Meter Reads - 861 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AGM Brand, 5 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Worth, TX
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $325
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $559

1999 2007 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CM8LJ03366, Meter Reads - 3,192 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AGM Brand, 6 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Longview, TX

2000 2007 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CC8LJ03368, Meter Reads - 3,354 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, AGM Brand Water Wagon, 6 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Longview, TX

2001 2007 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - 8LJ03379, Meter Reads - 5,239 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Mega 5,000 Gallon Tank, 4 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Worth, TX


2002 2006 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CH8LJ03240, Meter Reads - 2,372 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 5 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Worth, TX
   Powertrain Protection Begins At:
   3 Month / 250 Hours - $399
   6 Month / 500 Hours - $689
2003 2006 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - CAT0613CCB02902, Meter Reads - 4,771 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, 5 Spray Heads,
Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Hydraulic
Driven Water Pump, 23.5-R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Temple, TX
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $579
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $975

2004 CAT 613C WATER WAGON
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 7,316 Hours
Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Mega 5,000 Gal.
Tank, 3 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hydraulic
Driven Water Pump, 23.5R25 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Longview, TX

2005 1979 CAT 631D WATER TRUCK
S/N - 24W2188
10,000 gallon Klein Water Tank ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

2006 2011 CAT 740 ARTICULATED WATER TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740HB1P06149, Meter Reads - 6,025 Hours
Air Conditioner, Rear Camera, 29.5R25 Tires, 8000 Gallon 2015 HEC HH8KS Tank, 5 Spray Heads,
Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Hydraulic
Driven Water Pump, In Cab Spray Controls.
  Powertrain Protection Begins At:
  3 Month / 250 Hours - $1,272
  6 Month / 500 Hours - $2,237

2007 2008 CAT 740 ARTICULATED WATER TRUCK
S/N - CAT00740TB1P03045, Meter Reads - 6,276 Hours
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2005 CAT 725 WATER TRUCK</td>
<td>CAT00725EB1L00274</td>
<td>9,158</td>
<td>Air Conditioner, Enclosed Cab, 7 Spray Heads, Water Cannon, Hydraulic Driven Water Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1995 CAT D25D WATER WAGON</td>
<td>1HK00523</td>
<td>9,879</td>
<td>Enclosed Cab, Air Conditioner, Cat 3306B Brand, 5000 Gal. Tank, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bessemer City, NC*
2014 **EUCLID 201TD WATER TRUCK**  
S/N - 62-E1-740, Meter Reads - 17,625 Hours  
Automatic Transmission, 70,000 lb. GVWR,  
Hydraulic Driven Water Pump, Spring Type Suspension. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenwood, MO*

---

2015 **KLEIN K450D DROP IN WATER TANK**
S/N - 7K48912  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

---

2016 **2015 INTERNATIONAL 4300 T/A WATER TRUCK**  
S/N - 3HAMMMMN2FL510019, Meter Reads - 1,985 Miles  
6.7L Cummins Engine, Eaton 6 Speed Transmission,  
Ledwell 2000 Gallon Water Tank, Front, Rear and Side Discharge, Hose Reel, Spring Suspension, 168" W/B, 11R22.5 Tires

---

2017 **2014 FREIGHTLINER 114SD T/A WATER TRUCK**  
S/N - 1FVHG3CY3EHFR2320, Meter Reads - 4,203 Miles  
Cummins ISL 8.9L diesel engine, Eaton Fuller  
8LL transmission, PTO, 5000, gal. water tank, front, side, rear discharge, water cannon, hose reel, double frame, 224" WB, beam suspension, 20,000 lb. front, 46,000 lb. rears, 425/65R22.5 front tires, 11R22.5 rear tires

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2018, 2019**

2018 **2014 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 T/A WATER TRUCK**  
S/N - 1FVACXDTOEHV6236, Meter Reads - 1,302 Miles  
6.7L Cummins, 6 Speed Transmission, PTO,  
Ledwell 2000 Gallon Water Tank, Front, Rear And Side Discharge, Hose Reel, Spring Suspension, 164" W/B, 11R22.5 Tires
2019 2014 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 S/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1FVACXDT6EHFR6949, Meter Reads - 3,973 Miles
6.7L Cummins, 6 Speed Transmission, PTO, Ledwell 2000 Gallon Water Tank, Front, Rear And Side Discharge, Hose Reel, Spring Suspension, 164 in WB, 11R22.5 Tires

CHOICE OF 2 - 2020, 2021

2020 2020 2013 KENWORTH T440 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - J360422, Meter Reads - 4,995 Miles
Paccar Pk-8 Engine, 9 Speed Transmission, United Truck 5000 Gallon Water Tank, Front, Rear And Side Discharge, Water Cannon, Beam Suspension, 210” W/B, 20,000 Lb Front Axles, 46,000 Lb Rear Axles, 425/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires

2021 2021 2013 KENWORTH T400 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1NKBLN0X7DJ346287, Meter Reads - 6,448 Miles
5,000 Gallon Capacity, Water Cannon, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Self Loading Water Pump, PTO Driven Water Pump, Air Ride Cab, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Paccar PX-8 300, 8.3L Engine, 300 Adv Horsepower, Eaton Fuller 8LL Manual Transmission, 66,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control

2022 2022 2013 KENWORTH T400 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1NKBLN0X7DJ361752, Meter Reads - 1,395 Hours
Paccar Px-8 Engine, 8 speed LL Transmission, United Truck 5000 Gallon Water Tank, Front, Rear And Side Discharge, Water Cannon, Beam Suspension, 210” WB, 20,000 lb. Front Axles, 46,000 lb Rear Axles, 425/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires
2023 2012 CAT CT660 WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT8CJ672186
Cat CT-13 Engine, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller
*LL Transmission, PTO, United 4000 Gallon Tank,
Front & Rear Spray Heads, Rear Spray Bar, Self
Loading Capability, Side Spray Head, Hose Reel,
Water Cannon, Beam Suspension, 208" WB,
385/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires

2024 2004 MACK CX613 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1M1AE06Y14N020320, Meter Reads -
314,281 Miles
Mack 335 H.P. Engine, Eaton Fuller 10 Speed
Transmission, PTO, 4000 Gallon Water Tank, Rear
and Side Discharge, Hose Reel, Spring Suspension,
11,680 lb Front Axle, 40,000 lb Rear Axles, 208"
W/B, 11R22.5 Tires

2025 1997 PETERBILT 378 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1XPFDT8X6VN436877, Meter Reads -
789,986 Miles
PTO Driven Water Pump, Air Ride Suspension,
Cat Diesel Engine, Rockwell 10-Speed Manual
Transmission, 46,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning,
Cruise Control
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Novi, MI

2026 1996 GMC 7000 T/A WATER TRUCK
S/N - 1GBM7H1J6TJ107088, Meter Reads - 6,237
Hours
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad
Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA

2027 AMERICAN GENERAL 6X6 WATER TRUCK
S/N - 52300188, Meter Reads - 29,406 Miles
**CHOICE OF 2 - 2028, 2029**

**2028**  
2014 FREIGHTLINER M2106 S/A WATER TRUCK  
S/N - 1FVACXT2EH6237, Meter Reads - 2,836 Miles  
2,000 Gallon Capacity, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, Self Loading Water Pump, PTO Driven Water Pump, Air Ride Cab, Spring Type Suspension, Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 200 Adv Horsepower, Eaton Fuller 6 Speed Manual Transmission, 33,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control.

**2029**  
2014 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 S/A WATER TRUCK  
S/N - 1FVACXT1EH6941, Meter Reads - 6,850 Miles  
Ledwell Tank Body, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, PTO Driven Water Pump, Spring Type Suspension, Cummins, ISB Diesel Engine, Eaton Fuller 6 Speed Transmission, 33,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2030, 2031**

**2030**  
1996 INTERNATIONAL IM8100 S/A WATER TRUCK  
S/N - 1HSHBAHR1TH272382, Meter Reads - 406,638 Miles  
Cummins M11, Spicer 9 Speed Manual Transmission, Air Conditioning, Hose Reel w/ Nozzle, PTO Driven Water Pump, Spring Type Suspension

**2031**  
1996 INTERNATIONAL 8100 S/A WATER TRUCK  
S/N - 1HSHBAHR8TH272377, Meter Reads - 313,949 Miles  
Cummins M11 Engine, 9 Speed Manual Transmission, 34,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Hose Reel, Self Loading PTO Driven Water Pump, Spring Type Suspension

---

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2032, 2033**

**2032**  
CAT 1693 ENGINE  
S/N - No serial number found

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>S/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2033</td>
<td>CAT 1693 ENGINE</td>
<td>65M470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2034</td>
<td>CAT 3406 ENGINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>CAT 3406 ENGINE</td>
<td>92U50162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2036</td>
<td>CAT 3306 ENGINE</td>
<td>69D1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2037</td>
<td>CAT 3306 ENGINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2038</td>
<td>CAT 3176 ENGINE</td>
<td>7LG15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2039</td>
<td>CAT 3126 ENGINE</td>
<td>5GG00193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seller Comment: Fire Damage, Arrangement Number 216-0850, Fits Cat 950G/962G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>CAT 3126 ENGINE</td>
<td>7AS61857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2041</td>
<td>CAT 3126 ENGINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2042 CAT 3116 ENGINE  
S/N - 2BK17024

2043 CAT 3408 ENGINE  
S/N - No serial number found

2044 CAT 3208 ENGINE  
S/N - 40S44347

2045 CAT D348 ENGINE  
S/N - 67K0061

2046 CAT D343 ENGINE  
S/N - 66M1163, Meter Reads - 0 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Xenia, OH

CHOICE OF 5 - 2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2051

2047 CAT SPADE NOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 962H - UNUSED  
S/N - G9H02794

2048 CAT SPADE NOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 962H - UNUSED

2049 CAT 117" SPADE NOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 962H - UNUSED  
S/N - G9H02780

2050 CAT 113" SPADE NOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 962H - UNUSED  
S/N - G9H02711
2051 CAT 114” SPADE NOSE BUCKET - FITS CAT 962H - UNUSED
S/N - G9H02429

2052 143” BUCKET - FITS CAT 988B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2053 CAT 114” BUCKET - FITS CAT 950H
S/N - ARN02074
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2054 106” BUCKET - FITS VOLVO L110G

2055 DGE 108” BUCKET - FITS IT38 - UNUSED

2056 CAT 102” BUCKET - FITS 930H

2057 CAT 100” MULTI-PURPOSE BUCKET - FITS 924G
S/N - 7KW01232
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL

2058 BUCKET - FITS CAT 904B
S/N - WGP003750

2059 FUSION COUPLER - FITS IT62H/G
S/N - M5G0064

2060 ROCKLAND 96” FORKS - FITS CAT 950H
S/N - R59821B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Equipment Description</th>
<th>S/N Details</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sale Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2061</td>
<td>72&quot; ROCKLAND FORKS - FITS CAT 950H</td>
<td>S/N - CFHD-50-72-96</td>
<td>Harrisburg, PA</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2062</td>
<td>FORKS- FITS CAT 928G/H</td>
<td>S/N - 008413074</td>
<td></td>
<td>60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2063</td>
<td>MATERIAL HANDLING ARM - FITS CAT IT WHEEL LOADER</td>
<td></td>
<td>Peoria, IL</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2064</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC BREAKER - FITS CAT 336</td>
<td>S/N - Serial number not legible</td>
<td>Colon, PAN</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2065</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC BREAKER - FITS CAT 336</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colon, PAN</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2066</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC BREAKER - FITS CAT 336</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colon, PAN</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2067</td>
<td>CAT 140D HYDRAULIC BREAKER - FITS CAT 336</td>
<td>S/N - BXB01408</td>
<td>Colon, PAN</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2068</td>
<td>HYDRAULIC BREAKER - FITS CAT 336</td>
<td>S/N - Serial number not legible</td>
<td>Colon, PAN</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Colon, PAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOICE OF 2 - 2069, 2070

2069 ROCKRAM 778 HYDRAULIC BREAKER
S/N - it
Fits Cat 320, 322, 325, 330 and Komatsu PC 200, 220, 230, 300 or similar size excavators.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2070 ROCKRAM 778 HYDRAULIC BREAKER
S/N - it
Fits Cat 320, 322, 325, 330 and Komatsu PC 200, 220, 230, 300 or similar size excavators.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2071 NPK E216 HYDRAULIC BREAKER
Fits Cat 330 size excavator.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

2072 HUGHES HYDRAULIC BREAKER
S/N - 6HE16971
Seller Comment: Fits Wain Roy style coupler
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL

2073 ARROWHEAD S230 HYDRAULIC BREAKER
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pittston, PA

2074 HD160DS HYDRAULIC BREAKER
S/N - BXF00392
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

2075 QB420VS HYDRAULIC BREAKER
S/N - 433
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA
324.0x810.0

**2076** CONCRETE PULVERIZER - FITS HITACHI 330/370
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Archer, FL

**2077** PEMBERTON CONCRETE PULVERIZER - FITS KOMATSU PC200
S/N - MDG20029731113
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Archer, FL

**2078** GENTEC VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR ATTACHMENT
Hydraulic Plate Compactor Fits Most Backhoe Loaders & Excavators Up To 100,000lbs

**2079** GENTEC VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR ATTACHMENT

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2080, 2081**

**2080** VACUWORX RC-10 PIPE HANDLER
S/N - RC10-301, Meter Reads - 526 Hours
10 Ton Pipe Lifter
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

**2081** VACUWORX RC-10 PIPE HANDLER - FITS EXCAVATOR
S/N - RC1000349, Meter Reads - 364 Hours
10 Ton Pipe Lifter
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2082, 2083**

**2082** ALLU DH 4-17 SCREENING BUCKET - FITS CAT 336
S/N - DH41712007
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeport, WV
2083 **ALLU DH3-17 SCREENER BUCKET - FITS EXCAVATOR**  
S/N - DH31712282  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bridgeport, WV*

2084 **GENTEC 72" DITCHING BUCKET - FITS CAT 320**  
S/N -

2085 **71" BUCKET - FITS CAT M318**  
S/N - MCN06097

2086 **LOT OF (1) CAT 60" BUCKET & (1) HYDRAULIC COUPLER - FITS CAT 374**  
S/N - 2B04924  
60" Bucket w/ Hydraulic Wedge Lock Coupler

2087 **ESCO 60" BUCKET - FITS KOMATSU PC450**  
S/N -

2088 **TACSA 60" HD BUCKET - FITS CAT 330 - UNUSED**  
S/N - BKT33060HDTAC

2089 **60" BUCKET - FITS CAT 225**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA*

2090 **EMAQ 54" HD BUCKET - FITS CAT 325D / 329D W/ "CB LINKAGE" - UNUSED**  
S/N - BKT325D54HDT

2091 **50" BUCKET - FITS CAT 304/305C**  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA*
2092 TACSA 60" BUCKET
S/N - 123456789

2093 CAT 48" BUCKET - FITS CAT 365B

2094 TACSA 48" HD BUCKET - FITS CAT 320 - UNUSED
S/N - BKT32048HDTAC

2095 42" BUCKET - FITS CAT 320
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2096 36" BUCKET - FITS CAT 330
S/N - U33036BU3720
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2097 CAT 36" BUCKET - FITS CAT 322
S/N - U32236BU3765
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2098 36" BUCKET - FITS CAT M318/M322
S/N - 7848301

2099 KENCO 36" SLAB CRAB BUCKET - FITS CAT 320
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2100 38" BUCKET - FITS CAT 320C
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2101 36" BUCKET - FITS CAT 312B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA
2102 CF 36" BUCKET

2103 32" TILT BUCKET
S/N - T14010266
303E/304E 32" Tilt Bucket

2104 CAT 30" BUCKET - FITS CAT 345
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2105 CAT 36" BUCKET - FITS CAT 312C
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2106 29" BUCKET - FITS CAT 324
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

2107 28" BUCKET - FITS CAT 320
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

2108 CAT 27" BUCKET - FITS CAT 325
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

2109 CAT 25" BUCKET
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX

2110 24" BUCKET W/ripper Tooth - FITS CAT 345
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2111 CAT 24" BUCKET - FITS CAT 324E / 329E
S/N - NBC07849
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2112</td>
<td>CF HD3 BUCKET</td>
<td>S/N - 1476739</td>
<td>M313 24&quot; Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2113</td>
<td>EMAQ 24&quot; BUCKET - FITS CAT 312 - UNUSED</td>
<td>S/N - BKT31224EM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114</td>
<td>24&quot; JAW BUCKET - FITS CAT 305C</td>
<td>S/N - 136527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2115</td>
<td>SEC 24&quot; BUCKET - FITS CAT 330D</td>
<td>S/N - OBL</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2116</td>
<td>24&quot; BUCKET</td>
<td>S/N - L1153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2117</td>
<td>CAT 21&quot; BUCKET - FITS CAT 320</td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2118</td>
<td>20&quot; BUCKET - FITS CAT 305E/305.5E</td>
<td>S/N - L5761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2119</td>
<td>CAT 12&quot; BUCKET - FITS CAT 303</td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mount Pleasant, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2120</td>
<td>EM 6&quot; BUCKET</td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hidalgo, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2121</td>
<td>EMAQ S-CAT315 BUCKET - FITS CAT 315 - UNUSED</td>
<td>S/N - MZ1309101839</td>
<td>36&quot; Width</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

335
2122 TEFRA QUICK COUPLER - FITS CAT 328  
S/N - 36448

2123 TEFRA QUICK COUPLER - FITS CAT 320/321  
S/N - 36525

2124 HYDRAULIC PG COUPLER - FITS CAT 315/316  
S/N - 36458

2125 ROCKLAND QUICK COUPLER - FITS CAT 311/314  
S/N - 60958

2126 CAT QUICK COUPLER  
Wain Roy Style Coupler Mount  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2127 FLECO 60” BUCKET - FITS CAT 330  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2128 LABOUNTY 46” GRAPPLE - FITS CAT 320  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2129 44” GRAPPLE - FITS CAT 320  
S/N - U320GPLGA125  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2130 44” GRAPPLE - FITS CAT 320  
S/N - U320GPLGA122  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2131 33” GRAPPLE - FITS CAT 312  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA
GRAPPLE
S/N - 512977-013

RIPPER - FITS CAT 345 - UNUSED
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

WB RIPPER SHANK - FITS CAT 330

RIPPER - FITS CAT 320 - UNUSED
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

CF FROST TOOTH - FITS EXCAVATOR
28"

HYDRAULIC THUMB - FITS CAT 311/314
S/N - 7081402

STIFF LINK THUMB - FITS CAT 311/312/314
S/N - MC-000000956

MANUAL THUMB - FITS CAT 304.5
S/N - MC-000001543

HYDRAULIC THUMB - FITS EXCAVATOR
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000lbs

HYDRAULIC THUMB - FITS EXCAVATOR
Seller comments: Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000 lbs
2142 GENTEC HT2650 MANUAL THUMB
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavator up to 50,000 lb.

CHOICE OF 2 - 2143, 2144

2143 GENTEC HT1035 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Hydraulic universal thumb that fits backhoe loaders and excavators from 10,000 to 20,000lbs

2144 GENTEC HT1035 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Hydraulic universal thumb that fits backhoe loaders and excavators from 10,000 to 20,000lbs

CHOICE OF 3 - 2145, 2146, 2147

2145 GENTEC MT2650 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000lbs

2146 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000lbs

2147 GENTEC MT2650 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000lbs

CHOICE OF 2 - 2148, 2149

2148 GENTEC MT830 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Excavator thumb that fits backhoe loaders & excavators from 6,000 to 10,000lbs
2149 GENTEC MT830 HYDRAULIC THUMB
Hydraulic Plate Compactor Fits Most Backhoe Loaders & Excavators Up To 100,000lbs

2150 ROCKLAND MANUAL THUMB
S/N - 6901704
Stiff Link Thumb ***Seller Comments: fits on machine that has a Coupler or 36”-42”HD Bucket
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pittston, PA

2151 MANUAL THUMB
Heavy duty universal thumb that fits excavators up to 50,000lbs

2152 COMBINED FUNCTION KIT - FITS CAT 336D
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in State College, PA

2153 HYDRAULIC BREAKER KIT - FITS CAT 330C
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

2154 HYDRAULIC LINES KIT - FITS CAT 319DL
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murrysville, PA

2155 HYDRAULIC HOSES - FITS CAT BACKHOE LOADER
Hydraulic hoses for extendable stick
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Harrisburg, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2156, 2157

2156 LOT OF (2) TRACK LINK ASSEMBLIES - FITS CAT 349F

2157 LOT OF (2) TRACK LINK ASSEMBLIES - FITS CAT 349F
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2158</td>
<td>Lot of (2) Track Link Assemblies - Fits Cat 320 - Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2159</td>
<td>Lot of (2) Track Link Assemblies - Fits Cat 330 - Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2160</td>
<td>Lot of (18) Single Flange Rollers - Fits Cat 330 - Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2161</td>
<td>Lot of (16) Single Flange Roller Groups - Fits Cat 320 - Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2162</td>
<td>Lot of (2) Idler Groups - Fits Cat 320 - Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2163</td>
<td>Lot of (2) Sprocket Rims - Fits Cat 320 - Unused</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2164       | Lot of (9) Pin Adaptors  
Fits Cat 320D, 320C, 323D, 315C, 315D, 312C, M318D, M316D, M315D, 320B |

**Choice of 4 - 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2165       | Lot of Parts - Fits Cat 992C  
Fits Cat 992C Wheel Loader  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA |
| 2166       | Lot of Parts - Fits Cat 992D  
Fits Cat 992D Wheel Loader  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA |
RECAP TIRE - FITS CAT 992
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF PARTS - FIT CAT 992
Fits Cat 992 Wheel Loader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -
2175 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2176 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2177 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2178 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

CHOICE OF 5 - 2179, 2180, 2181, 2182, 2183

2179 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2180 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2181 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2182 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -
LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

CHOICE OF 5 - 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

CHOICE OF 5 - 2189, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2193

LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -
2190 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2191 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2192 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

2193 LOT OF (2) SEAT GROUPS - FITS CAT 938H / IT38H
S/N -

CHOICE OF 4 - 2194, 2195, 2196, 2197

2194 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS CAT 938H/IT38H
S/N -

2195 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS CAT 938H/IT38H
S/N -

2196 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS CAT 938H/IT38H
S/N -

2197 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS CAT 938H/IT38H
S/N -
CHOICE OF 5 - 2198, 2199, 2200, 2201, 2202

2198 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

2199 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

2200 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

2201 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

2202 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP

CHOICE OF 4 - 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206

2203 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS MINEGEM 2.7
Underground Mine control W/ Command Control Joysticks

2204 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS MINEGEM 2.7
Underground Mine control W/ Command Control Joysticks

2205 LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS MINEGEM 2.7
Underground Mine control W/ Command Control Joysticks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2206</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) SEAT GROUP - FITS MINEGEM 2.7</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Underground Mine control W/ Command Control Joysticks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2207</strong></th>
<th><strong>CAT TORQUE CONVERTER - FITS CAT 988B</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S/N - FF001180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHOICE OF 3 - 2208, 2209, 2210**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2208</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) FINAL DRIVE WHEEL - FITS CAT 826C / 825C</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2209</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) FINAL DRIVE WHEEL - FITS CAT 826C / 825C</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2210</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) FINAL DRIVE WHEEL - FITS CAT 826C / 825C</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CHOICE OF 3 - 2211, 2212, 2213**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2211</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) WHEEL &amp; BRAKE GROUP - FITS CAT 834B / 836</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2212</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) WHEEL &amp; BRAKE GROUP - FITS CAT 834B / 836</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2213</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) WHEEL &amp; BRAKE GROUP - FITS CAT 834B / 836</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2214</strong></th>
<th><strong>LOT OF (1) WHEEL &amp; BRAKE GROUP</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fits Cat 988F, 836, 825G, 834B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2215 TRANSMISSION - FITS CAT 988G
S/N - 2MA01970

CHOICE OF 5 - 2216, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2220

2216 LOT OF DRIVETRAIN PARTS - FITS CAT 988B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2217 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 988B
Fits Cat 988B Wheel Loader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2218 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 988B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2219 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 988
Fits Cat 988 Wheel Loader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2220 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 988B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2221 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 950G
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2222 LOT OF (4) 29.5R25 TIRES W/WHEELS - FITS CAT 980H / 980G

2223 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 980
Fits Cat 980 Wheel Loader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
2224 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 966
Fits Cat 966 Wheel Loader
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2225, 2226
2225 LOT OF (2) 23.5-25 TIRES W/WHEELS - FITS CATERPILLAR 966
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2226 LOT OF TIRES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Peoria, IL

CHOICE OF 2 - 2227, 2228
2227 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 637G
Fits Cat 637G Motor Scraper
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2228 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 637
Fits Cat 637 Motor Scraper
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2229 LOT OF (2) DRAGLINE BUCKET SPREADER BARS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
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2301 2011 GENIE GL10 MATERIAL HOIST
S/N - GL11-65379
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Indian Trail, NC

2302 2013 GENIE SLC 12 MATERIAL HOIST
S/N - SLC13-58632, Meter Reads - 500 Hours

CHOICE OF 3 - 2303, 2304, 2305

2303 2011 GENIE SLC-24 MATERIAL HOIST
S/N - SLC11-50982
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Durham, NC

2304 2011 GENIE SLC-24 MATERIAL HOIST
S/N - SLC11-51403
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Charlotte, NC

2305 2011 GENIE SLC-24 MATERIAL HOIST
S/N - SLC11-50983
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Durham, NC

2306 BIG JOE PDS30 PALLET JACK
S/N - S2310251
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Daytona Beach, FL

2307 MITSUBISHI PMW30N PALLET JACK
S/N - 90193367, Meter Reads - 814 Hours
8.5" Max Lift Height, 48" Forks
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL
2308 1998 CROWN PW3520-60 PALLET JACK
S/N - 6A160128
6000 lbs. Max. Weight Capacity, 48" Forks
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

CHOICE OF 2 - 2309, 2310

2309 MBW GPR78 VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR
S/N - 7800080
Walk Behind, Gasoline Powered ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2310 MBW GPR78 VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR
S/N - 7800019
Walk Behind, Gasoline Powered

2311 STONE SFP3000 VIBRATORY PLATE COMPACTOR ATTACHMENT
S/N - 232008047

CHOICE OF 2 - 2312, 2313

2312 GENTEC 19" ASPHALT CUTTER
Fits Backhoe Loaders, Excavators & Wheel Loaders

2313 GENTEC 19" ASPHALT CUTTER
Fits Backhoe Loaders, Excavators, and Wheel Loaders

CHOICE OF 2 - 2314, 2315

2314 HUSTLER 1500 MOWER
S/N - CNV, Meter Reads - 1,612 Hours
Vanguard 18 hp gas engine, (3) 22" reels
2315 HUSTLER 7500 MOWER
S/N - 10110281
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2316 DITCH WITCH RT16 WALK BEHIND TRENCHER
S/N - CMWRT16XCD0000620, Meter Reads - 168 Hours
Walk Behind, Vanguard -, 16 HP Engine, 36" Trencher Bar

2317 DITCH WITCH RT16 WALK BEHIND TRENCHER
S/N - CMWRT16XCD0000621, Meter Reads - 150 Hours
Walk Behind, Vanguard -, 16 H.P. Engine, 48" Trencher Bar

2318 DITCH WITCH RT16 WALK BEHIND TRENCHER
S/N - CMWRT16XJD0000477, Meter Reads - 350 Hours
Walk Behind, Vanguard 16hp Engine, 48" Trencher Bar

2319 GROUND HOG T-4 TRENCHER
S/N - GC026752159
Walk Behind, 6-12" cutting depth, Operator Propelled, 3"W Chain

2320 1997 VERMEER V4150A TRENCHER
S/N - 1VRP082R5W1000653, Meter Reads - 1,168 Hours
Ride-On, 4WD, Duetz Engine, 72" Trencher Bar, 64" Blade, Angle Blade

2321 1997 VERMEER D24X40A DIRECTIONAL DRILL
S/N - 1VRS1607BV1000112, Meter Reads - 2,125 Hours
Cummins Engine, 2 Drill Rods
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **2322** | **2007 ASV SCOUT UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - CFA00200, Meter Reads - 313 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pembroke, GA* |
| **2323** | **KAWASAKI MULE UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - 506898  
Canopy, 2 Passenger, 4x4, Manual Dump Bed |
| **Choice of 6 - 2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2328, 2329** |
| **2324** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - AP180041, Meter Reads - 3,129 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Huntington, WV* |
| **2325** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - LF183758, Meter Reads - 4,555 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Crab Orchard, WV* |
| **2326** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - LF183759, Meter Reads - 4,615 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ashland, KY* |
| **2327** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - LF183760, Meter Reads - 5,475 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ashland, KY* |
| **2328** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - RX1136-223759, Meter Reads - 1,757 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lexington, KY* |
| **2329** | **INGERSOLL-RAND XRT1500 UTILITY VEHICLE**  
S/N - RX1136-235963, Meter Reads - 1,571 Hours  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Owensboro, KY* |
2330 2007 CUB CADET 37AJ466D710 4X4 UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - 1L067G40002, Meter Reads - 1,732 Hours
Open Operator Station, 2 Passenger, Diesel Engine, 4x4, Manual Dump Bed
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Union City, GA*

2331 CLUB CAR CARRYALL UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - OBL

2332 JOHN DEERE XUV550 S4
S/N - MOKT033004600
4WD

2333 2014 POLARIS RANGER 500 EFI UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - 4XAWH57A7EE800455, Meter Reads - 750 Hours
4 Passenger, Gasoline Engine, 4x4, Manual Dump Bed

2334 2013 POLARIS RANGER 500 EFI UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - 4XAWH50AXDE212722, Meter Reads - 2,000 Hours
Canopy, 4 Passenger, Gasoline Engine, 4x4, Manual Dump Bed

2335 2013 POLARIS RANGER 500 EFI UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - 4XAWH50A6DE215424, Meter Reads - 2,000 Hours
4WD, (4) Passenger, Manual Tilt Bed

2336 2013 POLARIS RANGER 500 EFI UTILITY VEHICLE
S/N - 4XARH50A9DE215723, Meter Reads - 1,200 Hours
2337 2013 POLARIS RANGER 500 EFI UTILITY VEHICLE  
S/N - 4XARH50A6DE217350, Meter Reads - 800 Hours  
4WD, 2 passenger, Gas Engine, Manual Tilt Bed

2338 2009 FORD RANGER XLT  
S/N - 1FTYR10D49PA43097, Meter Reads - 217,360 Miles  
2.3L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 6' Box, Aluminum Tool Box, Back Rack, 116" W/B, 225/75R15 Tires

2339 2006 FORD RANGER XLT  
S/N - 1FTYR10U06PA23652, Meter Reads - 168,440 Miles

2340 2012 FORD F-150 CREW CAB  
S/N - 1FTFW1CF9CFA45485, Meter Reads - 105,166 Miles  
Ford 5.0L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 7,100 lb GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver

2341 2012 FORD F-150 XLT CREW CAB  
S/N - 1FTFW1CF0CFA45486, Meter Reads - 93,365 Miles  
Ford 5.0L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver.

2342 2012 CHEVROLET SILVERADO C1500 LT CREW CAB  
S/N - 3GCPCEA7CG125077, Meter Reads - 111,658 Miles  
GM 4.8L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 6800 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver.
2343 2011 DODGE RAM 1500 4X4 CREW CAB
S/N - 1D7RV1GP5BS510391, Meter Reads - 101,339 Miles
4.7L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 6,700 lb. GVWR, Quad Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver

2344 2009 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 4X4 CREW CAB
S/N - 3GCEK13329G224438, Meter Reads - 140,760 Miles
4WD
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in McIntyre, GA

2345 2009 GMC 1500
S/N - 3GTEC13C99G232792, Meter Reads - 239,651 Miles
4.8L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, 6' Box, 245/70R17 Tires

2346 2008 DODGE RAM 1500 BIG HORN EDITION CREW CAB
S/N - 1D7HA18N68S563355, Meter Reads - 242,346 Miles
Dodge Gasoline 4.7L Engine, Automatic Transmission, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

2347 2007 DODGE RAM 1500 CREW CAB
S/N - 1D7HA18P17S188264
Dodge Gasoline, 4.7L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 6,700 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi Function Steering Wheel, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver. The engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

2348 2007 CHEVROLET SILVERADO K1500 4X4 EXTENDED CAB
S/N - 1GCEK19037E510512, Meter Reads - 223,625 Miles
4.8L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 6' Box, 265/70R17 Tires
2349 2006 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 Z71 4X4 CREW CAB  
S/N - 2GCEK13T061149856, Meter Reads - 252,281 Miles  
Z71, 4WD  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in McIntyre, GA

2350 2006 DODGE RAM 1500 CREW CAB  
S/N - 1D7HA18N46J211569  
Dodge, Gasoline, 4.7L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 2WD, 6,700 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi Function Steering Wheel, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver, Seller comments: The engine is bad and could not be started.  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

2351 2006 FORD F150  
S/N - 1FTPW14V76FB53991, Meter Reads - 204,460 Miles  
5.4L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 5' box, Bed Liner, 275/65R18 tires

2352 2006 GMC SIERRA 1500 Z71 4X4 CREW CAB  
S/N - 2GTEK13Z261272238, Meter Reads - 250,279 Miles  
GM Gasoline, 5.3L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 7,000 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Off-Road Package, Air Conditioner

2353 2006 DODGE RAM 1500  
S/N - 1D7HA16NXJ200093, Meter Reads - 315,963 Miles  
Dodge 4.7L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 6,600 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Power Windows, Hitch Receiver  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

2354 2005 FORD F-150 XLT CREW CAB  
S/N - 1FTPW125X5KC00679, Meter Reads - 187,633 Miles  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Odessa, FL
2355  2003 CHEVROLET C1500 EXTENDED CAB
S/N - 2GCEC19X531370176, Meter Reads - 146,315 Miles
GM 4.3L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 6200 lb. GVWR, Extended Cab, Air Conditioner.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in San Antonio, TX

2356  1999 DODGE RAM 1500 4X4
S/N - 1B7HF16Z3XS280802
Dodge Gasoline, Automatic Transmission, 4x4, 6,400 lb. GVWR. The engine could not be started.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

2357  2008 DODGE RAM 2500 CREW CAB
S/N - 3D7KR28D78G243108, Meter Reads - 231,794 Miles
Dodge 5.7L Hemi Engine, Automatic Transmission, 8,800 lb GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Hitch Receiver
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ft. Meyers, FL

2358  2012 FORD F-250 XL SUPER DUTY CREW CAB
S/N - 1FT7W2A63CEA44786, Meter Reads - 121,507 Miles
Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 10,000 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver

2359  1997 FORD F-250
S/N - 3FTHF25FXVMA57210, Meter Reads - 160,517 Miles
International Power Stroke, Diesel, 7.3L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 8,600 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioner, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver

2360  2006 GMC SIERRA 2500HD SLT 4X4 CREW CAB
S/N - 1GTHK23216F110535, Meter Reads - 257,525 Miles
4WD, Diesel
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in McIntyre, GA
2361 1995 GMC 2500
S/N - 1GTGC24F8SE529752, Meter Reads - 207,574 Miles
GM 8 Cylinder Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission. The batteries are charged, the engine would not crank.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Auburn Hills, MI

2362 1993 FORD F-250 XL
S/N - 1FTHF25M5PNA83799
Power Stroke 7.3L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 8,600 lb GVWR
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Auburn Hills, MI

2363 2013 FORD E-350 ECONOLINE CARGO VAN
S/N - 1FTSE3ES1CDA43345, Meter Reads - 82,652 Miles

2364 2012 FORD E-350 SUPER DUTY CARGO VAN
S/N - 1FTSE3E9CDA08780, Meter Reads - 50,762 Miles
Ford V10 6.8L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, Tilt Steering Wheel, 140" Wheel Base, Spring Suspension

2365 2011 FORD ECONOLINE E-350 SUPER DUTY VAN
S/N - 1FTSE3EL9BDB31082, Meter Reads - 103,209 Miles
Ford 5.4L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 2 Person Capacity, Spring Suspension, 245/75R16 Tires

2366 2011 FORD ECONOLINE E-350 SUPER DUTY
S/N - 1FTSS3ES2BDA60596, Meter Reads - 63,070 Miles
Ford Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 2 Person Capacity
2367  2009 FORD F-350 LARIAT SUPER DUTY CREW CAB  
S/N - 1FTWW31R89EA32010, Meter Reads - 221,727 Miles  
Power Stroke 6.4L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 11,500 lb. GVWR, Crew Cab, Air Conditioner, Multi Function Steering Wheel, Cruise Control, Hitch Receiver

2368  2008 FORD F-350 XL SUPER DUTY  
S/N - 1FTWF30R88EA08340, Meter Reads - 130,749 Miles  
S/A, 6.4L Power Stroke Diesel, 8' Bed, Lift G4, 500 Fronts, 6,262 Rears, 265/70 Tires

2369  2007 FORD F-350 CAB & CHASSIS  
S/N - 1FDWF36537EB21563  
Ford 5.4L Gasoline Engine, 6 Speed Manual Transmission, 4x2, 13,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioner. The engine could not be started.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jamestown, NC

2370  2005 GMC SIERRA 3500HD UTILITY TRUCK  
S/N - 1GDJC33U15F904841, Meter Reads - 294,695 Miles

2371  2002 FORD F350 CREW CAB  
S/N - 1FDWW37F72EC43777, Meter Reads - 225,000 Miles  
7.3L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 9' Flat Bed, Gooseneck Hitch, LT235/85R16 Tires

2372  1997 FORD F350 S/A FLATBED TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDKF37H4VEA00352, Meter Reads - 215,639 Miles  
Stake Body, Removable Stake Sides, Spring Type Suspension, Dual Fuel Tanks, 5.8L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 11000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Broadview Heights, OH
2373 1993 FORD F-350 FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1FDKF37G6PNA46338
Ford 7.5L Gasoline Engine, 4 Speed Manual Transmission, 11,000 lb. GVWR. This item has fire damage, is missing components and is not complete or operational. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

2374 2006 GMC C5500 CAB & CHASSIS
S/N - 1GDE5E1256F403364, Meter Reads - 193,843 Miles
6.6L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 2WD, Spring Suspension, 196" W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires

2375 2006 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1FDAF56P96EA69829
International Powerstroke, 6.0L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 19,000 lb. GVWR, Stake Body, Spring Type Suspension, Air Conditioning. The key is missing and the engine could not be started. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Van Nuys, CA

2376 2004 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY CAB & CHASSIS
S/N - 1FDAW56P14EC24080, Meter Reads - 261,317 Miles
6.0L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, Spring Suspension, 204" W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires

2377 2011 FORD E-250 CARGO VAN
S/N - 1FTNE2EL6BDA60592, Meter Reads - 130,399 Miles

2378 2000 DODGE RAM 1500
S/N - 2B7HB1X6YK154852, Meter Reads - 51,738 Miles
2 Person Capacity, v6-, 3.9L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 128" Wheel Base, Spring Suspension, 235/75R15 Tires
2379 2005 GMC YUKON DENALI XL
S/N - 1GKFK66U55J149074, Meter Reads - 194,682 Miles
6.0L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, AWD, Navigation, DVD Player, Sunroof, Hitch

2380 2005 MOOMBA MOBIUS LS SKI/WAKEBOARD
S/N - 5A7BB21105T001330 / US-1SRM0081K405, Meter Reads - 194 Hours
20' 8" Overall Length, Indmar 5.7L Engine, 325 Horsepower, Inboard, Direct Drive, Fuel Injection, Side Mounted Console, Bench Seats, Bucket Seats, Windscreen, Hydraulic Trim Tabs, Stereo, Storage Compartments, S/A Trailer, Surge Brakes.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Senoia, GA

Choice of 5 - 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385

2381 2012 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDBF3E69CEA45012, Meter Reads - 109,184 Miles
Ford Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, 3G3HHL Air Compressor, Spring Type Suspension, 9,800 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control

2382 2012 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDBF3E67CEA45011, Meter Reads - 124,554 Miles

2383 2012 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDBF3E65CEA45010, Meter Reads - 127,300 Miles
6.2L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, Spring Type Suspension, 9,800 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, Tilt Steering Wheel
2384 2012 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDRF3E67CEA12766, Meter Reads - 119,290 Miles
6.2L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, 10' Body, 142' W/B, 245/65R18 Tires

2385 2012 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDBF3E66CEA45016, Meter Reads - 95,540 Miles
6.2L Gas, Automatic Transmission, 10' Utility Body, 142' W/B, 245/75R1

2386 2011 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDRF3E69BEB25553, Meter Reads - 133,346 Miles
6.2L Gas Engine, Automatic Transmission, 10' KUV body, 142' W/B, 245/75R17 Tires

2387 2006 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK
S/N - 1FDSF34P06EB49970, Meter Reads - 113,416 Miles
6.0L Diesel, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, 10' Knapheide Roll Top Body, 142' W/B, 275/65R18 Tires

2388 2012 FORD F-450 SUPER DUTY SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDUF4GT3CEA59070, Meter Reads - 119,040 Miles
6.7L Diesel, Automatic Transmission, 2WD, 12' Utility Body, 168'. W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires

2389 2011 FORD F550 XL SUPER DUTY 4X4 T/A SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDUF5HT9BEB32610, Meter Reads - 99,285 Miles
6.7L Diesel, Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 12' KUV body, Gas Powered Air Compressor, (1) Reel, 166' W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires
2390 2011 FORD F350 S/A UTILITY TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDBF3E67BEC22073

2391 1999 FORD F-350 XL BUCKET TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDWF36S2XED33649, Meter Reads - 107,773 Miles

2392 2011 FORD F-350 SUPER DUTY UTILITY TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDBF3E67BEC22073, Meter Reads - 88,633 Miles  
6.2L Gasoline Engine, Automatic Transmission, Spring Type Suspension, 10,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, Tilt Steering Wheel

2393 2012 FORD F-350 S/A SERVICE TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDBF3E62CEA45014

2394 2011 FORD F-350 S/A SERVICE TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDRF3ET9BEA52402, Meter Reads - 91,351 Miles

2395 2012 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY 4X4 SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE  
S/N - 1FDUF5HT7CEA58993, Meter Reads - 101,482 Miles  
Automatic Transmission, 4WD, 19,500 lb. GVWR, Service Crane, Spring Type Suspension, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, Tilt Steering Wheel

CHOICE OF 3 - 2396, 2397, 2398

2396 2011 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY S/A SERVICE TRUCK  
S/N - 1FDUF5GT9BEB25531, Meter Reads - 126,436 Miles  
Power Stroke, 6.7L Engine, Automatic Transmission, Spring Type Suspension, 19,500 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
2397 2011 FORD F-550 S/A SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDUF5GT2BEB25533, Meter Reads - 136,647 Miles
Power Stroke 6.7L Engine, Automatic Transmission, 19,500 lb GVWR, Spring Type Suspension, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, 2 Product Tanks, 2 Hose Reels

2398 2011 FORD F-550 SUPER DUTY SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDUF5GT0BEB25532, Meter Reads - 96,421 Miles
6.7L Diesel, Automatic Transmission, 4x2, PTO, 12 ft, Utility Body, (2) Product Tanks, (2) Product Reels, 166 in W/B, 225/70R19.5

2399 2001 FORD F550 XL SUPER DUTY 4X4 SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1FDAF57F61EC60199, Meter Reads - 273,067 Miles
7.3L Diesel Engine, 5 Speed Manual Transmission, 4WD, PTO, IMT Service Body DOM 1-11, IMT 3820 Crane, Lincoln Electric Ranger 8 Welder, IMT Hydraulic Air Compressor, (2) Product Tanks, Manual Outriggers, Spring Suspension, 168” W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2400 1999 FORD F550 SUPER DUTY S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 1FDAF57F1XEB40917
7.3L Diesel engine, 6 speed transmission, 4WD, 12’ Service Body, Crane, (2) Product Tanks, (4) Reels, Spring Suspension, 166” W/B, 225/70R19.5 Tires

CHOICE OF 4 - 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404

2401 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 5PVNV8JV494S51299, Meter Reads - 92,205 Miles
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188” W/B, 11R22.5 tires
2402 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE  
S/N - 5PVNV8JMX94S50164, Meter Reads - 103,666 Miles  
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Miller Bobcat 250 Welder, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188* W/B, 11R22.5 tires

2403 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE  
S/N - 5PVNV8JM694S50159, Meter Reads - 52,952 Miles  
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Miller Bobcat 250 Welder, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188* W/B, 11R22.5 tires

2404 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK  
S/N - 5PVNV8JM094S50156, Meter Reads - 117,661 Miles  
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Miller Bobcat 250 Welder, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188* W/B, 11R22.5 tires

CHOICE OF 4 - 2405, 2406, 2407, 2408

2405 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK  
S/N - 5PVNV8JM294S50160, Meter Reads - 106,595 Miles  
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Miller Bobcat 250 Welder, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188* W/B, 11R22.5 tires

2406 2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE  
S/N - 5PVNV8JM794S50154, Meter Reads - 100,648 Miles  
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188* W/B, 11R22.5 tires
2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 5PVNV8JM894S50163, Meter Reads - 84,510 Miles
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188” W/B, 11R22.5 tires

2009 HINO 338 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 5PVNV8JM494S50158, Meter Reads - 60,733 Miles
Hino J08E-TW, 7.6L Engine, 6 Speed, Manual Transmission, American Eagle SRS-40 Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Miller Bobcat 250 Welder, Service Crane, Air Ride Suspension, 188” W/B, 11R22.5 tires

2007 INTERNATIONAL 4300 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 1HTMMMAALX7H443503, Meter Reads - 85,038 Miles
Atlas Copco Hydraulic Driven Air Compressor, Service Crane, Spring Type Suspension, International DT466 Diesel Engine, 25,999 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, Heated Mirrors, Dual High Back Seats, Tilt Steering Wheel

2007 INTERNATIONAL 4300 S/A SERVICE TRUCK
S/N - 1HTMMMAAL77H442292
11’ Auto Crane w/ Welder’s Deck, 8406H Crane, Atlas Copc LE55 Compressor, Bobcat 250 Welder

2002 FREIGHTLINER FL-60 S/A SERVICE TRUCK W/ CRANE
S/N - 1FVABPAL32HJ25485, Meter Reads - 306,252 Miles
PTO Driven Air Compressor, Service Crane, Spring Type Suspension, Cat 3126, 7.2L Engine, 246 Adv Horsepower, 6 Speed Manual Transmission, 25,500 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
2412 2009 INTERNATIONAL 4400 CAB
S/N - 1HTMKAAM89H145582, Meter Reads - 1,550 Hours

2413 1991 INTERNATIONAL 2674 CAB & CHASSIS
S/N - 1HTGLGJT4MH321122
Cummins Engine, Manual Transmission, Spring Type Suspension. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned. ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ottawa, KS

2414 2005 NISSAN 1800CS S/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - JNAMC50H85AL50055, Meter Reads - 171,031 Miles
Spring Type Suspension, J05D-TA, 289L Engine, 175 Adv Horsepower, Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, Power Windows, Dual High Back Seats
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Round Rock, TX

2415 2004 ISUZU NPR S/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - JALB4B14147003723, Meter Reads - 165,397 Miles
S/A, Isuzu 290 CID Turbo Diesel Engine, 175 Adv Horsepower, Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, Dual High Back Seats, Tilt and Telescopic Steering Wheel, Spring Type Suspension
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL

2416 2001 GMC C3500HD FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 3GDKC34F21M110056, Meter Reads - 182,461 Miles
Stake Body, Spring Type Suspension, V-8 Diesel Engine, 15,000 lb. GVWR
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Salem, OR

2417 2001 DODGE 3500 FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 3B6MF36581M501578, Meter Reads - 238,752 Miles
1988 FORD F-800 T/A BUCKET TRUCK
S/N - 1FDXF82K5JVA52587, Meter Reads - 60,381 Miles

1985 INTERNATIONAL 4700 S/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1HTZVJMT7FHA35976, Meter Reads - 139,790 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

1997 CHEVROLET C6500 S/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1GBJ6H1J5VJ106913, Meter Reads - 200,274 Miles
Cat 6.6L Diesel Engine, Automatic Transmission, Flatbed, 5th Wheel Ball, Spring Suspension, 8,100 lb. Front Axle, 17,850 lb. Rear Axle, 245/70R19.5 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Jacksonville, FL

2007 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1HTWYAHT97J439714, Meter Reads - 243,599 Miles
Beam Type Suspension, Cummins Diesel Engine, Eaton Fuller 8 Speed Manual Transmission, 66,000 ib. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tacoma, WA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2422, 2423

2005 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1HTWYAHT45J165089
Eaton Fuller 8 Speed Manual Transmission, 66,000 lb GVWR, Stake Body, Steerable Air Lift Pusher Axle, Beam Type Suspension, Double Frame, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control,
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Flushing, NY
2423 2005 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1HTWYAHT85J164995
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Pierce, FL

2424 INTERNATIONAL 4700 MUD MIXING SYSTEM
S/N - 1HTSCPLM2PH519704, Meter Reads - 229,402 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2425 1993 FORD F7000 ATTENUATOR TRUCK
S/N - 1FDWH70C8PVA40499, Meter Reads - 111,131 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA

2426 1998 FORD F800 ATTENUATOR TRUCK
S/N - 1FDXF80C8WVA20042, Meter Reads - 93,607 Miles
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Savannah, GA

2427 1989 BMY M936A2 6X6 T/A WRECKER
S/N - NLOY5Q3600400, Meter Reads - 12,501 Miles

2428 2005 INTERNATIONAL 7600SBA6X4 TRI/A KNUCKLE BOOM TRUCK
S/N - 1HTWYAHT15J164983, Meter Reads - 218,927 Miles
PM 34026 Knuckle Boom, S/N GA420682
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Albany, NY

2429 2001 VOLVO WG64 T/A KNUCKLE BOOM TRUCK
S/N - 4V5JC8GG21N309082, Meter Reads - 40,274 Miles
Volvo, VED12C-385, 12.1L Engine, 385 Adv Horsepower, Eaton Fuller, 8LL Speed, Manual Transmission, Air Conditioning, 75' 2" max lift height, 2001 PMHIAB 250-3 Articulating Boom, Flatbed, Spring Type Suspension, Double Frame, Air Ride Drivers Seat
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Lakewood, NJ
2430 1986 FORD F8000 T/A STRAIGHT BOOM TRUCK
S/N - 1FDYU80U4GVA06191, Meter Reads - 275,671 Miles

2431 1985 CHEVROLET 6500 HYDRAULIC TRUCK CRANE
S/N - 1GBS7D4Y6FV105976
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2432 1997 INTERNATIONAL 4900 S/A FLATBED TRUCK
S/N - 1HTSDAA3NH467812, Meter Reads - 373,624 Miles
Spring Type Suspension, Dual Fuel Tanks, International 466T Engine, Eaton Fuller 6 Speed Manual Transmission, 28,000 lb GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control, Air Ride Drivers Seat. Seller states bed was custom built to haul sheets of glass.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Miami, FL

2433 2005 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A FLATBED TRUCK W/CLEASBY FBR-6-41 ROOFING CONVEYOR
S/N - 1HTWYAHT75J164986, Meter Reads - 194,621 Miles
International ISM 10.8L Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller Manual Transmission, Beam Type Suspension, Double Frame, Air Conditioning ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tumwater, WA

2434 PALFINGER PW 380 ARTICULATING BOOM ON 2006 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A TRUCK
S/N - 1HTWYAHT06J325390
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ypsalanti, MI
2435 IMT 24562 ARTICULATING BOOM ON 2003 STERLING LT9500 TRI/A TRUCK
S/N - 2FZHAZAS63AK83200, Meter Reads - 221,150 Miles
Cat C-12 12L Diesel Engine, Eaton Fuller RTO-8LL Manual Transmission, Air Conditioning, IMT 24562 Telescopic Articulating Boom, 5,000 lb. Lift Capacity, Flatbed, Spring Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Double Frame, 83,640 lb. GVWR, Air Ride Drivers Seat
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Reno, NV

2436 PM WB 52' ARTICULATING BOOM ON 2003 VOLVO VHD TRI/A TRUCK
S/N - 4V5KC9GF73N338839, Meter Reads - 348,768 Miles
Volvo VE D12 12.1L Engine, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller 8LL Transmission, PTO, PM WD52 Telescopic Articulating Boom, 6,500 lb. Capacity, Stabilizers, Flatbed Body, Airlift Tag Axle, 263' WB, Double Frame, Spring Suspension, 20,000 lb. Front, 46,000 lb. Rears, 425/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires, 275/70R22.5 Tag Axle Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Eugene, OR

2437 HIAB 235K ARTICULATING BOOM ON 2003 VOLVO VHD TRI/A TRUCK
S/N - 4V5KC9GG63N344026, Meter Reads - 235,006 Miles
Tri/A, Volvo D12 12L Engine, Eaton Fuller 8LL Transmission, PTO, Hiab 235K 6,000 lb. Articulating Boom, Flatbed Body, Airlift Tag Axle, Double Frame, 18,740 lb. Front, 40,000 lb. Rears, 385/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires, 215/75R17.5 Tag Axle Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Raleigh, NC

2438 2003 FREIGHTLINER FL112 T/A FLATBED TRUCK W/ROOFING CONVEYOR
S/N - 1FVHBGCCV23HM00374
Mercedes-Benz Diesel Engine, Eaton Fuller Manual Transmission, 66,000 lb. GVWR, Spring Type Suspension, Tilt Steering Wheel, Aluminum Fuel Tank, The engine could not be started.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tumwater, WA
2439 1995 FORD LTA9000 T/A TRUCK W/ CLEASBY CONVEYOR
S/N - 1FTYY95U7SVA26578, Meter Reads - 113,559 Miles
T/A, Cummins N14-350E 14L Engine, Eaton Fuller 9 Speed Transmission, PTO, FBR-6-36 Conveyor, 1,000 lb. Capacity, Stabilizers, Flatbed Body, 229" WB, Spring Suspension, 12,000 lb. Front, 36,000 Rear, 11R22.5 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sacramento, CA

2440 1995 WHITE/GMC WG T/A FLATBED TRUCK W/ROOFING CONVEYOR
S/N - 4V2JCBBEXSR833767
T/A Cat L6 10.5L Engine, Eaton Fuller 8 Speed Transmission, PTO, FBP-6-41 Conveyor, Flatbed Body, 272" WB, Spring Suspension
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ferndale, MI

2441 CLEASBY NORTH-6000 ROOFING CONVEYOR
S/N - CL080546522-4
Hydraulic Raise, Channel Frame
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Fort Collins, CO

2442 2008 AMERICAN LAFRANCE LCO68042SB SWEEPER TRUCK
S/N - 5SXAMDTX8RZ30100, Meter Reads - 4,954 Hours
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncks Corner, SC

2443 2013 CAT CT660S T/A ROLLBACK TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTJT2DJ308008, Meter Reads - 79,597 Miles
Cat CT11, 10.5L Engine, 390 Adv Horsepower, Automatic Transmission, 66,000 lb. GVWR, Air Ride Cab, Spring Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Double Frame, Tarp System, Air Conditioning, 11R22.5 Tires
2444 2000 KENWORTH W900 TRI/AIDS MIXER TRUCK
S/N - 1NKWL00X0YJ841318, Meter Reads - 264,373 Miles
11 yd. Capacity, Air Ride Cab, Air Lift Pusher Axle, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes,
Cummins ISM Engine, 305 Adv. Horsepower,
Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller Manual Transmission,
66,000 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Boulder, CO

2445 1999 INTERNATIONAL PAYSTAR 5000 TRI/AIDS MIXER TRUCK
S/N - 1HTTGAHT7XJ002980, Meter Reads - 198,648 Miles
Tri/A, McNeilus 10.5 yd. Capacity, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Double Frame,
Cummins Diesel Engine, Eaton Fuller 9 Speed Manual Transmission, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Maumelle, AR

2446 2007 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK
S/N - 1NPALF0X37N667775, Meter Reads - 133,792 Miles
C11 Cat Engine, Allison Automatic, Schwing STM 10.5 Yard Mixer, (3) Shoots, Beam Suspension, 220” W/B, 445/65R22.5 Front Tires, 12R22.5 Rear Tires

CHOICE OF 3 - 2447, 2448, 2449

2447 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK
S/N - 1NPALF0X96D633750

2448 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK
S/N - 1NPALF0X96N633791, Meter Reads - 161,061 Miles
C11 Cat Engine, Allison Automatic, Schwing STM 10.5 Yard Mixer, (3) Shoots, Beam Suspension, 220’ W/B, 445/65R22.5 Front Tires, 12R22.5 Rear Tires
2449 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK  
S/N - 1NPALT0X96D890535, Meter Reads - 204,247 Miles  
C11 Cat engine, Allison Automatic, Schwing STM 10.5 yard mixer, (3) shoots, beam suspension, 220" W/B, 445/65R22.5 front tires, 12R22.5 rear tires

**CHOICE OF 3 - 2450, 2451, 2452**

2450 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK  
S/N - 1NPALFOX26D633752, Meter Reads - 137,142 Miles  
Schwing Stetter, 10.5 yd. Capacity, 3, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Double Frame, Cat, C9, 335 Adv Horsepower, Allison, Automatic Transmission  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bonita Springs, FL*

2451 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK  
S/N - 1NPALFOX66D633754, Meter Reads - 158,946 Miles  
Cat engine, Allison Automatic, Schwing STM 10.5 yard mixer, (3) shoots, beam suspension, 220" W/B, 445/65R22.5 front tires, 12R22.5 rear tires

2452 2006 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK  
S/N - 1NPALFOX46N652488, Meter Reads - 127,080 Miles  
McNeilus 10.5 yd. Capacity, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Cat C9 Engine, 335 Adv Horsepower, Allison Automatic Transmission, 66,000 lb. GVWR  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Bonita Springs, FL*

2453 2005 PETERBILT 357 T/A MIXER TRUCK  
S/N - 1NPALT0X95D864810, Meter Reads - 186,615 Miles

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2454, 2455**

2454 SHUMAKER REAR DISCHARGE DRUM  
S/N - 2054-3-06 with Chute Pump and Fender  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in McIntyre, GA*
2455 SHUMAKER REAR DISCHARGE DRUM  
S/N - 1873-3-06  
with Chute Pump and Fender  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in McIntyre, GA

2456 2014 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 S/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 3ALACWDU2EDFW7604, Meter Reads - 28,533 Miles  
6.7L Cummins, Automatic Transmission, 10 FT. Godwin Dump Body, Automatic Tarp, Spring Suspension, 158 IN. W/B, 11R22.5 Tires

2457 2005 FORD F-650 SUPER DUTY S/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 3FRNF65C75V191217, Meter Reads - 108,112 Miles

2458 2014 CAT CT660 T/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 3HTJGTKT8EN765225, Meter Reads - 109,000 Miles  
Ox Bodies Steel Dump Body, Beam Type Suspension, Cat 12.4L Diesel Engine, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller 8LL Speed Manual Transmission, Sun Visor, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control

2459 2013 CAT CT660S T/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1HTJGTJ5D1197275, Meter Reads - 125,285 Miles  
Cat CT11 Engine, Eaton Fuller 10 Speed Transmission, PTO, 15' Dump Body, Roll Tarp, 202* W/B, Spring Suspension, 18,000 lb Front Axle, 40,000 lb Rear Axles, 315/80R22.5 Front and 11R22.5 Rear Tires

2460 1998 MACK RD688S T/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1M2P267C4WM035665, Meter Reads - 578,581 Miles  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cookeville, TN
CHOICE OF 5 - 2461, 2462, 2463, 2464, 2465

2461 2014 CAT CT660 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT6EJ498962, Meter Reads - 89,335 Miles
Caterpillar CT13, Automatic Transmission, Engine Brake, Ox Bodies 18’ Box, Electric Tarp, Air Lift 3rd Axle, Beam Suspension, 20000 lb frt, 40000 lb Rears, 205” WB, 425/65R22.5 Steer Tires, 11R22.5 Drive Tires

2462 2014 CAT CT660 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT4EJ498961, Meter Reads - 90,477 Miles
Caterpillar CT13, Automatic Transmission, Engine Brake, Ox Bodies 18’ Box, Electric Tarp, Air Lift 3rd Axle, Beam Suspension, 20000 lb frt, 40000 lb Rears, 205” WB, 425/65R22.5 Steer Tires, 11R22.5 Drive Tires

2463 2014 CAT CT660 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT1EJ498965, Meter Reads - 86,869 Miles
Caterpillar CT13, Automatic Transmission, Engine Brake, Ox Bodies 18’ Box, Electric Tarp, Air Lift 3rd Axle, Beam Suspension, 20000 lb frt, 40000 lb Rears, 205” WB, 425/65R22.5 Steer Tires, 11R22.5 Drive Tires

2464 2014 CAT CT660 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT2EJ498957, Meter Reads - 89,004 Miles
Caterpillar CT13, Automatic Transmission, Engine Brake, Ox Bodies 18’ Box, Electric Tarp, Air Lift 3rd Axle, Beam Suspension, 20000 lb frt, 40000 lb Rears, 205” WB, 425/65R22.5 Steer Tires, 11R22.5 Drive Tires

2465 2014 CAT CT660S TRI/A DUMP TRUCK
S/N - 1HTJGTKT8EJ498963, Meter Reads - 92,215 Miles
15-17yd Capacity, Steel Dump Body, Air Ride Cab, Air Lift Pusher Axle, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Cat CT 13 Engine, 430 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Automatic Transmission, 79,500 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
2013 CAT CT660S TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1HTJGTJT0DJ327902, Meter Reads - 63,432 Miles  
Cat CT11, 10.5L Engine, 390 Adv Horsepower,  
Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller 8 Speed Transmission,  
16’ Steel Dump Body, Air Ride Cab, Beam Type  
Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes

2006 INTERNATIONAL PAYSTAR 5600I TRI/A  
DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1HTXHSAT16J342557, Meter Reads - 354,509 Miles

2004 INTERNATIONAL 7600 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1HTWYAHT64J081130, Meter Reads - 226,939 Miles  
Cab, Air Conditioning, Tri/A Eaton Fuller 8 speed  
Transmission, 21 cu/yd Ox Body Dump Body,  
425/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R22.5 Rear Tires,

CHOICE OF 4 - 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472

2004 STERLING LT8500 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 2FZHAWBS54AN02808, Meter Reads - 548,568 Miles  
Sterling Tri-axle Dump Truck. Cummins ISC 330 HP  
/ Allison Automatic Transmission. 18’ Ox Body with  
Electric Tarp.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenville, NC

2004 STERLING L8500 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 2FZHAWBS94AN02813, Meter Reads - 499,067 Miles  
19 yd. Capacity, Steel Dump Body, Beam Type  
Suspension, Cummins ISCE85 8.3L Engine, 285  
Adv Horsepower, Allison 6 Speed Automatic  
Transmission, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenville, NC
2471 2004 STERLING LT8500 T/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 2FZHAWBS74AN02809, Meter Reads - 444,274 Miles  
Steel Dump Body, Beam Type Suspension, Cummins Engine, Allison Automatic Transmission, 53,220 lb GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenville, NC*

2472 2003 STERLING L8500 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 2FZHAWBS43AK64190, Meter Reads - 483,246 Miles  
Steel Dump Body, Beam Type Suspension, Cummins ISC Diesel Engine, Allison Automatic Transmission, 53,220 lb. GVWR, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Greenville, NC*

2473 2002 KENWORTH T800 TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1NKDXUTX32J885321, Meter Reads - 258,226 Miles  
Steel Dump Body, Air Ride Cab, Air Lift Pusher Axle, Beam Type Suspension, Dual Steering Boxes, Double Frame, Air Lift Tail Gate, Cat C12 11.9L Engine, 339 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller 10 Speed Manual Transmission, 87,618 lb. GVWR, Sun Visor, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncks Corner, SC*

2474 2000 WESTERN STAR 4964F TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 2WLPCC2G4YK962214, Meter Reads - 384,989 Miles  
Tri/A, Cat C12 Engine, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller A/T, PTO, 16’ Roades Steel Dump Body, Electric Roll Tarp, 230’ WB, Air Lift 3rd Axle, Double Frame, Beam Suspension, 16,000 lb. Front, 46,000 lb Rears, 385/65R22.5 Front Tires, 315/80R22.5 Lift Tires, 11R24.5 Rear Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in North Charleston, SC*

2475 1994 MACK RD688S TRI/A DUMP TRUCK  
S/N - 1M2P267C9RM020146, Meter Reads - 528,708 Miles  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cookeville, TN*
2476 1999 FREIGHTLINER FL70 S/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1FUWHLBAOXHA36613, Meter Reads - 29,060 Miles
Cummins ISC250 Diesel Engine, 250 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Allison MT643 Automatic Transmission, 30,000 lb. GVWR, Spring Type Suspension, Fixed 5th Wheel, Air Conditioning
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Orlando, FL

2477 2013 CAT CT660 T/A HIGHWAY TRACTOR
S/N - 1HSJKTLT2DJ419500, Meter Reads - 82,991 Miles

CHOICE OF 3 - 2478, 2479, 2480

2478 2013 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLT9DJ308393, Meter Reads - 99,877 Miles
Cat, CT15, 15.2L Engine, 550 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller, 18 Speed, Manual Transmission, 65,200 lb. GVWR, Air Ride Cab, Beam Type Suspension, Wet Kit, Fixed 5th Wheel, Sun Visor, Tilt and Telescopic Steering Wheel

2479 2013 CAT CT660L T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLT1DJ248495, Meter Reads - 212,447 Miles
T/A, CTS 15 Engine, Eaton Fuller 8 Speed LL, Wet Kit, PTO, Engine Brake, Locking Differentials, Sliding 5th Wheel, Air Ride Suspension, Front Axle 14,320 lb, Rear Axle 46,000 lb, 210' Wheel Base, 11R24.5. Includes a transferable ESC Extended Silver engine warranty active through 9/04/2018 or 500,000 miles, whichever occurs first.
2480 2013 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLT9DJ248521, Meter Reads - 200,000 Miles
Cat CT15, 550HP Engine, Eaton Fuller 18 Speed Manual Transmission, Engine Brake, Air Ride Suspension, 14,600LB-Front Axle, 46000LB Rear Axle, 209' W/B, 11R22.5 Tires. Includes a transferable ESC Extended Silver engine warranty active through 9/04/2018 or 500,000 miles, whichever occurs first.

CHOICE OF 3 - 2481, 2482, 2483

2481 2013 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLT2DJ248523, Meter Reads - 190,101 Miles
T/A, CTS 15 Engine, Eaton Fuller 8 Speed LL, Wet Kit, PTO, Engine Brake, Locking Differentials, Sliding 5th Wheel, Air Ride Suspension, Front Axle 14,320 lb, Rear Axle 46,000 lb, 210' Wheel Base, 11R24.5 Includes a transferable ESC Extended Silver engine warranty active through 9/04/2018 or 500,000 miles, whichever occurs first.

2482 2013 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLTXDJ248527, Meter Reads - 153,593 Miles
Cat CT15, 550HP Engine, Eaton Fuller 18 Speed Manual Transmission, Engine Brake, Air Ride Suspension, 14,600LB-Front Axle, 46000LB Rear Axle, 209' W/B, 11R22.5 Tires. Includes a transferable ESC Extended Silver engine warranty active through 9/04/2018 or 500,000 miles, whichever occurs first.

2483 2013 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJKTLT4DJ305174, Meter Reads - 101,133 Miles
Cat C15 Engine, Eaton Fuller, 18 Speed Transmission, Wet Kit, Sliding Fifth Wheel, Air Lift Tag Axle, Air Ride Suspension, 236'. W/B, 66,000 lb. Reas Axles, 16,000 lb. Front Axle, 385/65R22.5 Front Tires, 11R24.5 Rear Tires ***Warranty Gold Coverage 60 months/300,000 miles/ 10,000 hours.
2484 2012 CAT CT660 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1HSJGTKT5CJ672182, Meter Reads - 136,942 Miles
Cat CT13 Engine, 430 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Allison Automatic Transmission, 59,200 lb GVWR, Air Ride Cab, Beam Type Suspension, Double Frame, Wet Kit, Fixed 5th Wheel, Air Conditioning

2485 1997 VOLVO WG T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 4VGJDAGG6VN857877, Meter Reads - 186,396 Miles
Volvo 12.1L Engine, 385 Adv. Horsepower, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller Manual Transmission, 50,000 lb. GVWR, Spring Type Suspension, Sliding 5th Wheel, Air Conditioning, Cruise Control
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Cleveland, OH

2486 1994 KENWORTH T600 TRI/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1XKADB9X9J617283, Meter Reads - 529,798 Miles
Cat 3406E 425 HP, 13 Speed, Air Ride Susp, 40,000 lbs Rears, Wet Kit, Sliding 5th Wheel
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Metamora, OH

2487 1990 MACK CH613 T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB
S/N - 1M2AA13Y1LW005486, Meter Reads - 55,312 Miles
Mack E-7 350 HP, 9 Spd, PTO w/ Wet Line, Air Ride Suspension, 168” W/B
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Metamora, OH

CHOICE OF 3 - 2488, 2489, 2490

2488 2011 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA T/A CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDR2BSAS0702, Meter Reads - 648,324 Miles
Detroit 9DDXH14.BEED, 14.8L Engine, 560 Adv Horsepower, Engine Brake, Eaton Fuller 10 Speed Manual Transmission, 46,000 lb. GVWR, 72” Raised Roof, Air Ride Cab, Air Ride Suspension, Sliding 5th Wheel, Air Conditioning
2011 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 125 T/A
CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDR1BSAS0688, Meter Reads - 651,438 Miles
T/A, Detroit DD15 14.8L diesel engine, 10 speed transmission, 72’ high rise sleeper, auxiliary power unit, air slide 5th wheel, 230” WB, air suspension, 12,000 lb. front, 35,132 lb. rears, 275/80R22.5 front tires, 445/50R22.5 rear tires

2011 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 125 T/A
CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDRXBSAS0690, Meter Reads - 658,399 Miles

CHOICE OF 2 - 2491, 2492

2010 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA 125 T/A
CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDR6ASAR9449, Meter Reads - 652,555 Miles
T/A, Detroit DD15 14.8L diesel engine, 10 speed transmission, 72’ high rise sleeper, auxiliary power unit, air slide 5th wheel, 230” WB, air suspension, 12,000 lb. front, 35,268 lb. rears, 275/80R22.5 front tires, 445/50R22.5 rear tires

2010 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA T/A
CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDR1ASAR9455, Meter Reads - 651,364 Miles

2009 FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA T/A
CONVENTIONAL W/ SLEEPER
S/N - 1FUJGLDRX9LAM7215, Meter Reads - 701,802 Miles
2494  2006 VOLVO VNL64T T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB  
S/N - 4V4NC9GH56N419457, Meter Reads - 370,760 Miles  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncks Corner, SC

2495  1976 MACK RD487P T/A CONVENTIONAL DAY CAB  
S/N - RD487P1263, Meter Reads - 137,364 Miles  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Pittston, PA

2496  2005 OTTAWA 30 SPOTTER TRUCK  
S/N - 310515, Meter Reads - 157,332 Miles  
5.9L Cummins Diesel, Automatic Transmission, Hydraulic 5th Wheel, 110" W/B, 295/75R22.5 Tires

2497  1999 OTTAWA 30 SPOTTER TRUCK  
S/N - 79772, Meter Reads - 27,162 Hours  
5.9L Cummins Diesel, Automatic Transmission, Hydraulic 5th wheel, 110" W/B, 295/75R22.5 Tires

2498  1999 OTTAWA 30 SPOTTER TRUCK  
S/N - 79771, Meter Reads - 30,829 Hours  
5.9L Cummins Diesel, Automatic Transmission, Hydraulic 5th Wheel, 110" W/B, 295/75R22.5 Tires

2499  1999 OTTAWA 30 SPOTTER TRUCK  
S/N - 79774, Meter Reads - 28,405 Miles  
5.9L Cummins Diesel, Automatic Transmission, Hydraulic 5th Wheel, 110" W/B, 295/75R22.5 Tires  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2500  2009 TRAIL KING TK110 TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - 1TKJ052329B128808

***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
2501 2007 TRAIL KING TK110HDG-523 TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - 1TKJ052337B097971

2502 2005 TRAIL KING TK12U T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER  
S/N - 1TKU0162X5B088723  
16' Main Deck, Folding Ramps, 235/85R16 Tires

2503 2004 LOAD KING 553 SS TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - 5LKL4935241025030

2504 2003 FONTAINE TH55 TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - 13NE534043516315  
55 Ton Capacity, Hydraulic Removable Gooseneck,  
53' Overall Length x, 102' Overall Width, 25' Main Deck, Air Suspension, 275/70R22.5 Tires

2505 2002 TALBERT T4DW55HR TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - 40FSK674221021554  
55 Ton Capacity, Hydraulic Removable Gooseneck,  
54' Overall Length x, 8'6" Overall Width, 25'6" Main Deck, Side Extensions, Booster Axle, Air Suspension, 275/70R22.5 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Troy, MO*

2506 2001 ETNYRE TRI/A REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER  
S/N - No VIN - 111026  
55 Ton Capacity, Hydraulic Removable Gooseneck,  
51'6" Overall Length x, 8'6" Overall Width, 26' Main Deck, 13' Rear Deck, Side Extensions, Air Suspension, 275/70R22.5 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Troy, MO*

2507 1989 TRI/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER  
25 Ton Capacity, 35'6" Overall Length x, 102' Overall Width, 22' Main Deck, 86" Dovetail, Folding Ramps, Side Extensions, 215/75r17.5 Tires  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Concord, ON*
2508 WACKER NEUSON T/A GROUND LOAD TRAILER
S/N - No serial number found
Tilt Deck, Gooseneck, 25' Overall Length x, 100" Overall Width, 16' Front Deck, 3' Dovetail, 7.5-16 Tires

2509 1990 TRANSPORT TRAILER FH35-2D T/A FOLDING NECK TRAILER
S/N - 1B4L46244L2140143
43' Overall Length x 108" Overall Width, 7'
Front Deck, 24' Main Deck, Folding Ramps, 255/70R22.5 Tires.

2510 2006 OVERBILT OILFIELD FLATBED TRAILER
S/N - 1Z9PG534060058880
125,000 lb GVWR, 53' 6" Overall Length x 8' 6"
Overall Width, 11' Front Deck, 42' Main Deck, 102" Usable Deck Width, Air Brakes, 255/70R22.5 Tires
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in La Grange, TX

CHOICE OF 4 - 2511, 2512, 2513, 2514

2511 1997 TRAVIS T/A END DUMP TRAILER
S/N - 1T91F3923V1247937

2512 1997 TRAVIS T/A END DUMP TRAILER
S/N - 1T91F3925V1247700
39' Overall Length x, 8' 2" Overall Width, Air Suspension, 11R24.5 Tires

2513 1997 TRAVIS T/A END DUMP TRAILER
S/N - 1T91F3921V1247953

2514 1997 TRAVIS T/A END DUMP TRAILER
S/N - 1T91F3921V1247936
2515 T/A END DUMP TRAILER  
S/N - No serial number found  
29’ Overall Length x 8’ Overall Width, 11R22.5 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2516 1976 PEERLESS TRI/A PUP FLATBED TRAILER  
S/N - 0632  
38’ 6” Overall Length x 96” Overall Width, 26’ Main Deck, 11R24.5 Tires  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tumwater, WA

2517 2006 WYLIE T/A WATER TRAILER  
S/N - 1W9TV20236P342007  
5 Ton Capacity, 14,000 lb. GVWR, 16’ Overall Length x 81” Overall Width, 1,000 Gallon Tank Capacity, Surge Brakes, 7.5-16LT Tires, Honda 4.0 Gas Engine/Water Pump ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2518 2015 TOWMASTER T-14D T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER  
S/N - 4KNUT1824FL160238  
25’ 4” Overall Length x 102” Overall Width, 18’ Main Deck, 215/75R17.5 Tires

2519 2007 TRAIL KING TK14U T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER  
S/N - 1TKU016297B119611  
15’ 11 1/2” Main Deck, 235/85R16 Tires

2520 2006 MILLENNIUM M7F16G T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER  
S/N - 5MTGF16276A000267  
9 Ton Capacity, Gooseneck, 24’ Overall Length x, 102” Overall Width, 16’ Main Deck, Folding Ramps, 235/85R16 Tires

2521 2006 JLG 248 T/A FLATBED TRAILER  
S/N - 5DYAA14166C00315  
9’ Main Deck, 225/75R15 Tires
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2522</td>
<td>2004 TOWMASTER T-1400 T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER</td>
<td>4KNUT162X4L160793</td>
<td>9 Ton Capacity, 228 in Overall Length x, 102 in Overall Width, 195x84 Main Deck, Folding Ramps, 215/75/17.5 Tires</td>
<td>Murrysville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2523</td>
<td>2003 TOWMASTER T-40 T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER</td>
<td>4KNFT19203L162958</td>
<td>24 Ton Capacity, 33 ft Overall Length x, 102 in Overall Width, 230 in Main Deck, 90 in Dovetail, 215/75/17.5 Tires</td>
<td>Murrysville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2524</td>
<td>1998 OLYMPIC T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER</td>
<td>1Z9TF2531WT091003</td>
<td>20 Ton Capacity, 36' Overall Length x 96' Overall Width, 24' Main Deck, 235 75R17.5 Tires</td>
<td>Tacoma, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2525</td>
<td>1989 WALLACE T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER</td>
<td>8901016</td>
<td>40 ' Overall Length x, 112 &quot; Overall Width, 8 ' Front Deck, 13 ' Main Deck, 7 ' Rear Deck, 3 ' Dovetail, Folding Ramps, 255/70R22.5 Tires</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2526</td>
<td>1996 UTILITY FS2CHE T/A FLATBED TRAILER</td>
<td>1UYFS2486TA727806</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually</td>
<td>Lakewood, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2527</td>
<td>1995 WALTON T/A EQUIPMENT TRAILER</td>
<td>1W9EC1423S1063138</td>
<td>T/A, 13' 4&quot; x 8&quot; 1&quot; Deck, Folding Ramps, Air Brakes, Spring Suspension, 285/85R16 Tires</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2528</td>
<td>1984 UTILITY FS2CHE T/A FLATBED TRAILER</td>
<td>1UYFS2420E189702</td>
<td>42' 10&quot; Overall Length x, 8' Overall Width, 7' 7.5&quot; Main Deck, 11R24.5 Tires</td>
<td>Fort Pierce, FL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2529 KNUCKLE BOOM ATTACHMENT

CHOICE OF 5 - 2530, 2531, 2532, 2533, 2534

2530 GME 10’ X 12’ TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030613
76” Pipe Clearance, (4) 10’ Spreader Bars and Pins. Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2531 GME 10’ X 12’ TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030615
76” Pipe Clearance, (4) 10’ Spreader Bars and Pins. Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2532 GME 10’ X 12’ TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102099
76” Pipe Clearance, (4) 10’ Spreader Bars and Pins. Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2533 GME 10’ X 12’ TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12020345
76” Pipe Clearance, (4) 10’ Spreader Bars and Pins. Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2534 GME 10’ X 12’ TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12020287
76” Pipe Clearance, (4) 10’ Spreader Bars and Pins. Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL
CHOICE OF 5 - 2535, 2536, 2537, 2538, 2539

2535 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12112254
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2536 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102032
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2537 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030612
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2538 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12101980
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2539 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030599
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

CHOICE OF 5 - 2540, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2544

2540 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102040
76' Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL
2541 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12030606  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2542 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12030607  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2543 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12020310  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2544 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12112250  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

CHOICE OF 5 - 2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549

2545 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12102050  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

2546 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12020386  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL
2547 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102049
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2548 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102098
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2549 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12102043
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

**CHOICE OF 5 - 2550, 2551, 2552, 2553, 2554**

2550 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030617
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2551 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12020344
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2552 GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD
S/N - M12030611
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.
Tab Data and certification available.
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*
2553 **GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12101981  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2554 **GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12030610  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

**CHOICE OF 5 - 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559**

2555 **GME 10 X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12030616  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2556 **GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12030601  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2557 **GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12030609  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*

2558 **GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD**  
S/N - M12030605  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL*
2559  GME 10' X 12' TRENCH SHIELD  
S/N - M12020343  
76" Pipe Clearance, (4) 10' Spreader Bars and Pins.  
Tab Data and certification available.  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Murphysboro, IL

____________________________

CHOICE OF 3 - 2560, 2561, 2562

2560  NGK 6000H GENERATOR  
S/N - H0016758

____________________________

2561  NGK 4300H GENERATOR  
S/N - H0018740  
4300W, Auto Idle

____________________________

2562  MULTIQUIP GA-6HA 6 KW GENERATOR  
S/N - 537-8213  
6000 kW Standby Generator, Auto Idle

____________________________

CHOICE OF 4 - 2563, 2564, 2565, 2566

2563  CAT LC2014B GENERATOR  
S/N - N2R03592  
240/480 Volt

____________________________

2564  CAT LC2014B GENERATOR  
S/N - N2R03600  
240/480 Volt

____________________________

2565  CAT LC2014B GENERATOR  
S/N - N2R03596  
240/480 Volt

____________________________

2566  CAT LC2014B GENERATOR  
S/N - N2R03601  
240/480 Volt
CHOICE OF 6 - 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572

2567 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02340
240/480 Volt

2568 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02285
240/480 Volt

2569 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02320
240/480 Volt

2570 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02734
240/480 Volt

2571 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02336
240/480 Volt

2572 CAT LC2014C GENERATOR
S/N - N2R02349
240/480 Volt

CHOICE OF 2 - 2573, 2574

2573 CAT N3R01457 GENERATOR
S/N - N3R01457
240 Volt

2574 CAT N3R01457 GENERATOR
S/N - N3R01451
240 Volt
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Model Description</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2575</td>
<td>CAT SR4-GD GENERATOR - UNUSED</td>
<td>S/N - G5D00765, 1137 kVA, 910 kW, 60 Hertz</td>
<td>Charlottetown, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2576</td>
<td>CAT SR5 GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - G3D00076</td>
<td>Charloretown, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2577</td>
<td>CAT SR5 GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - C8C00070</td>
<td>Charlottetown, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2578</td>
<td>CAT SR5 GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - G1K00055</td>
<td>Charlottetown, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2579</td>
<td>2009 CAT XQ30-8 GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - 16MPF08199D053773, Meter Reads - 11,425 Hours, Cat C2.2 Engine, Ball Hitch, 125V and 120/208V Receptacles</td>
<td>Charlottetown, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2580</td>
<td>2009 CAT XQ30-8 33.8 KVA GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - CAT00000AGBE00213 / 16MPF081090053919, Meter Reads - 12,356 Hours, 208/480 Volts 3 Phase, 120V Receptacles, 240V Receptacles, Cat C2.2 Diesel Engine, Pintle Ring</td>
<td>Mercier, QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2581</td>
<td>2007 CAT XQ30-6 37.5 KVA GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - CAT00C33HN3X00302, Meter Reads - 10,885 Hours, 208/480 Volts 3 Phase, 120V Receptacles, 240V Receptacles, C3.3 Engine, T/A</td>
<td>Dartmouth, NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2582</td>
<td>2007 CAT XQ45-2 GENERATOR</td>
<td>S/N - 16MPF10207D048467, Meter Reads - 10,926 Hours, 208/480 Volts 3 Phase, 120V Receptacles, 240V Receptacles, CAT-, 3054C Engine, Pintle Ring</td>
<td>Moncton, NB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2583 ONAN 350.0DFN-17R/16494A 438 KVA GENERATOR
S/N - serial number is not legible
438 kVA, 350 kW, 24 Volts, 3 Phase, Cummins Engine, Skid Mounted. There was no response from the engine when the key was turned.
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Randolph, MO

2584 2005 ATLAS COPCO QAS-78JD GENERATOR
S/N - 1615875881
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mobile, AL

2585 2008 CAT XQ100-6 125 KVA GENERATOR
S/N - 16MPF11278D053200 / CAT00C44PD4D00684, Meter Reads - 13,629 Hours
208/480 Volts 3 Phase, 120V Receptacles, 240V Receptacles, Cat C4.4 Engine, T/A, Pintle Ring
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Laval, QC

2586 COLEMAN GENERATOR
S/N - 2003601
120V Receptacles, 240V Receptacles, John Deere 6.8L Engine, T/A, Pintle Ring

2587 CAT D346 469KVA GENERATOR
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 2,011 Hours
469 kVA, 375 kW, 460 Volts 3 Phase, Cat-, D346 Engine, Skid Mounted, Stationary

2588 REED B70D-SKE SKID MOUNTED CONCRETE PUMP
S/N - 3.08.1.2875
100 HP Electric Motor
**CHOICE OF 2 - 2589, 2590**

**2589 2013 AIR BURNERS T300 AIR CURTAIN PIT BURNER**
S/N - FBN13492, Meter Reads - 824 Hours
T/A carrier, Kubota diesel, ball hitch 225/70D15 tires

**2590 2013 AIR BURNERS T300 AIR CURTAIN PIT BURNER**
S/N - FXN13476, Meter Reads - 1,281 Hours
T/A carrier, Kubota Diesel, Ball Hitch, 225/70D15 tires

**2591 GODWIN CD150M WATER PUMP**
S/N - 0955896-13, Meter Reads - 2,459 Hours
6" Intake, 6" Discharge, Diesel, Cat-C4.4 Engine, Skid Mounted
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

**2592 GODWIN WATER PUMP**
S/N - 16MPF08148D052061, Meter Reads - 1,946 Hours
8" Intake, 8" Discharge, Diesel, Cat-, C4.4 Engine, Trailer Mounted, Pintle Ring
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Shakopee, MN

**2593 DYNA PRINE WATER PUMP**
Meter Reads - 3,518 Hours
6" Intake, 6" Discharge, Diesel, Skid Mounted
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

**2594 DYNA PRINE WATER PUMP**
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

**2595 GODWIN CD100M 4" WATER PUMP**
S/N - 16MPF04159D054179, Meter Reads - 3,193 Hours
4" Intake, 4" Discharge, Diesel, Caterpillar C1.5 Engine, Pintle Ring, S/A
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Montreal, QC
2596  **GODWIN CD150M 6” WATER PUMP**  
S/N - 0852889/82, Meter Reads - 1,473 Hours  
7” Intake, 6” Discharge, Diesel, Cat 3054C Engine,  
Trailer Mounted, Pintle Ring  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Moncton, NB*

2597  **GORMAN-RUPP WATER PUMP**  
S/N - 16MPF128YD027382  
6” Intake, 6” Discharge, John Deere 4.5L diesel Engine, Pintle Ring  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

2598  **GLOBAL 4-TAP-J3-T 4” WATER PUMP**  
S/N - 0255610, Meter Reads - 1,094 Hours  
4” Intake, 4” Discharge, Diesel, Yanmar -, 3Cyl Engine, Trailer Mounted, Pintle Ring  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

2599  **SYKES WP200A WATER PUMP**  
Meter Reads - 400 Hours  
6” Intake, 6” Discharge, Diesel, Lombardini-, 4 cyl Engine, Skid Mounted  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

2600  **POWLEY WATER PUMP**  
S/N - 2DXL061008  
12” Intake, 12” Discharge, Deutz 6 cylinder diesel Engine, Pintle Ring, T/A mounted

2601  **GRIFFIN**  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL*

**CHOICE OF 2 - 2602, 2603**

2602  **1996 INGERSOLL-RAND P185WD AIR COMPRESSOR**  
S/N - 26228  
*To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA*
2603 1996 INGERSOLL-RAND P185WD AIR COMPRESSOR  
S/N - 265997  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

2604 2014 ALLMAND NIGHT-LITE PRO II V LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 0208PRO2V14, Meter Reads - 1,425 Hours  
8 kW, Perkins-, C1.1 Engine, Power Receptacles, Electric Mast Winch

CHOICE OF 6 - 2605, 2606, 2607, 2608, 2609, 2610

2605 2013 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 1304565 / 5AULS1417DB304565, Meter Reads - 2,806 Hours  
6 kW, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

2606 2013 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 1303191 / 5AULS1419DB303191, Meter Reads - 3,379 Hours  
6 kW, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

2607 2013 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 1303192 / 5AULS1410DB303192, Meter Reads - 4,016 Hours  
6 kW, Mitsubishi -, L3E Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

2608 2013 MAGNUM MLT3060 LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 1303196, Meter Reads - 4,500 Hours

2609 2013 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 1303197, Meter Reads - 5,672 Hours  
6 kW, Mitsubishi -, L3E Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Receptacles</th>
<th>Hitch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2610</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060M</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1304558</td>
<td>4,719</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>L3E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2611</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1303198</td>
<td>2,487</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>L3E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2612</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060M</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>5AJLS1418DB304560</td>
<td>3,016</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>L3E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2613</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1304567</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2614</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060M</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1310242</td>
<td>4,721</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>L3E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2615</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Magnum</td>
<td>MLT3060M</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1312377 / 5AJLS1412DB312377</td>
<td>1,579</td>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>L3E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2616</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Allmand</td>
<td>Night-Lite PRO II</td>
<td>LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>1185PRO2V12</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>Perkins</td>
<td>C1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>Receptacles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHOICE OF 5 - 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615**

**2616 2012 ALLMAND NIGHT-LITE PRO II LIGHT TOWER**

S/N - 1185PRO2V12, Meter Reads - 862 Hours
8 kW, Perkins-, C1.1 Engine, Power Receptacles, Electric Mast Winch
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specification Details</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2617</td>
<td>2011 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - 1103373, Meter Reads - 3,552 Hours, 6 kW, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2618</td>
<td>2011 MAGNUM MLT3060M LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - 5AJLS1616BB010441, 6 kW, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2619</td>
<td>2011 ALLMAND MAXI-LITE V SERIES LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - 0331MLV11, Meter Reads - 4,819 Hours, 20 kW, Cat-, Power Receptacles, Electric Mast Winch, Ball Hitch, Pintle Ring</td>
<td>Pittston, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2620</td>
<td>2009 ALLMAND BROS MAXI LITE 695 LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - 0193MXL09, Meter Reads - 2,852 Hours</td>
<td>Hazard, KY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2621</td>
<td>2009 NORAM WCW204MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - C09-10-04135, Meter Reads - 10,177 Hours, Cat-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHOICE OF 2 - 2622, 2623</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2622</td>
<td>2008 TEREX RL4000 LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - RL408-530, 6 kW, Kubota Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td>Pittston, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2623</td>
<td>2008 GENIE TML 4000 LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>S/N - TML08-244, Meter Reads - 993 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2624 2007 GENIE LITE-4000N LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - TML07-719, Meter Reads - 4,766 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Hazard, KY

2625 WACKER LITE LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 20036111, Meter Reads - 4,090 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Ashland, KY

2626 WACKER LITE LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 20050699, Meter Reads - 4,260 Hours  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Middletown, KY

2627 WACKER LITE LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 20050715, Meter Reads - 4,131 Hours  
, Kubota-, D1005 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Dry Ridge, KY

2628 2004 WACKER LTC4L LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 5F13D131941000606, Meter Reads - 2,616 Hours  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2629 2004 INGERSOLL-RAND LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - 344539UC0789, Meter Reads - 3,541 Hours  
6 kW, Kubota-, D905 Engine, Power Receptacles  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

CHOICE OF 6 - 2630, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635

2630 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER  
S/N - HYF-27782, Meter Reads - 996 Hours  
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D116 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Compton, CA
2631 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER
S/N - HYF-27780, Meter Reads - 648 Hours
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D116 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Compton, CA

2632 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER
S/N - HYF-27784, Meter Reads - 789 Hours
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D116 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Compton, CA

2633 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER
S/N - HYF-27789, Meter Reads - 714 Hours
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D116 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Compton, CA

2634 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER
S/N - HYF-27787, Meter Reads - 711 Hours
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Compton, CA

2635 2007 TEREX RL4060DL-4MH LIGHT TOWER
***ITEM OFFERED AS-IS, WHERE-IS WITH NO IRONCLAD ASSURANCE.***
S/N - HYF-027806

CHOICE OF 6 - 2636, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 2641

2636 2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER
S/N - HYF-27804, Meter Reads - 1,456 Hours
6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Piscataway, NJ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Meter Readings</th>
<th>Engine Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2637</td>
<td>2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>HYF-27805</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Piscataway, NJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2638</td>
<td>2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>HYF-27798</td>
<td>1,240 Hours</td>
<td>6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Piscataway, NJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2639</td>
<td>2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>HYF-27801</td>
<td>682 Hours</td>
<td>6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2640</td>
<td>2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>HYF-27800</td>
<td>2,093 Hours</td>
<td>6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2641</td>
<td>2007 TEREX RL4060D1-4MH LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>HYF-27802</td>
<td>964 Hours</td>
<td>6 kW, 4 Lamps, Kubota D1105 Engine, Power Receptacles, Pintle Ring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CHOICE OF 5 - 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2642</td>
<td>MULTIQUIP NIGHT HAWK LT12 LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>3493</td>
<td>1,066 Hours</td>
<td>5 kW, Perkins-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2643</td>
<td>MULTIQUIP NIGHT HAWK LT12 LIGHT TOWER</td>
<td>3432</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 kW, Deutz-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTIQUIP NIGHT HAWK LT12 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - 3494, Meter Reads - 4,291 Hours
5 kW, Deutz-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

MULTIQUIP NIGHT HAWK LT12 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - No serial number found, Meter Reads - 1,463 Hours
, Deutz-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

MULTIQUIP NIGHT HAWK LT12 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - 3508, Meter Reads - 4,494 Hours
5 kW, Deutz-, Power Receptacles, Ball Hitch

2006 INGERSOLL-RAND LS6 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - 3701864DQC13
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

2000 INGERSOLL-RAND LS6 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - 313022UEK789
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

INGERSOLL-RAND LS6 LIGHT TOWER
S/N - L6A-4MH
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2650, 2651

PRECISION SOLAR CONTROLS SMC-1000 MESSAGE BOARD
S/N - 696
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA

PRECISION SOLAR CONTROLS SMC-1000 MESSAGE BOARD
S/N - 690
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Mountain Top, PA
2652 LOT OF (2) ENGINE STANDS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2653 JEAMAR LT20000 WINCH
S/N - 3327
Electric Deck Mount Winch
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Tampa, FL

2654 JOST A400
S/N - A400-T-17

2655 LOT OF 9 TANKS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sarasota, FL

2656 FUEL TANK
S/N -

2657 FUEL TANK
S/N -

2658 FUEL TANK

2659 RICE HYDRO PRESSURE WASHER
S/N -

2660 MAXON LIFT GATE
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Auburn Hills, MI

2661 Manitowoc 22986 SHAFT
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2662</td>
<td>LOT OF PARTS</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2663</td>
<td>LOT OF (4) SOLID TIRES W/WHEELS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2664</td>
<td>LOT OF HYDRAULIC PUMPS &amp; MOTORS</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2665</td>
<td>LOT (9) TRUCK DRIVE AXLES</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2666</td>
<td>LOT OF STEERING BOXES</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2667</td>
<td>LOT OF HYDRAULIC HOSES</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2668</td>
<td>LOT OF HYDRAULIC FITTINGS - FITS CAT 14G</td>
<td>Fits Cat 14G Motor Grader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2669</td>
<td>LOT OF AIR FILTERS</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2670</td>
<td>LOT OF AIR FILTERS</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2671</td>
<td>LOT OF CAT FILTERS</td>
<td>To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOT OF AIR FILTERS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF BEARINGS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF OIL FILTERS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF BEARINGS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF OIL FILTERS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF BEARINGS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

HYDRAULIC LIFTGATE  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Auburn Hills, MI

A-BEC SANDBLAST POT  
S/N -  
w/ Blast Hose

LOT OF (4) TRANSMISSIONS  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

LOT OF (2) EATON-FULLER TRANSMISSIONS  
S/N - 70103606 / 50556076  
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
2682 EATON FULLER RTOF-958-LL TRANSMISSION
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2683 LOT OF (4) WHEELS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2684 LOT OF (2) 29.00 R25 TIRES

2685 LOT OF BOLTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2686 LOT OF (3) DIFFERENTIALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2687 LOT OF BOLTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2688 LOT OF BOLTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2689 LOT OF (10) BOLTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2690 LOT OF PVC FITTINGS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2691 LOT OF PARTS - FITS CAT 637
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2692 LOT OF PARTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
2693 LOT OF CAT SERVICE TOOLS
(1) 4C6090 Multichannel Temperature Selector, (1) 5P6590 Wiring Tester Group Cables, (1) 5P6590 Wiring Tester Group Tester & (1) 6V3150 Engine Pressure Group
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2694 155' OF PARKER SERIES 7216 TRANSLITE TANK TRUCK HOSE
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2695 LOT OF (14) CLEVIS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2696 LOT OF PARTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2697 LOT OF KNOCKER WRENCHES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2698 LOT OF (6) AXLE SHAFTS - FITS CAT D11
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2699 LOT (4) "C"- CLAMPS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2700 LOT OF CABLE CLAMPS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2701 LOT OF KNOCKER WRENCHES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2702 LOT OF METRIC SOCKETS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
2703 LOT OF METRIC WRENCHES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2704 LOT OF TAPER LOCKS & SHEAVES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2705 LOT OF (2) OTC DOUBLE RAMS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2706 LOT OF METRIC WRENCHES
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2707 LOT OF HUB SOCKETS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2708 LOT OF COPPER ARMOR
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2709 LOT OF MISC. TIRE CHAINS AND TIRE PART
CHAIN PARTS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2710 LOT SAE 80W-90
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2711 LOT SAE 50 OIL
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2712, 2713

2712 LOT OF WIRE ROPE
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA
2713 LOT OF WIRE ROPE
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 2 - 2714, 2715

2714 LOT OF CAT SERVICE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2715 LOT OF CAT SERVICE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 4 - 2716, 2717, 2718, 2719

2716 LOT OF CAT SERVICE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2717 LOT OF SERVICE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2718 LOT OF SERVICE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

2719 LOT OF DRAGLINE MANUALS
To Be Sold Virtually - Item located in Sligo, PA

CHOICE OF 4 - 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723

2720 ALTO-CLARKE EZ-8 FLOOR SANDER
S/N - 09-905-00034
Floor Sander, Motor: 1.5 HP. Totally Enclosed Drum
Width (in/cm): 8/20.32 Dust/Filter Bag (cu./l): 2/56.6 Drum Speed rpm: 1,800 Levelling Control:
Externally Adjusted Motor Starter: Mechanical Relay
Power Cable (ft/m): 40/12.2
**2721** ALTO-CLARKE EZ-8 FLOOR SANDER  
S/N - YK0174  
Floor Sander, Motor: 1.5 HP. Totally Enclosed Drum  
Width (in/cm): 8/20.32 Dust/Filter Bag (cu.'/l):  
2/56.6 Drum Speed rpm: 1,800 Levelling Control:  
Externally Adjusted Motor Starter: Mechanical Relay  
Power Cable (ft/m): 40/12.2 ***Item offered as-is,  
where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

---

**2722** ALTO-CLARKE EZ-8 FLOOR SANDER  
S/N - 2680  
Floor Sander, Motor: 1.5 HP. Totally Enclosed Drum  
Width (in/cm): 8/20.32 Dust/Filter Bag (cu.'/l):  
2/56.6 Drum Speed rpm: 1,800 Levelling Control:  
Externally Adjusted Motor Starter: Mechanical Relay  
Power Cable (ft/m): 40/12.2 ***Item offered as-is,  
where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

---

**2723** ALTO-CLARKE EZ-8 FLOOR SANDER  
S/N - YC2578  
Floor Sander, Motor: 1.5 HP. Totally Enclosed Drum  
Width (in/cm): 8/20.32 Dust/Filter Bag (cu.'/l):  
2/56.6 Drum Speed rpm: 1,800 Levelling Control:  
Externally Adjusted Motor Starter: Mechanical Relay  
Power Cable (ft/m): 40/12.2 ***Item offered as-is,  
where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

---

**2724** ALTO-CLARKE SL-8 FLOOR SANDER  
S/N - 6991  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad  
Assurance.***

---

**2725** HIRETECH HT7-2 FLOOR SANDER  
S/N - 6606  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad  
Assurance.***

---

**2726** CLARKE OBS-18 SANDER  
S/N - YC3180  
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad  
Assurance.***
2727 CLARKE OBS-18 SANDER
S/N - YC3182
Floor Sander ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2728 CHOICE OF 2 - 2728, 2729
2728 EDCO 2GC-UH CONCRETE GRINDER
S/N - 15772

2729 EDCO 2GC-UH CONCRETE GRINDER
S/N - 16108

2730 EDCO CONCRETE PLANER
S/N - OBL

2731 EDCO 2-EC CONCRETE GRINDER
S/N - 20393
Electric, Dual-Disc Grinder, 22" working width,

2732 EDCO CPSX-16K CONCRETE PLANER
S/N - 2884
***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***

2733 EDCO 2GC-11H CONCRETE GRINDER
S/N - 22247
Gas Powered, 11HP Dual Disc Grinder, 22" Working Width

2734 STONE S-20
S/N - 3012
Forward Plate Compactor, 13' ***Item offered as-is, where-is with no IronClad Assurance.***
2735  **BOSCH BRUTE ELECTRIC BREAKER**  
S/N - 4139  
66.5 LB

---

**CHOICE OF 5 - 2736, 2737, 2738, 2739, 2740**

2736  **LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS**  

---

2737  **LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS**  

---

2738  **LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS**  

---

2739  **LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS**  

---

2740  **LOT OF (2) HOUSINGS**  
UPCOMING CAT AUCTION SERVICES UNRESERVED PUBLIC AUCTIONS

• March 23 - Minnesota
  Hosted by Ziegler CAT

• March 30 - Edmonton, AB
  Hosted by Finning

• April 13 - Denver, CO
  Hosted by Wagner Equipment

• April 20 - United Kingdom
  Hosted by Finning UK

• May 3 - Dallas / Fort Worth, TX

Interested in selling your equipment in one of our upcoming auctions? Visit us at IronPlanet.com for more information.

Follow us on social media!
@ironplanet